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ABSTRACT

V/hi

1e past research has emphasìzed the Processing

of

sexual

has endeavoured
assault cases at the poìice level' the present study
levels of the criminal
to expand the focus and has included other relevant

levels were
justice system. consequentlyt the police' Crown and court
in the handling of
examined. In addition, the role of the prosecutor
rape rePorts was

studìed'

There has also been a need

for

increased

considerabìe
investigation of the prosecutorrs role¡ given the
involvement of the Crown attorneys in the legal Process'

TheresearchfocusedonrâpeandattemPtedraperePortsmadeto
1977' The
the police in Winnipeg for the study period' lg76 and
to the final
reports were then followed through the ìegal system
was inìtial ly
disposìtion of the charges. Informâtion on the reports
obtained from the poìice

with the prosecutors

files

and was comPleted by personal interviews

who hâd handled

the rePorts

The Prosecutors were aìso interviewed
practices in handl ing rape cases in general '

period.

made

during the study

with respect to their

aspects of
The data provided the informâtion on the following

justice
reports: the filtering of the rePorts in the criminal
offencet and
systemt the demographic characteri stics of the

rape

prosecutorial practices ìn the processing of the reports'
The study provided the fol lowing

rape reports were substantial

'

results'

over 70 percent

The

fiìtering of

of the charges

the

were

filtered out of the legal system at the Pol ice, Crown and court leveìs'
The police level contained the greatest termination of charges and
resulted in the filtering out of 57.8 percent of the original charges'
Conversely, only 28.) percent of the charges ended with a conviction

for the offender.
The denngraphic characteri

stics indicated overall

congruence with

past research and dispel led several of the societal myths surrounding

that rape was not typicalìy

rape.

Arong these were the findings

sudden

attack by a strânger and also that whjle rnost of the offenders

were unmarried, there were a considerable number involved

or cohabitating

a

in a marital

re ìat i onsh i P.

their role as one
ìn the processìng of rape cases'

Intervjews with the Prosecutors confirmed

containing considerable involvement

Discretionary powers and problems with the Prosecution
were also revealed.

of

rape cases
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CHAPTER

I

I NTRODUCT ION

le rape in the past received líttle âttention in

llhi
I

iterature, the mid l970rs

saw

a surge in the

volume

academic

of articles

and

of rape. Williams ('l980:37)
that bibliographies of rape until 1974 yieided only 333 articles

books addressing the various facets

reported

and books whereas bibìiographies between 1974 and 1976 yielded 364

ârticles

of

and

books. The escalation of academic interest in the subject

rape has been largely attributed

to feminist writings (Lafree,

l!803

ly exposed the harmfuì stereotypes of rape and
the correspondìng effects of the rape victim.
The major departure in feminist literature from prior works was an

82) that have systematical

emphasis on rape as a

violent rather than a sexuâl act

and as a social

problem

that was supported by a sexist society ând instjtutions

opposed

to the traditjonal focaì points thêt

ranged from the

sick psychopath (Hanmer, 1957) to female malice (Columbia
1967)

to vìctim precipitation (Amir, 197ì).

The

as

rapist as a

Law Review'

scarcity of

comprehen-

sive I iterature regarding rape and the victimrt. . . served both to

to reinforce a broad range of êssumptions about male-female
sexual íty and roles . . .rr (McCahill et aì., 197923). The emergent
express and

feminist

nìovement

in the l970rs functioned to reveal

rape as a sociaì

prob I em:

Feminists claimed that the sociosexual attitudes held by many
. . . tend to discredit the accounts of rape victíms and that

2

this

attitude tends to excuse or even champíon rape
Charges were levelled against practices in
emergency rooms that treated or refused to treat rape
victims, against pol ice handl ing of complaints, agêinst
laws that incorporated the log'íc of blam'ing rape victims,
and against courtroom procedures, characterized as
inquisitional, thât plâced on trial the victim and her
sex I i fe rather than the defendant. (ttccahi l l et al.,
1979¿3).
same

The present research addresses the stereotypes and misconceptions sur-

roundìng rape, evident
revea

I

ed

The

in the criminal justice

systemr

that

have been

in feminist literature.
plight of the rape victim ín the criminal justice

system has

dìrected the course of the research. These experìences have been
described as being

at least as traumatic as the rape incident in some

instances (Bohmer, 1977ó1). In addition' stringent legaì guidel ines
have contributed

to the low number of convictions for that crime.

role of the prosecuter in rape cases is emphasized.

The

The practices and

of the prosecutor in the crime of rape are consìdered to be
substantial in attaining the goals of dealing nore humanely and justly
with the rape victim in the criminal justice system.
perceptions

Naturç and 0rder

of

Presentation

The subsequent chapters

for the present

research describe

and

filtering system that functioned for the rape and attempted
rape reports made to the police in Winnipeg during the study period of
1976 and 1977, The role of the prosecutor in handling the cases will be

analyze the

emphasi

zed as wel I .

Chapter

offence

of

II

rape

contâins a review

of the literature pertaining to

utilìzíng the criminal justice

system âs the

There are four sections discussed¡ prosecutoriaì discretion

the

focaì point.

in

the

3

criminal justice systemt the legal elements in â râpe casel a feminist

of rape¡ and the notion of normal crimes in relation to râpe.
Each of the sections contains a review of the I iterature and posits the
hypotheses for the present research that were developed from the review
of the ¡ iterature regarding rape and the crimínal justice system.
The first section, that of prosecutorial discretion in the criminal
theory

justice system, focuses on the nâture

tion

and examines pleâ

and scope

of prosecutorial discre-

bârgaining. The considerable di scretion al lowed

the prosecutor was significant in the examination of the options avai lable for the course that a particuìar rape or attenpted rape charge

followed.
rape case

in

The second section examines the uníque legal elements

that set it apart frÕm other violent crimes in

terms

a

of its

prosecution. The legal elements discussed âre consent, corroboration
and the character

of the rape victim.

The

third section utiiizes

a

feminist theory of rape as the basis for the examination of the prosecu-

tion of rape cases. Within this context, rape

laws are viewed as dìs-

criminatory to the rape victim and as functioning to protect only certain

law. The fourth section
deals with assumption that the filterìng system of rape and attempted
rape reports from the police leveì to the judicial level are closely tied

b/omen

and

who are given

full

redress through the

function in relation to

308-335'1

.

other rape

Sudnowrs

A normal rape charge

viewed as one

that is similar to

charges.

The research methodology

Châpter

is

notion of the normal crime (1969¡

III.

for the present

research

The methods employed and the instruments

is

presented in

utilized for the

data col lection at both the police and the Crown levels are discussed.
The drawbacks

ín the

use

of official statistics for the study of

sexual

4

offences are also addressed. In addition, the problem of underreporting
by victims

ìs

acknowì edged.

Chapter IV describes the

rape reports

at the poìicer

fiìtering

Crown and

system

of the

rape and attempted

court levels for the study period'

of the three levels are discussed in detai I with the respective
person(s) responsibìe for the terminãtion' aiterâtion or retention of
the reports. The legal process involved at the poììce' Crown and court
Each

levels is also discussed.
In Chapter Vr the denìographic factors are discussed'

The victim,

offender and offence characteristjcs are presented and compared with the

findings from other raPe studies.
The

in

results of the interviews with the trown attorneys are contained

Chapter

VI.

Information pertainjng to prosecutorial procedures

and

filing and prosecutìon of rape cases is given' The
problematìc asPects of raPe cases and the potential areas for social
pract'ices in the

legal reform are also addressed by the prosecutors

and

who were interviewed.

VII presents the hypotheses derived for the study' Each of
the seven hypotheses is presented, described and analyzed in relation to
the fi ltering system of rape and attemPted rape reports' The fi ltering
Chapter

system focuses specifical

ly

on the dismissal, alteration and retention

of the reports in the criminal justice system.
Chapter VIIIr the final chapterr contains a surnnary of the present
research and the major conclusions which were reached.

Recofrmendat ì on s

for sociaì and legal reform for the offence of rape are discussed' The
dírection for further research relating to sexual assault is aìso expìored.
The ìegaì definitions Pertinent
Appendi

x

A.

to the research are provided

ín

CHAPTER

REVIEW OF THE

I

L

II
ITE RATURE

nt roduct i on

The present study endeavours

to

examine

the filtering system of

rape and attemPted râpe reports as they proceed through the criminal

justice system. Prosecutorial perceptions and practices in the handl ing

of

rape and attemPted rape reports

research insofar as they

will

be highlighted

affect the processing

in the present

and eventuaì outcorìe of

these sexual assault charges. To thât endr a detai led discussion of

prosecutorial discretíon and proclivity for the use of plea bargaining

will

be given.
The unique legal elements

wjth the

of

manner

in a rape case will

in which they serve to

impede

be presented along

the successfuì Prosecution

rape ând attempted rape charges. The issues

of consent, corrobora-

of the rape victim will be analyzed ìn relation to
their effect on the disposition of the charges'

tion

and character

Feminist theory predicts that certain râpe or âttempted rape victims

wíll

be nlore

dismissed

likely to

have

thejr

cases retajned as opposed

to

being

or plea bargained in the criminal justice system' Victjms

whose charges

are less likely to be retained are those

who possess

negative moral and social attributes and those who are Perceìved to have
been

at least partly

responsible

The preoccupation wíth

for the occurrence of the incident'

victim credibility along with the corresponding

6

stringent legal guideìines

will result in a high number of negotiated

pleas and dismissed charges

in

such cases.

Finally, the notion of rape as a normal crime

(Sudnow' 1969)

will

is that those rape and âttemPted rape
charges that are deemed to be typical or representative of sexual
assaults will be rìore likely to be âltered in the crjminal justice
system. In particular, the number of offenders involved in the offence
be examìned. The implication

will

be analyzed

with the contention that multiPle offender cases are

not representative of the usual offence pattern and will be less likely

to be dealt with as plea

bargained

or

dismjssed charges.

Discretionary Powers of the Prosecutor in the Criminal Justìce
The substantial discretion al lowêd the prosecutor

System

is significant

in the examination of the options available in deciding the course a
particuìar rape or attempted rape charge wilI take. This discretion
results in various decisions ìncluding reduction of charges, djsmissal

of charges, plea bargaining, appeal of a conviction and/or sentence and
maintenance of the original charge. The range of prosecutorial discretion wjll be discussed along with the Prosecutorial propensity for the
use
P

of plea bargainìng.

rosec uto r i a I

0iscretion

The considerable dj scretion allowed the Prosecutor has been
acknowledged by numerous

writers

Chambliss & Seidrìanr l97l

¡

(Grosman, ì970t Blumberg, 1967)

LaFave,

examining prosecutorial di scretion

ì970).

The

first

is to arrive at

requirement for

a working definition

of the concept of discretion for the present research. Dean Roscoe Pound
(1960t925-26) has suggested that! 'r(Discretion) ís an authoríty con-

7

ferred by ìaw to act in certain conditions or situâtions in

accordance

officialrs or an officiaì agencyrs own considered judgement
and conscience. It is an idea of moraìs beìonging to the twilight zone
between law and morals.rr A nþre encompassing notion of discretion,
$rith ên

however, would include the
di scretion whenever the
make

foìlowing: rr. . . ä public officer

effective limits on his

has

power leave him

free to

a choice anong possible courses of action or inactionrr (Davis,

196924). 0iscretion here, according to LâFave

may

berr. . .

by doíng nothing and may exist without express recognition

exercised

in

lawrl

(1970t532).

It

has been sâid

that prosecutors

have

the greatest discretionary

in the críminal justice system (Reiss, 1974:690). The substantial
discretion of the prosecutor is realized in a number of ways (Blumberg,
powers

1967r Grosman, lgToi LaFave, 1970t Reiss'
when

1974). The prosecutor

decìdes

reports of arrest or requests for warrants from the police will

be

wìth. In other wordsr the prosecutor is given virtually uncontrolled discretionl in determjníng whether to prosecute and on what
proceeded

legal grounds.

The next step involves the decision by

to the specific information that wilI

the prosecutor âs

be required shouìd the prosecutor

of information will
serve to âcconmodate the charging decision. The prosecutorr at this
point, may overcharge in anticipation of plea bargaining. The prosecutor
decide to proceed with the pol ice charges. The type

lIt i.

r.cognìzed that there are numerous factors ín every julisdiction that may affect the use of prosecutorial discretion. Among
these are local practìces, personal preferences and specific written
guideìines that may have a bearing on its use. However, the di scussion
éndeavours to present the full spectrum of that discretion without
impìying that al I prosecutors enjoy unlimited powers.

8

may then

counseì

for a reduction of charge(s) or a pre-determined

exchange

going

retain the original charge(s) or negotiate with

sentence in

for a plea of guilty from the defendant in lieu of the case

to trial.

LaFave mentions

that plea bargaining that occurs âfter

a h'igher charge has been formal ly ìaid
s

defense

is in

theory open to judicial

uperv i sìon:

In practice, however, judicial control is usually minimal;
the judge accepts the lesser plea wìthout question, and the
prosecutorrs explanation (if required by law or practice) is
usually no rnore expì ìcìt than rin the interests of justicel

0r, the prosecutor may be so bold as to promise a
certain sentence upon a guilty pleêr a promise he may know
he can fulfilì because of the trial judgels practise of
fol lowing the prosecutorrs reconmendat i on s. (1970:540-41).
The pre-trial djsclosure of the information concerning the prosecutionr s
case is aìso left to the discretion of the prosecutor. Grosman states:
'rThe production of statements of Crown witnesses for inspection by the
defense before trial is a mâtter solely within the discretìon of the
prosecutor. That discretion is exercised

when he decides whether

to

disclose information tÕ the defense beyond the minimaì disclosure required by lawt' (1969:75). In addition to the pre-trial deci sions already

will also exert considerable influence on the
ânìount of bâil, if any, that wiìl be granted, the judge who wíll hear or
try the case and the calendar dates for the case at any stage of the

mentioned, the prosecutor

proceedi ngs.

of prosecutorial discretion has Prompted cormentary
regard'ing the motivations of prosecutors in exercising that discretion.
LaFave suggests that within the realm of prosecutoriâl discretjon are
the larger objectives of prornotjng the ends of justice and instiìiing a
The wide range

respect for the law while taking into account the degree

of criminalityt

9

the weìght of the evidencer the credibility of witnesses, precedent,

policy, the cl imate of public opinion, timing,

.and,.!he

relative

gravity of the offence (1970¿536). Buckle and Buckle include the
importance

of

chances

for conviction

and the costs

of conviction in

the

determination of whether to prosecute and the subsequent charges thât
might be

laid (1977:30).

The authors contend

that: rr. . . the prosêcu-

tor ìs being asked to make a very complex decision in which the threat
to the cormunity is to be weighed against the probabi I ity that the case
can be inexpensively and successfully prosecuted" (Ibid' 1977z3o).
The inherent contradi ct i ons between the enunciated ideals
.

of the

7
adversarial system' and the actual rrbargained justíce[ system are thus

to the adversary Processr howeverr is not
advocated. The harshness of the all-or-nothing solution of the adverevident. Strict
sarial

system

is

adherence

recognized (Chambtiss E Seidman, 1971340¡t

1970¿506). Individual ized treâtment of offenders

Grosman,

in sentencing,

based

on the particular circumstances of a caser has long been recognized ín

the sentencìng of offenders. Accordingly, it is argued that individualized treatment

in the charging

process

is desirable

(LaFave' 1970:

534). Breital notes that strict accordance with the rules of law would
result in ordered but intolerable criminal law (1960:427). Consequently,
the issue is not discretion versus no discretion¡ rr. . . but rather how
discretion should be confined, structured and checkedrr (LaFaver 1970:
536).
The preceding discussion

t

of the prosecutionrs role within

the

'See Buckle & Buckle, 1977: l4-18¡ Grosman, 1969:83 for a descrìption

of the adversar i al

nrodel

l0

criminal justice system has revealed their considerable influence over
the determination and eventual- outcore of criminal charges. In this
study the prosecutorrs role
rape reports

in the processing of

is considered. William

Heìman,

rape and attempted

a district attorney from

the United States, puts the prosecutorrs role into perspective regarding
sexual

a

ssau I

t

cases:

Without question, the prosecutor, as a public official, can
have a direct impact on all of the institutions and agencies
handl ing sexual assault cases and, as such, he should use
his office to improve the plight of the rape victim and insure
that the victimrs rights are respected and inplemented.
(t983227J.

Consequentl.y, the prosecutorrs
charges

wïlì

be examined

participation in the prosecution of

in order to clarify both the actions taken

the prosecutjon and the corresponding filterìng

legal

rape
by

of the charges in the

system.

Plea Bargaini_ng as a l,lajgr Component of .Prosecutorial Discretion
l"lajor

criticism

necessâry component

has arisen from the use

of plea bargaining as a

of prosecutorial discretion rather

than from the use

of discretionary judgementsr .E!. S. Buckle and Buckle remark that plea
bargaining is most often considered illegitimate in relation to the
notivations involved when the prosecutor exercises this form of discreti on

(1977 ¿30) .

of the bargained guilty plea has emerged from
several studies. Blumberg, for instance, statess "The overwhelming
The pervasiveness

majority of convictions in crimÍnal cases (usually over 90 percent) are
not the product of combative trial-by-jury process at all, but instead
merely involve the sentencing
bargaìned-for plea

of guilty

rt*

of the individual after ã negotiated
has been enteredrr (1967:18).

NewmanrÀ

:

tl
study confirmed that the 90 percent plus figure

is not unique. He found

that 93 percent of the felons convicted in the medjun¡sized
county

in the midwest had their

charges disposed

of

by

American

guiìty

pleas

(19562782). In Canada, estimates of guilty pleas from regional studies
range from lows

of 4J.! percent (Hann, 1973) to highs of 69 percent

(Freidland, 1965). However, Hogarth maintains that a 90 percent figure

for guilty pleas is reflective of the Canadian situation
The reliance

(1974).

of the prosecutor on the negotiâted plea is referred to

by Blumberg. "The

distrjct attorney is the one court figure rþst

aggressively interested in obtaining a negotiated plea rather than a case
culminating in a combative

trial't (1967259).

Various exPlanations for

the utilization of plea bargaining have been put forward. The most

is that of case pressure whereby plea bargaining
may serve to reduce a backlog of cases (Grosman, 1969z5l t LaFaver 1970:
5\1-421 . Heumann, in his study of plea bargaining, found that prosecutors
frequent explanatíon

did not actual ìy experience case pressure to be the major determinant for
the existence of plea bargainíng. Insteadr most prosecutors felt that
there was the potentiâl for a backlog of cases

ìf plea bargaining was

restricted or eliminated altogether (1978:ì16-1 7). The preceding
reasoning, however, does not explain why prosecutors engage in plea

bargaining. Ratherr it is illustrative of prosecutorsr predictions of
the results of rules decreasìng or eliminating the use of the plea
bargaining method.
number

It

might well be nlcre appropriate to consider

of factors thâtr

when combined, would

for prosecutorial plea bargaining, apart
back

I

a

suffice as an explanation

from the Potential

for

case

og.

Prosecutorial discretion¡ and npre specifically plea bargainihgt

l;

l2

to result from various Pressures to which the prosecutor is
subjéct. one of the nost significant pressures placed upon the prosecutor is the winner take allrr adversarial system of trial for a defendant.
tends

of trial figures strongly in the employment of Prosecutorial discretion (Heumann¡ 'l978¡llo). several concerns of the prosecu-

The uncertainty

tormaystemfromtheriskinvolvedin.atriâl.Firstly'theProsecutor
displays his,/her comPetence and efficiency by way of conviction rate
(Blumberg, 1967 59i Buckle & Buckle, 1977z3}e

Kleint l!76:60)'

According

iss and Seidman, a convictìon is a conviction, be it one that
is based on an original charge or' one thât is.plea bargained in the

to

Chambl

judicial

system (197,l:403). The Prosecutorrs record

ìs

connonly based

on the gross number of convictions and should he or she lose too

many

cases, serious questions regarding the Prosecutorrs competence may arise

(Klein, 1976;60). In simPle terms3
lower

will

rrThe moie

trials there are,

the

be the conviction rate'r (ChamblÍss & Seidman, l97l:403)'

to prosecutorsr the unPredictâbility of juries ìs a major
incentjve for a negotiated Plea (Heumann, 1978:ll2)' Most Prosecutors
rrno
have had personal experience with the court veterânsr adâge that
case is 100 percent sure one way or the otherr' (1978:ll2)' The impl ica-

According

tion is not that the Prosecutor will invariably negotìate every caset
but rather the knowledge and experience of the Prosecutor will eventually
In other
enable more realistic predictions of the outcomes of trial'
words, the Prosecutor will weigh more carefully the advantages of a
negotiated plea as opposed to the trying

of a case'

Evidentiary probìems in a case may also promPt the prosecutor to
âccept a guilty Plea to a lesser charge' The chances of success usually

includetheexaminationofthestrengthofevjdenceandthecredibility

Ii:
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of witnesses (LaFave, 1970t536). One prosecutor in Grosrnanrs study
indicated: rr. . . it mây just be a matter of logistics and witnesses
donrt

show up and

all

you can salvage

is a plea to

something

less. Itrs

the best you can do under the circumstances'r (Grosman, 1J6)zJ4).

In addition, the significance of prosecutorial

reconmendations may

in the absence of plea bargaining. The judge is more
familiar with the facts of a case after trial and will be less incl ined
to concur with prosecutorial reconmendations for a fixed period of time.
be undermined

Heumann

remarks: rrThus, to an extentt the uncertainty whether the

defendant

will

tdo timet remainstt

1t!/B:ll3). In contrastr

the
I

for a guiìty plea accoûÍþdates Prosecutorial decisions since the trial judge general ly follows the prosecutorrs recoñF

negotiated sentence

mendation regarding

(LaFave, l97O:40-41). Furtherrþrer the

""nt.n"u3
sentence given by the judge at trial

may correspond

roughly to one which

might have been achieved through plea bargaining so that the necessity

of a trial itself becomes questionable to the prosecutor. The time and
energies of the prosecutor at trial are then seen as having a marginal
effect on the final disposition (Blumberg, 1967l.59t Heumann, 1978:ll3).
The prosecutor must resPond

the criminal justice system:

pol

to pressures from the varjous bodies of
ice,

defense counselr judges and social

js carríed out
on the policing, prosecuting, defending or judging process in the crimiservice personnel. Klein cautions against research that

nal justice

3It is

system

with the assumPtion that these Processes are

de-

important to note, however, that in Cânada a trial judge
not play a role in the pìea bargaining processr and may not go âlong
wi th the prosecutorrs recormendat i ons.

may

r4

centralized and independent of each other (1976:126). Prosecutorial
negoti.ê,tions. require mutual cooperation between

the system. The concept of a 'rconmunity

gamerr

the various agencies in

is

used by Cole

jn a study

system (game)

office: "The participants in the legal
share a cormþn territorial field and collaborate for

different

particular ends. They interact on a continuing basis

of

a Washington prosecutorsr

their

and

responsibi

lities

process. Thus, the

demand

need

for

as

contact with other participants in the

cooperation

of other participants can have

a bearing on the decision to prosecute't (1976t235). Pressures

may also

of the criminal justice
system for the use of the bargained plea. The use of plea bargaining
will serve to faci litate the administrative and professional demands
be placed on the prosecutor by other members

placed upon the various agencies with

whom

i:,
I

the Prosecutor interacts.4

of plea bargaining by Prosecutors has emerged as a signifÍcant component in the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. The
The use

of the negotiated plea in the rape and attemPted râPe rePorts
for the study period was expected to be substantial. APart from the
charges that are plea bargained on charge or sentencer there is the
presence

situation where the origìnal

Crovrn charges

system5 and are subsequently reduced and

are dismissed in the judicial

tried.

Although the

latter

4see
Blumberg, 1967:6Ç68i Cole, 1976t237-431 chambliss E Seidman,
1971t4O2-03 for a discussion of pressures by various agencies in the
crìminal justice system toward the Prosecutor for the negotiated Plea.

50ísmissal of charges in the judicial system where there are subsequent charges relaid usually occur after a judicìal dismissâl ât â
preliminary hearing. The prosecuûor, although not directly responsible
for the dismissal of charges, does play a part as the party who represents the interests of the Crown ìn the proceedings.

H
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instance involves less direct prosecutorial influence, such cases will

also stand.as reduced ones in contrast to those charges that are retained..
and

or

result in a trial situation.

reduced charges

will

The designation given

to Plea

bargained

be altered charges.

Cgnclusion

of prosecutorjal discretion
more realistic evaluâtion of the role of the Prosecutor.
The preceding di scussion

and administrative demands have emerged as the guiding

has enabled

a

Professional

principles in the

of prosecutorial discretion. Prosecutorial discretion and
practices will be examined in detai I in the interviews *ith th" C.o*n
âttorneys contained ìn Chapter VI. The filtering system in operation
for the rape and attempted rape reports that will include prosecutorial
dischargìng

plea bargaining

will

be presented

in

Chapter

theses that emerge from the consideration

it is

hypothesized

There are several hypo-

of prosecutorial discretion.

that the majority of rape and attempted rape reports

accepted by the prosecutorrs

as opposed

IV.

office will be dealt with as altered

charges

to being retained on the original charge laid by the prosecu-

tion. Altered charges will comprise plea bargained charges and reduced
charges at trial. That is, the judge or jury trial will reveal itself as
the exception rather than the rule on the original Crown charges.

The

of the defendant pleading guilty without the presence of plea
bargaining will also be examined. The essence of plea bargaining has
frequency

been described as an exchange process whereby

the prosecutor gains the

certainty of a conviction and the defense counsel obtains a

concession

for the accused in terms of charge and,/or sentence. Consequently, it is
hypothesized that guilty pleas, devoid of concessjons to the defendantt
wi

ll

be extremely low.

:;i
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of a Rape Case
' The uniQue legal elements of a rape case that-*dx*i,t apart

The Leqaì Elements

other violent crimes in terms of its prosecution will

from

now be discussed.

At the outset the definition of rape in the Canadian Criminal Code will
be out I i ned.6
RAPE

143. A male person conmits rape when he has sexual intercourse
with a female person who is not his wife,

a) without her consent, or
b) with her consent if the consent
(i) is extorted by threats or fear of bodi ly harm
(ii) is obtained by personating her husband, or
(iii) is obtained by false and fraudulent representations as to the nature ând the quality of the act
(1980:61).

1.,.1

The Criminal Code terms rape as an jndictable offence
punishment

of life

imprisonment. Attempted rape

is

with a maximum

punishable by up to

l0 yeârs i mpr i sonrnent.
Robin sunmarìzes the problematic asPects

of a rape charge:

serìous offenses, rape is unique in that distinctly
factors have established the legal elements of the
crime, which must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
These hunran factors discourage victims from reporting the
crime to the police and make conviction especial ly difficult.
They include a sexist societyr the historical role of women
as rpropertyrr obsolete rape laws, stereotyPed legal notions
of how women should act when they are being attacked, and an
unreasonable concern for the rights of the accused. Convicting the rapist requires corroboration and proof of the
victimis resistance and good character (1977:138).
Among
human

There are three

legal issues which will dominate a rape trial and the

I

'The rape and attempted rape reports for the study Period were
dealt with in the criminal justice system under the Criminal Code laws
previous to those introduced in the Crimìnal Code of 1983. Any
reference to rape and attempted rape will apply to the rape laws that
existed duríng ihe study period (as stated in the Criminâl Code 1980)
unless otherwi se stated.

*l

¡.:1,:

t7

strength of these issues

may

very well determine the Point ât which

a

particular rape complaint is fi ltered out of the jud.içi-al system' The
three jssues are consentr corroboration and the character of the rape

victim.

The

inequities inherent in each issue will be dealt with'

Consent

The issue

of consent hâs its legal counterpart in resistance; re-

is sufficient to Prove lack of consent' Gager and Schurr
indicate that nonconsent or resistance is mainly a subjective mâtter resulting in arbitrary decisions being made by members of the criminaì
sistance that

justice

system

thât the resistânce offered by the rape victim

wâs not

sufficient to be labeì led as rape ('|976:139-40). The authors corments
rrHow much resistance is lenoughr is moot: every raPe is different¡ every
victim has unique standards of behavior. This cannot be determined for her by otherstr (Ibid,

rapist is different¡

and rnost importantr every

1976:140).

Acomparisonofvictimbehavjorínothervjolentcrimes'indicates
the èxceptional nature of the consent standard for sexual assault cases.
Not only are robbery victims encouraged to comPly with their assai lants

but research indicates that they in fact do not offer any resistance in
the majority of cases. A study of robbery victims by Conklin revealed
that only one ìn ten robbery victims offered resistânce either by refusal

or force (197221'13). Yet, in

cases

of

sexual assault the onus is on the

victim to resist to the utrþst.
Clark and Lewis are equally critical of the uniqueness of the issue
of consent in a rape case. 'r0nly in the case of sexual transactions do
we refuse to acknowledge that the relevant issue is the offenderrs

i
ì

i!

l
l

l8

behavior rather than the victimrs state of mind. In raPe, as in theftt

the use or thè threat of ph!;sical force ought to negate any PresumPtion

of

consent on thè

victimts partrt (1977|164).

The

victim ìs placed in

the precarious position of having to Prove that her reaction was suf-

ficient to establish nonconsent.

The problematic asPects

of

consent

to by Robin asrr. . . the thin legal lÍne
separating rape from seductiontr (.|977:144). The telltale signs of nonconsent then become the physical injuries sustained by the rape victim
as opposed to nonconsent in the presence of threats, either verbal or by
versus nonconsent are referred

the use of a weapon, although no less threatening to the victim.
Í.

Corroboration
The corroboration requirernent,

in generalr relates to any testißþny

or evidence that is provided by anyone other than the victim of a crime.
rrln a rape case, corroboration may be supplied by the testÍr'þny of wítnesses

or through circumstancial evidence that will sustain the claims of

the prosecution" (Gager & Schurr,

197621421

.

The general components of

follows: the medical evidence and testimonyt
the victimts injuries, the Promptness of complaint to relatives or

corroborative evidence are as

friends,

and rnost imPortântlyr

the pol ice, the ernotional condition of

the víétim, the lack of Íþtive to falsify and the presence of

semen or

of the accused and the victjm (Ibid' 1976"143)'
that rþre than half of the conrponents mentioned are

blood on the clothing

It is

noteworthy

with the victimrs behavior and condition. Although questions
may be directed to the victim on the corroborative evidence¡ the basis
of the evidence will be given by others: namelyr police officers and
concerned

medjcal personnel

lí
L.
I.
.

'1.:

t9

of corroborative

The importance

quirement
danger

prior to

1976

evidence was underlined by a re-

that instructed judges to

in convicting a defendant without

warn

juries of

the

any corroborative evidence

apart from the victim's testirnony. The warning to the jury existed in
no other criminal charges (Kinnon,

l98l:43).

The requirement

was

abolished by a 1976 Criminal Code amendment. However, judges are given

discretion in presenting the cautionary instruction to the jury which jn

effect leaves open the option of the instruction in rape cases.
Implicit in corroborative evidence is the unrealistic fear that
women

will

make

false rape complaìnts against innocent men.

motives seen âs prompting false accusations

of

rape

are¡

I'The

shame, pro-

tection of an innocent party, blackmai I purposes, hatred, revenge and

notoriety.

The

writer points out thât to

whatever extent these nptives

exist, they are outweighed by the disincentives to report
ease with which modern

crimjnal investigation

rules can uncover them'r (Lecrand, 1977274).

rr. . . fears

and

rape and the

traditional legal

LeGrand contends

have produced and sustained ìaws and

that

such

attitudes that seek to

protect the innocent from an unjust rape conviction, rather than to
protect

women

from rape't (1977¿74). Corroborative evidence

will

be

sígnificant in the successful prosecution of sexual assault cases

will

concentrate on evidentiary factors independent

account

and

of the victimrs

of the cr i me.

of the Rape Victìm
The character and status of the rape victim is another issue that
influences the extent to which the rape is prosecuted. rrBecause rape
is a crime against property, its key legal element is the status and

Character and Status

L-

I
;
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is, the judgement of wrongdoing depends
upon the nature of the property in question (Clark & Lewis, l!77:ll7).
They continuè: rrlt is hardly surprising, therefore, that virgins and
character of the victiml that

chaste wives are the nost highly protected forms

within the system, and that these are the
as credible rape victjms

wornen

(Ibid, 1977¡ll7).

of

sexual property

which the law perceives

Even

wìth restrictions

the questioning of a rape victim as to her character and past
experiences with other men questions may nonetheless be

on

sexual

raised.

An

!ggþ, effectìve in 1976, (Section 142)
restricts the questioning of the victimrs past sexuâl experiences. The

amendment

to the Canadian !¡þ!gl

arnendrnent

requires advance notice in writing for any questions regarding

the past sexual conduct of the victim with
accused. The judge

wi ¡ I

someone

then decide during an

other than the

jfgE

hearing

if

the

for a just determination of the caserr. The major
drawback, according to Kinnon (1981:142) is that the decision on such
questìoning is left to the discretion of the presiding judge. Consequently, the reform leaves open the possibility of al lowing the
evidence

is

rrnecessary

questioning of each victim.

in the law which concentrates solely on the
character of the victim, as opposed to the defendant who is being tried,
may be further aided by a subconscious adherence of the public at large
The double standard

to a double standard of sexual behavior for
Schurr

eI

men and women. Gager and

aborate:

Defense attorneys have routinely benefìted from this factt
del iberately introducing questions which they know are not
permitted merely to plant suspicion against the victim ín
the minds of judge and jury. Even if the prosecutor is on
his toes and quickly voices objection, sustained by the
judge, the damage is done, the victim is made suspect; her
Inorality' rather than the accusedrs behavior becomes a

þ!

2t

centra

I i ssue. (19762156-571.

The unreasonable relationship

activities,

whether factual

is

drawn between

the victimrs prior

or intimated by defense counsel,

sexual

and the

likelihood that she would have consented to the offence in question
(Kinnon,

l98l:41). Within this context, the perceived

charâcter

and

of the rape victim are expected to exert the greatest influence
on the outcome of the charges. It is anticipated that issues which concentrâte for the most part on the victimrs testinnny will be those given
the greatest weight in the prosecutionrs case.
status

The legal issues discussed have indicated

that the victim, rather

trial. Carrow (1980:175) states
further: rrln fact, there ís evidence to suggest that rather than
al lowing false complaints to go to trial, this (trial) process tends
than the defendant, may be put on

to

discourage many legitimate complaints.rr The unique cautionâry nìeasures

that

accompany

a rape comp¡âint can be traced back to the often-quoted

stâtdrent of Lord Hale that rape is a charge rreasÍ ìy to be made and hard

to

be proved, and harder

to be defendedtt (1778t635).

Conc I usi on

of the unique legal
elements in a rape charge. It is expected that the distinct legal considerations in a rape case will result in a low number of retained
charges and a high number of negotiated pleas and dismissed charges. It
is hypothesìzed that the character and status of the rape victim will be
the major elements in dictating the strength of the prosecutionrs case.
The issues of consent and corroboration, rêspectively, will fol low in
terms of importance for the prosecutionrs case. Finally, it is hypoSeveral hypotheses emerge from the consideration

22

thesized that the greater the anìount

likety is the rape or attemPted

of corroborative evidence the npre

rape charge

to be retâined as opPosed to

being dismissed or plea bargained.
A

Femì

ni

st Theorv of Raoe:

Women

ãç PrôDertv

Feminist literature has sought to expose the social,

political

and

legal inequities of rape withín a male dominated society.T Feminists
felt thât the gravity of the offence had been ignored for too long' The
most disturbing and ïncapacitating conception was perceived

to be the

stereotypic notion of râPe as an exclusively sexual act. Griffint in
her article tRape: The All American Crimer (first publ ished in l97l)

was

of the first writers to gain recognition in relating rape to the
notions of power and violence as opposed to sexual fulfj llment as the
major catalyst foi the occurrence of rape (19752361 .
The present research will be focusing on the legal asPects of rape
and a legal analysis necessitates a theoretical framework that wilì deal
one

with the rea¡ities of rape articulated in the crìminal laws.
literature has revealed that raPe

Feminist

laws protect only certain victims¡

that are felt to be deserving of the protection of the law.
In viewing rape historically, one can see that rape laws are

thÒse

ly property laws. Griffin traces the concept of women as proPerty
back to the civilization of man whereby women forfeited their independence
and rights for the chìvalry that accomPanied civílization (1975¡27).
basical

The price

of

womenrs

7S". gen"r"l
al

protection by

ly, Brownmi ller,
1974; and Griffin' 1975.

some men.

19751

against the abuse by other

Clark 6 Lewis, 1977; Connel et
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high. The price of civilizatìon is carried one step further
by Brownmi I ler: rrThe historic..price of womanrs Protection b,y man was
the imposition of chastity and rnonogamy. A crime cormitted against her

men was

body becarne a crime against the male estaterr
women was

of fathers or husbands' The legal

determined by the ownership

consequences

of historjcally

criminatory to

women

certai n classes of

viewing

(1975;7). The value of

wornen

as Property are not onìy dis-

as a grouP, but also serve to differentiate between

women:

First, just

as with any other ProPerty offence, the
punishmãnt hâd to fit the crime. The punishment
corresponded to the value of the goods stolen, and to
the amòunt of damage done in the tresPass: the more
tvaluablet the rapè victim, and the nore damage done to
rvaluer
her property valuL, the harsher the penalty. And
where a womân was concerned, depended strictly upon her
economic status as determined by her father or husband,
and her desirability as an object of an exclusive sexual

relationship. (Clark e Lewis, 1977:ll6).

Not surprisingly, severe punishnrent and frequently death was reserved for

of high status'8
as Property has persisted'

the rape of virgins and married
The designatìon

a

of

women

husband cannot be convicted

notion.

The Criminal

wornen

of

The

fact that

raping his wife in Canada suPports this

$þ in Canada

makes

it cleâr that

raPe

will

be

defined when a male has forced sexual intercourse with a female who is

not his wife ( 1980:section 134).9 It is a¡so evident that rape still
diminishes a womants desirability as a potential or actual sexual object

Ssee

Brownmiller, 1975:chapter 2 for an historical account
designation of women as ProPerty.

of

the

9S.xu"l assault ìegislation, which was instituted in Canada in
abolishes the spousaì inrnunity clause that existed during the study
per i od.

1983,
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in rape laws. trEvidence of Penetration is required only
because penetration is seeh as a robbery of the right to sexual access.

as reflected

If a man attacks a wornan and forces her to perform any other sexual act,
it is not rape" (Medea & Thompson, l974zl2l).
The designation

of

to feminist writings.

women

as Propertyr however, hâs not been confined

Medea and Thompson

refer to an article in the

Yale Law Journal (1952-53\ that inadvertantly uPholds this notìon:

in our society does nore than Protect
a significant item of social currency for women¡ it fosters
and is in turn bolstered by a masculÍne pride in the
exclusive possession of a sexual object. The consent of a
woman to sexuaì intercourse awards the man a privilege of
bodi ly access, a personal rprizer whose value is enhanced
by sole ownership. An additional reason for the manrs
The consent standard

of rape may be found in the threat of his
status from a decrease in the value of his sexual possession
condemnation

which would

result from forcible violation.

CIark and Lewis outline the Present day notion of

(1974:13).
women

it relates to the charge of rape. They rnaintain that
establ

that
wonn

as Property

the

as

woman must

ish that she had a príor proPerty value whìch had been violated

she

and

actively resisted that violatíon. 0n the other handr if the

n has no property value which had been violated or

if

herself in a vulnerabìe sitúation that resulted in rape,

she placed
she

will

be

perceived as something less than a genuine rape victim (1977r156).
The perception

of the credible or

genuine rape vÍctim

will

be

ascertained to the extent that she possesses Positive moral and social

attributes.

The

victim characteristics of marital statusr criminal

of the status and character of the
vjctim. Similarly, credible rape victims wiìl include those who have
record and occupation are indicators

actively resisted the vìolation by having not
responsible

been careless

or partly

for the occurrence of the violation in question. The,cir-

2'

of initiâl contact between the victim and the offender and
alcohol use by the'victim will serve as the indicators of perceived
victim responsibility for the offence. Burgess and Holmstromr in their
cumstances

study

that:

of

rape

that included conversations with police officersr

found

is strong if the victim was not exposing herself to risk
A case is weak if she was taking chances." (t978:42-43).

rrA case

Medea and Thompson

further delineate those

circumstances where the

victimrs behavior has an effect on the degree of responsibì I ity attributed

to her.

They statet

If the victim has given the sl ightest jndication of
seductiveness, Íe., wearing a short skirt, or is found
in a compromising situationr ie.' being on the streets
alone at night, hitchhiking or where she rejects the
standards of respectabi I ity, ie.r drìnking or picking up
men in a bar, using indecent language, or any subtle or blatânt behavior that can be taken by society as confjrmation
that the victim not only enjoyed the encounter but precipitated it. (1974.43).

The notion

of victim

responsibi I ity

several researcherJ (Amir,

l97li

or precipitation as stated

MacDonald'

by

l97l) has drawn a strong

reaction in both feminist and academic I iterature. The contention is

that a womân should

have control over her body and has the

right to with-

hold consent regardless of the circumstances involved. rrThere must be
general recognition that rNol

means No and

coercion negates the possibility

of

that the

presence

of force

a

or

consentr' (Kinnonr l98l:40).

will be used in the Present research
as a major determinant in the outcome of rape and attempted rape reports.
The status and character of the victim and the degree of âttributed
victim responsibil ity will serve as the components for the determinatíon
of the credible or genuine victim. There are several hypotheses that
emerge from the consideration of the genuine and doubted victim. It is
The notion

of

women

as property
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hypothesized

that the higher the victim credibility as measured

through

positive moral and social âttributes, the more likely is the rape or
attempted rape report

to be brought to trial on the original

charge. In contrastt the lower the victim credibiìity,
negative moral and social attributes, the nore
dismissed

measured through

likeìy is the case to be

or plea bargained. It is also hypothesized that those rape

attempted rape reports where the victím

less or

Crown

at least partly

responsible

is

and

perceived to have been care-

for the offence will be less Iikely

to be retained and rþre likely to be dismissed or plea bargained.
Rape

as a Normal Crime
The

examined
Sudnow

filtering

process

in the prosecution of

rape cases can be

wíth respect to its applicability as a normal crime.

defines normal crimes

as . . . the typical

manner

in

David

which

offenses of gìven classes are conmitted, the social characteristics of

the persons who regularly cormit themr the features of the setting in
which they occur, ihe types

of victims involved,

313-14). The use of plea bargaining is then

and

the ¡¡¡E.tt (l!69:

dependent uPon

the features

of a crime that categorize it as a typical or normal offence tyPe.
Sudnow, ín his discussion of the public defender and the district
attorney, states thât after a period of rePeated interaction

and

'r. . . specifically
and in such instances

bargaìning, unstated recipes emerge: recipes that are
appropriate

for

use

in

instances

of

normal crimes

alone'r ( 19692317) .
The normal crime
same

in question

must be

similar to other crimes of the

offence type, according to the elements contained in the definition

of a normal crime.

A crime

that

does not

fit the pattern of a normaì one
,il.
ra
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will be less ìikely to

be plea bargained, especial

ly if the crime

deviates from the normäl offence Pattern for a Particular offence type'

central feature in the reduction of charges is the precarious
balance between a defendant getting his due as opposed to getting

The

sorne-

thing less than he might, as an incentive to plead guilty.
The present research wi I I concentrate on the rape and attemPted
rape reports from the study period to examine the decision-making pro-

to determine the point at which
a particular rape or attempted rape report will be fi ltered out of the
criminal justice system. It is expected that the cases which culminate
cess

involved.

An âttempt

in â trial situation wjll
offences.

will

be

be made

a select

number

of atyPical

The term "atyPical'r represents the reports

sexuâl assault

that do not fit

the usual pattern in terms of frequency for the occurrence of the crime.
The atypical reports would be less ìikely to be filtêred out of the

criminal justice system stoPPing short of a judge or jury trial'
It is proposed that the reports featuring the characteristic of
more than one offender

with â vjctim will not fit the pattern of a

normal

or typical sexual offence in relation to the number of offenders involved.
Arnong rape and attemPted raPe rePorts made to the police the great
majority invoìve a sÍngle offender with a single victim. Converselyt
the reports made to the police that involve one victjm and multiple
offenders occur with
examined

will

far less fr"qu"n"y.l0

The

multìple offender

be those occurring durjng the study period

reported to the

police.

that

cases

have been

As such, the cases rePresent only the ones that

l0Sv"l"rtog", 1962 and Hac0onald, l97l in their studies of reported
rapes found tf¡ai l6 and lB.5 percent respectively, were multiple
offender assau lts.

I

t,;:

2g

to the police and should not be tâken to guage the
occurrence of multiple offender activity for the study period in general '
have been reported

A comparìson

wiìl

be made between single and multiple offender

cases by examining the course

that

in the criminal justice system.

each

of the respective cases takes

Rape and attemPted rape charges

involve one offender âre expected to

fit

nìore

that

closely the Pâttern of

or typical crimes in contrast to multiple offender charges thât
are expected to fit the Pattern of atypical crimes' Consequentlyt the
single offender cases are expected to be rnore likely to be filtered out
normal

of the criminal justice
hypothesized

system than the mult'iple offender

that the rape

and attemPted rape charges

that involve

multiple offenders will be nnre likely to be retained as
being dìsmissed

or plea

cases' It is

oPposed

to

bargained.

r*{
i
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CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH METHOOOLOGY

lection

Dâta Col

Research

and attempted
1977

Phase

for the study consisted of the examination of the rape
rape reports made to the police for the years 1976 and

in Winnipeg.

justice
study

system

period.

The reports were then followed through

to determine the final

outcone

to the criminal

of the charges

from the

Personal interviews wíth the prosecuting attorneys in-

of the course of the charges at the Crown
ând court levels. The methods employed for the data col lection phase
will now be presented.
volved enabled an examínation

Pol

ice

Fi les

The

first

phase

of the data retrieval

consisted

of the recording of
made

to the City

for the two-year study period.

Information

the information from the rape and attemPted raPe rePorts

of

Winnìpeg Pol ice Department

was

collected from the políce files regarding the characteristics of the

victim, the offender,
lection instrument

and the actual

was used

offence. A standardized data col-

to record the Pertinent information

(See

Appendix B).

The instrument was divided

into five sections: description of

the

offence, description of the victim, description of the offenderr the
poìice process and the medical process. This information,
was used

to anaìyze the reìationshìp

between

when

availablet

the type of rape or

aùtempted

I

l\
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rape reports and the eventual outcome of the charges. Data col lection

during the

initial

phase

resulted jn the recording of 126'rape and 2!

êttempted râpe reports (N=155) from the pol ice

files for the years 1976

and 1977.

Interviews

wi

th the

Prosecutors

The second phase

reports

made

of data retrieval involved fol lowing

during the study period to the office

through on the

of the prosecution.

of the charges was received from the Department
of the Attorney General of Manitobâ for the rape and attempted rape
reports that had proceeded past the police level. The prosecutors (N=18)
Information on the outcome

who had handled

the

appl

icable cases (N=73) at the Crown level were

jnterviewed regarding the process involved

in the eventual outcome of

the

I

charges.' There were five interview schedules used for the charges:
,
retained', dismissed, plea bargained on charge, plea bargained on sentence
or

disposed

of by a guìlty plea wìthout

any concessions (See Appendix C).

of the interview schedules were aimed at
capturing the process involved in the final outcome of the charges. The
examination of the Crown âttorneyrs files was originally planned to compleThe questions contaìned

in

each

rnent

the interview but the legaì confidentiality of

(ie.

correspondence between attorneys) prevented release

much

of the infornntion
for the purposes

of the study.
In addition, a general interview schedule

was administered

to

the

lTh" n"r". of the applicable prosecutors were obtained from the
police files or from the circulation of a list of the applicable cases to

prosecuti ng attorneys.
2Th"
t".r retained charges refers to those charges thêt are kept
the orig'inal Crown charge laid until the final dispositìon.

on

3l

prosecutors to examine the decision-making process involved
handl

ing

of

in

the

the general
rape cases. The i ntervj ev'Æsh€dgkJ4èe- E covered
guidel ines used for the Prosecution of a rape charge'

legal and individual

a
of the questìons contained in the schedule were taken from
from the interviews
study by Duncan Chappeìl gqgI' 0976)' The results
obtained
will be presented in Chapter VI in conjunctìon with the results
schedule itself is
from the American study by Chappel l ' The interview
factors and victim
presented in Appendìx D' The strength of evidentiary
effect on
châracteristics was analyzed to determine the corresponding

A number

attorneys were also
the options utilized by the Prosecutor' Crown
and weaknesses in
questioned with resPect to the existing strengths
rape laws and any Potential areas

for

improvement

in the rape laws'

comDuter Proqram

The information coìlected from the pol

pared

for entry into a comPuter'

ice and Crown levels

was pre-

The information' comprising both closed

placed on the computer
and open-ended categorìes, was coded and

utilizìng

Sociaì Sciencesrl
the corputer program "Statistical Package for the
of social
(S.P.S.S.) which is specificalìy designed for the analysis
the
data. Analysis was then performed on the dâtâ to determine
science

process involved and the

reports

made

final

outcome

of the

rape and attemPted rape

to the WinniPeg Police for the years

Limi

tations of the

Pol i

ce Fi les

1976 and 1977 '

Data

TheinformatìononraPeandattemptedraPereportsmadetothe
from the
police for the years 1976 and lg77 in Winnipeg were recorded

files

located

ât the Winnipeg Police DePartment'

Consequently' there
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are a number
information

of sâìient factors that

must be acknowledged

as- t.he:"b€såisiEôiåãùc¡li:¡{iiyëof

in using

the

rape and attempted rape over

â

two-year per i od.

of the police files as a secondary data source is limited
in that the account of the sexual assault is based on the report written
by police officers and is not a direct victìm account of the incident.
It has the potential of beìng a biased version and is accurate only to
The use

the extent that the police officers have recorded the particulars cor-

rectly

(Katz, l)7)226).

and completely

The problem

of

complete informa-

tion is further constricted by the use of non-sta nda rd i zed file sheets
where the infornration is recorded by the police from the interview(s)
with the victim.
Another nnjor problem associated with the use
from the police department
by

victims.

Estírnates

of official statistics

is the substantial amount of

of the unreported

rape occurrences range from conservative

under-reporting

rape occurrences

to the reported

ratios of 4:l (Presidentrs

) to highs of 20:l (Gager E Schurr, 1976:91). The
real misuse of official statistics is to âttempt to guage rape activity or
to infer the extent of criminal behavior based on those sources (Connidìs,
Conmission, 1967tLl

19792397).

The data

utilized for the present study are not representative of

activìty in Winnipeg for the two-year study period. Rather, it js
representâtive of the victims who reported the offence to the police and
rape

file prepared. The use of the official statistics is reliable to the extent that jt represents a select group of rape
subsequently had a police

victims

who have made

the decision to enter into the crjminal justice

system by making a report

to a police

agency.

i
I

I

i'.
r:i

l1
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The data do

not include those victims

who

report only to another

facility, or who choose not to
(19793831
report the offence to any agency at all. Mccahi lì and others

agencyr

ie.

medical

or

raPe counsel I ing

hypothesize that victims from lower socioeconomic backgrounds may

be

forced to use pol ice agencies to mâke rePorts whereas n¡ore affìuent
victims may seek help in the form of comfort or suPport privately with-

out having to use publìc institutions. They further state' based on
thejr study results¡ rrOf the 634 victims who were asked why they reported the rape, 241 (39') stated that they reported because of a desire

for help or comfortr

whether physicalr enþtional

or medicalrr (Ibid:83)'

The information from the Present study does not allow

for a valid

tion of the proportion of victims from lower socioeconomic
who

report to the

Po'l

evalua-

backgrounds

ice.

Nonetheless, the information from the Police

files for the Present

study, in perspective, provides an excellent opportunity to examine the

of the criminal justice

system

to those rePorts that

official response
begin at the law enforcement ìevel ' However select the rePorted cases
law enforcemay be, there is a filterìng system that operates from the
of the
ment level to the judicial level and determines the final outcome
initial reports thât âre made. Connidis (19792397-398) cautions that
justice is
more research is needed where the entire system of crimjnal
of research
examined (systems Perspective) as opposed to the PrePonderance
that

focused on only one subsystem such as the pol ice'
The present study has attempted

to

examine rape and attempted rape

reports in relation to the entire criminal justice system' The response

of the

system and

enable a npre

the corresponding fìlterìng Process of rePorts will

realistic look at the interrelationship

between subsystems

3l
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and the degree

of

made by members

correspondence between

the legal and actual decisions

of the system.

Interviews with the Prosecutor
The information

s

for those cases that

to the prosecutorial level

and

proceeded from the pol

finally, the court level (if

app'l

ice level
icable)

with the Prosecutors involved in
the cases reported during the study Period. The use of the files at

was obtained from personaì interviews

the Attorney Generalrs Department containing the case information
correspondence between legal counseì and

and

poljce could not be secured as

of the jnformation contained is privy to the persons involved.
Atthough the fi les were considered a valuable source of information
much

regarding formal and inforrnal decision-making, the interviewed prosecutors
were,

for the Íþst partr able to provide

charges

after 'leaving the police level.

detai

I

on the course

of

the

CHAPTER IV

THE FILTERING SYSTEM

Introductíon

of the following chapter is to give an overal I view of
the fíltering system ât the police, Crown and court levels. The
fíltering system refers to the termination andrlor reduction of rape and
The purpose

attempted räpe reports as they proceed through the criminal justice

system. The filtering system of rape and attempted rape reports wjll

be

into three levels: the pol íce, the Crown and the court. The
decisíons made at each of these levels will be discussed, along with the
sepârated

resultant filtering

the total

of initiaì reports made.
The fíltering of charges at the police level wíll be presented by
caset that is, multiple offender cases wjll be dealt with as simple
cases and not in terms of the number of offenders involved. I Ar ah"
Crown and

down from

court levels,

where

number

multiple offender cases may be separated

by differing courses

of action, the data will be discussed in terms of
the number of offenders. Each of the three levels have termination
points in filterÍng. The police level will be concerned with cases up
until the point when they are handed over to the prosecutorrs office.
I

the police level, reports are dealt with ês simpìe cases whereas
. At€rown
at the
level, cases are separated by differing
of action
for individual offenders. The sunmary t"bru for thð "ou."ua
porìce ìever wi
ìist both the number of cases and the number of offenders involved.

'tÊ
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wilì fol low, up to the poínt of the prel iminary hearing.
Finally, the court level will include the offenders from the preliminary
hearing to the final disposition of the charges.
The Crown level

The Pol i ce Leve I
The

total

number

of

cases

thåt

emerged from

two-year period 1976 and 1977 was 155;
were

classified by the police as rape

of

those cases, 126 (Bl

and 29

fied as attempted râpe. For each case there
offenders ranged in number from one to five.
cases were female, and
The

total

number

in all but one

of victims

was

154.

""r"2,
The

the study period for the

(l8.7 percent)
wâs one
The

percent)

were classi_

victim, although the

victims in all of the

th" offenders

totâ¡

.J

number

were male.

of offenders, with

the inclusion of multiple offender cases, was 21 1.3

filtering system ìs evident from the time a report is made by
the victim to the police. The level of the police is the first official
The

stage where reports may be

fi ltered out or terminated. Reports were

classified into those proceeding to the office of the prosecution ênd
those terminated ât the police level. A total of 73 reports (53 rape
ând 20 attempted rape

reports) representing

47.|+ percent

of the totâl

to the level of the Crown for possible prosecution.
The police classified 68 of the reports as founded and left i reports uncases were passed on

classified¡ the designation of

for the latter 5 cases
was left with the prosecutorrs office. The total number of active reports
during the initial screening by the police was 73 cases. The alternate
founded

or

unfounded

2In onu case a female
and two males were given a râpe-joint charge
by the police. The female was charged as being an accomþliãe (helpini
subdue the victim) in the conmission of the attack.
3One

offenderrs charge was excluded as there was no information
fÍnal djsposition.

avai lable on
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disposition, that of the termination of the report at the level of the
police, comprised 52.6 percent (N=81) of thê total' Cases were
terminated

a)

for three major reasons.

Unfounded Desi3nation

on the part

decision.
bel ieve

-

The rationale

for

an unfounded designation

of the polìce can be viewed as a subjective or a practical

There are some reports made where the polìce simply do not

that a

raPe

or attemPted rape

has

occurred' In other cases,

the

police foresee prosecutorial difficulties in proceedìng with the case'
The difficulties present, whether victim or ev i dence-re I ated onest can

affect the

chances

of proving in court that a rape has occurred regard-

less of the veracity of the Particular charge'
Cìark and Lewìs (1977t59\ contend that the pol ice should not carry
the sole burden for an aPparent thwarting of justice at this Point' The
police must be realistic to a certain extent in foreseeing the reactions
juries
and prejudices that may emerge from the prosecutors, judges and

will ultimately make the decisions regarding the charges' The larger
court
concerns of pol ice effìciency, Crown efficiency and that of the
or
system must be reconciled by the police in their deci sion to retain

who

filter out a charge.

rrAs

a resultr the police are forced to operate as

an elaborate screening device, a highly selective

filtert

through which

onìytherbesttofeventhefoundedcasesProceedrr(Clark&Lewistl977:
59'). Consequently, one would exPect to find the greâtest ârnount of

official level of the police' In addition'
there are cases where victjm denial of the offence and victim apprehension
filtering out of rePorts at

the

about proceeding with a charge lead

to an unfounded designation'

There

were two additional cases where there was no information on the reason
for an unfounded designatìon. The police classjfied 2J.J percent (N=42)

3B

of the cases as unfounded. The specific reasons for an unfounded
classification wìll now be discussed.
In !.2 percent (N=8) of the cases the police referred specifìcally
to evidentiary problems as the basis for an unfounded report. The
evidentiary problems concerned lack of evidence, lack of resistance ând
the drunk or drugged condition of the victim at the time of the offence.
Intoxication of the victim, according to the police files, was a factor
in sjx of the

reports.

For 10.4 percent (N=16) of the cases, a combination of pol ice

and

victim apprehension about proceeding with a charge led to an unfounded

report.

The

victim, in npst cases,

apprehensive about proceeding

was general

ly

uncooperative

and

with â report. In one case the victim

was

legally separated from the offender and in another two cases the offender
was the ex-boyfriend

were referred

of the victim.

Three

of the victìms in this

to as having serious drinking problems whiìe

group

two were

refer-

red to as simple minded and one as severeìy retarded.

In 5.2 percent (N=8) of the cases the unfounded reports were
label led as false complaints. In five of the reports the vìctim told
the police that the al legation of rape was false. out of this group,
police files contained descriptions of one of the victims as incorrigible,
one as a neglected

child

and one as beÍng involved

There were three câses where the police

in a loversl quarrel'

classified a faìse complaint

of the offence from the victìm. Two of these
victims were described as being in need of psychìatric help. An unfounded
designatìon was given by the police on the first contact with the victim
in four of the reports, on the second contact for three of the reports

without an actual denial

and on the

third contact for

one

of the reports.
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of the cases the victim did not
initial ly contact the pol ice. Insteadr a fami ly relative or witness
would make the decision to report the offence to the police. The
Finally, in 5.2 percent

victims in this group,

(N=8)

when contacted by

sexual assault had taken place

the police, denìed that

or refused to

speak

a

to the Police about

the incident. In all but one of the cases, the report wâs terminated

after the initial contact between the police

b)

No Formal Complaint by t.he
Pol ice Level

and the victjm.

Victim/ Victim

Drops Charges

at

the

in the termination of a
report at the level oi the police jnvolved victim initiation. In some
instances, the victim refused to make a formal compìaint after relating
The next two situations which resuìted

police. In other casesr the victim decided to drop
àt the police level before it was handed over to the office of

the offence to the
charges

the prosecution. A victim might have changed her mind and decided that

did not wänt to Participate in the lengthy Process required for a
criminal prosecution. The probabi I ity of relìving the sexual âssault
she

while testifying in the courtroom is an effective deterrent to

many

victims jn the inítial stages of police action. Fear of testifyìng

and

refusaì to particiPate in the judicial system Proceedings caused some
victims to refuse to make a formal complaint or to drop a complaint before
involvement.4 In the present studyr 6.5 percent (N=I0) of the
victims refused to make a fornEl complaint while 4.5 Percent (¡l=/) of the
Grown

victims dropped the charges at the Police level before crown involvement.

krn.r"

also those victims who decide not to rePort the offence
and consequently are not represented in the study'

to the police".uat all

4o

to the police for the termination of
polìce action are as fol lows: famí ly pressures (two victims); refusal to

The reasons given by the victim

testify in court (five victims); victim did not initially make the rePort
(three victims); fear of reprisal from the offender (one victim); victim
only wanted stolen items returned (one victim)¡ and victim decided
against any further poì ice action (five victims).

c)

No Suspect Apprehended

- Finally, there are

sorTìe

rePorts

made where

the victim wishes to Proceed on a sexual assault charge but a failure to
apprehend the offender renders further police action impossibìe. At
times, â victim does not get a good enough look

at the offender to give

the police an âdequate description. In other instances, even a thorough
description does not suffice; â

in order for the police to

name

apprehend

or a I icense

number might be needed

the susPect. The absence of

witnesses during the offence further comPìicates the problem
and apprehending the
(H=zz)

or the cases

suspect. In the present research, l4'J

had no suspect(s)

are general ly kept on

file

identìty of the suspect

identified.

RePorts

of identìfying
percent

of this

nature

should any new information concernìng the

become

available.

Conclusion

Thefilteringoutofreportsatthepolicelevelaccountedforthe
termination of 52.6 percent (N=Bl) of the cases and 57'8 percent (N=I22)

of the offendersr

charges

victim apprehension about

in the criminal justice system. Police and
proceeding with a report, in addition to the

fai lure to identify and locate a susPectr

emerged as

the salient factors

in the termination of rape and attempted raPe rePorts at the police level '
A suñmary of the filtering system at the Police level is presented in
Table

l.

4r
TABLE I

of Râpe and Attempted RaPe RePorts at
the Police Level by Case and Number of offenders for 1976 and 1977
Sunmary

of the Filtering

System

Initial Reports Hade
to the Pol ice
F

i

I

teri ng
Pol ice

System
Level

at

Number

Ca

ses

the
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Made

of

Offender s

.21I.

Number Percent

nt

Number

| 5{+'

Unfounded Desi gnat i on
No Formal Compl ai

of

Number Percent

27.3

6t

28.'

22

t

23

by the Vi ctim
Victim 0rops Charges

l0
7

b.t
\.5

No Suspect Apprehended

22

14.,

8r

52.61

1j

47.4

0.4
¡/.o

16
I

0.9,

Total Filtering out of
Charges

at

the

ice Leve I
Number of Charges
Pol

Remaining

t22

57.8

89.

42.2

ìnll of the categories may not âdd up to the total Percentage gìven
a resuìt of the rounding of percentages within categories'

as

The Crown Level
agency to deal with a rePort of rape or âttempted
r
the prosecution.2 rrAfter a case has been referred to the Crown

The next

rape

is

counsel,

it

official

may be proceeded

withr withdrawn or the charge originaìly

laidmaybealteredThedecisionsofprosecutorswillreflect
the priorities of their office which may not be similar to those of the
pol icelf (Griffiths et al., l981z53).
The handl ìng of the reports by the Crown wiìl now be discussed' As
5Th" pror."utors are located wíthin the provincial Attorney Generalrs
oepartment of Mani toba.
?!ie lJniveisþ
r)t ¡1; nit0bs
Li¡i¡:{Âfìlü&
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mentioned previously,

the level of the

4/.4 percent

Crown

of the offenders.

(N=73)

of the cases.were passed on to

during 1976 and 1977 invol.ving 42.2 percent

For five

of the reports police were unsure whether

they should be classified as founded or unfounded. The reports
given to the Crownrs office

(N=89)

were

for their opinion âs to the correct classifi-

cation. In such cases, the decision

was made by

a senior prosecutor ín

the Attorney Generalrs oepartment. The Crown classified three of these
reports as founded and two as unfounded. The two unfounded rePorts

resulted in the termination of charges for 2,4 percent (¡=!) of the

offenders.
(N=7r1.)

Prel iminary screening by the Crown resulted

of the cases

in 46.4 Percent

being proceeded with cornprising 40.1 percent (N=84)

of the offenders.
For 3,3 percent (N=7), however, the victim was instrumental in

a

âfter the case had reached the prosecutorts
office. In these cases, the victim decided that she did not want to Proceed any further with the case. In all of the cases, this occurred before

total dismissal of

charges

the preliminary hearing had begun. If the victim refuses to continue with
the case, the prosecutor general ly has no recourse but to droP the charges

difficult to conduct â trial
without the victim for she is the key witness for the Crownrs case.
The filtering out of charges at the Crown level resulted in 5.7 percent of the charges (N=12) being terminated. The percentage of offenders
for want of prosecution.6 It

would be

6whil" ah. prosecutor does have a legal recourse provided for in the
Criminal Code (Section 6351 to send a victim (in her role as a witness)
to-jãll-unt iT she agrees tq testify, the use of this method is generally
considered to be outweighed by the prosPect of an uncooperative victim in
the proceedi ngs.
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whose charges remained

in effect

now stands

at 36.8 (N=77). Although

the âctüal fi ltering out of charges at the Crown level was relatjvely
mjnimal, there were modífications that took place with respect to the
remainìng charges. Included were reclassification

of original police

charges, the use of concomitant and directly-related additional charges,
and the use

of plea bargaining on charge

Re-cìassification of Police

C

ha

rges

of the reports and may classìfy
to hjs or her discretion. Charges may be re-classified

At this point the Crown is in
charges according

and sentence.

charge

to lesser ones, or to alternâte charges that êre deemed to be more
appropriate for the particular offence involved. Initially, the
prosecutorts office did not dismiss any of the charges altogetherr but
râther decided to file lesser charges from the original police classifìcation for 4.1 percent (N=9) of the offenders. The study found that
three charges of indecent assault on a female, three charges of contributing to juveni le delinquency, two charges of sexual intercourse with a
female between fourteen and sixteen years and one charge

of break

and

enter with intent to commit rape were laid as alternatives to the
ori gi nal pol íce charges.
Addi

tional

Charges

to include additional charges apart
from the nn jor charge. The information thât is contained in the Crown
report during the filing of charges will serve to accommodate the incluThe prosecutor may also decide

sion of additional charges. The additional charges that are laid
serve two major purposes. A case

in which there are foreseeable

can

that contains evidentiary problemsr or

problems

with the victimrs testirnony

can
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often be remedied with the possibiìity of conviction on one of the

lessêÏ, additional charges, should the case result in ân acquittal for
the accused on the major chârge at

trial.

A charge

of

rape where proof

of penetration is problematic could contain a back-up charge of indecent
assault on a female so that acquittal of the major charge leaves open the
optìon of guilt on the latter charge. The second purpose for the prosecutor js the use of additional charges as a plea bargaining tool (Buckle
and Buckle,

1977). The probìematic case may best be served by a negotia-

ted plea or sentence where convjction

is

almost

certàin.

Plea bargainìng

will eliminate the need for a trial ând the uncertain outcome inherent
in court proceedings. There are two types of additional charges that
were utilìzed by the Crown for the study period: concomitant offence
charges and
Concomi

directly-related additional

tant 0ffence

C

ha

rges

Concomitant offences are those

sexual

assault.

or burglary.

charges.

Examples

of

that are conmitted apart from the

concomitant offences include break and entert

The information taken from the police reports indícates

that the police listèd separate additional offence charges for a number
of the offenders apart from the sexual assault charge. A frequency distribution of concomitant offences is presented in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

Concomitant 0ffences Contained
and 1977

in the Polìce Files for the Years 1976
Number

Concomitant. 0ffence
Robbery

or Theft

of

Offender

s

6

Attempted Murder
Assaul

t

Theft and Assaul t
Bodi

ly

Causing

Harm

The Grown acted on only one concomitant charge,

that be'ing assauìt (on

a

relative of the victim by the offender). For the remaining concomitant
charges there were two instances where the Crown did not file the robbery
with the nnjor charges, the rest of the charges were
rtvictim did not make a
contained in the r¡no suspect apprehendedtr and

or theft
formal
0ì

charges

compl

ai

ntrr categories.

rectly-Related Additional

Cha

rges

Directly-related additional charges are those involved in the commissjon of the sexual assault. 0ffences that are di rect I y-reì ated ones
include forcible confinement and gross indecency' The data reveal that
oi the twenty-six offenders who went to trial on the originaì charge(s)

laìd by the

C'rown, there were twelve offenders who had

directly-related

additional charges included with the major sexual assâult charge' A
frequency distribution of directly-related âdditional charges for those
offenders whose orìginal Crown charge was retained,
Tab

le

3.

is

presented in
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TABLE

3

Distributr'on of Directly-Related Additionâl charges Included
wi th 0rig inal Crown Charges for the years 1976 and 1977'
F

requency

Di

rect I y-Related Addi tional

Number

Charges

Assau.lt Causing Bodi lY

Offenders

4

Harm

6

Gross I ndecency
Indecent As sau I t
Possession

of

l1

of a Dangerous

WeaPon

Kidnapping

awful Confi nement
Forci ble Conf i nement

Unl

lFo,.

4

of the offenders there were several additional

charges laid.

"o*
Thenumberofoffenderswithatleastoneadditionalchargewasl2.

Furtherexaminationofthedatafromthestudyperiodindicatethatthere
were no instances where the accused was àcquitted òn the major sexual

assault

triaì

charge and found

guilty of the directly-related additional

of the directly-related additional
twelve
charges reveaìs that conviction resulted for six of the applicable
offenders on both the major charge and at least one of the additional
charges¡ the remaining six offenders were either found guiìty of the
charge(s). The dísposition

major charge only (N=4)

outcome

or acquitted on the major

charge and the

directly-

rel ated additional charges (N=2).
P

lea Eargaining
The use

of plea bargaining as a rnethod of disposing of

cases can be

of additional charges' The Crown is able to
achieve
secure a conviction without a trial and the defense is able to

fâci litated by the use
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client
the dismissal of the rrìajor ând nþre serious chârge and offer their
a lower pena¡ty for a less serious charge' The client may also be
a
offered a pre-determined sentence or sentence range in exchange for
guiìty plea to the original charge' In plea bargainìng ärrangementst
may
the prosecutor and defense counsel confer with each other and they
that
reach a mutual ly satisfactory agreement approved by the defendant

will be subject to judìcial approval'
i) Plea Bargaìn in Relatìon to Charge - In the present study' there were
pìea bargain in rela3.3 percent (N=7) of the offenders who agreed to
tion to charge before the cormencement of the prel iminary hearing'7 The
alternate charges that were accePted ìn exchange for a guilty plea are
presented

in Table 4.
TABLE 4

Plea Bargaining

ðo,*"Á""ñ"nt

Charge That Took Pìace Before the
Prel iminary Healing for the Years 1976 and 1977

ìn Relation to

oi the

Plea Bargain Charge

0r'ig

Sexual Intercourse with a
Fema 1e Between llPl6 Years
Contributing to Juveni le

Rape

De I i

i na

I

Crown

Charge

nquencY

Indecent Assault on a Female
Indecent Assault on a Female

of
0ffenders
Number

Rape

2

Rape

I

Attempted

RaPe

3

Totâl 7 3.T/"\
7fh" info.fn.rìon regarding the stage at which plea bargaining. took
pr"." *". oÚt"Ín.d from i"rronãl interviews with the prosecutors who
had handled the

cha

rges.

4B

ii)

in Relation to Sentence - The present study contâined
1.4 percent (tl=3)t of the offenders whose charges were plea bargained
with respect to sentence prior to the preliminary hearing. The charges
Plea Bargain

d

that were plea bargained in relation to sentence along with the respec-

tive

sentences

Presented

that

vrere submitted by

the

Crown and defense counsel are

in Table 5'
TABLE 5

in Relation to Sentence That Took Place Before the
of the Preliminary Hearing for the Years 1976 and 1977

Plea Bargaining
Cormencement

Pre-Determi ned Sentence

Crown

Charge

Number

of 0ffenders

5-10 Year Sentence Range for
Two Charges

I

Year Sentence

of

Rape

2

Rape

Attempted

Rape

Total 3 (1.4%\
Conc I usi on

filtering system in effect at the Crown level resulted in 10.4
percent (N=22) of the offendersr charges being terminated or disposed of
in the criminal justice system. 0f these offenders, there were 5.7 percent (N=l2) whose charges were terminated altogether, while 4./ percent
(N=10) were involved in a final disposition of the charges after plea
bargaining with respect to charge or sentence had taken place. The perThe

centage

of offenders remaining in the criminal justice

system

for a dis-

BOn. of the offenders had two separate charges of rape that were
plea bargained in relatjon to sentence. The offender is represented as
two offenders, reflecting the two separate reports of rape involved.
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position of their charges at the end of the
A surmâry

is

of the termination

presented

and disposal

Crown

level was 3l.g (N=67).

of reports at the crown

level

in Table 6.
TABLE 6

of the Filtering
of Offenders

Surmary
Number

Fi

lterìng

System
Crown Level

ât

System

of

Reports

ât the Crown

Level by the

of 0ffenders
Number Percent

the

Nunber

Charges Termi nated

a) Crown Unfounded
b) Víctim Withdraws Participation

Before Prel imi nary Heari
Charges Plea Bargained
a) Plea Bargain Charge
b) Plea Bârgain Sentence

ng

5

2.4

7

3.3

7

22

3

r.4

Toral 22

10.4

The Court Level
The next stage, the

court, will result in the fjnal disposìtìon of

the charges for those offenders still in the criminal justice system.

full spectrum of the court level can invoìve a prel iminary hearing, a
trial, sentence and an appeal. Charges at the final level can be disposed of in a nunber of different ways: charges may be dismissed, plea
bargained on charge, plea bargained on sentence, retained,
may involve

be very
course

a guilty plea without concessions. The

influential at the court level

of the proceedings at

An

or finally,

Crown continues to

and may âttempt

to alter

the

âny point.

outline of the stages at the court level will

now be presented.

The
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The purpose
..Crown has

of the preliminary

hearìng

sufficíent evidence to

js to determine

proceed

judge who presides over the hearing

will

whether

with the charge(s) laid.
be responsible

The

determìnes

trial . . . is
I et al .¡ 19792160). The crown prosecutor will be

p¡!¡g facie

warrantedlf (Mccahil

the

for the determina-

tion of sufficient evidence. rrAt the hearing . . . the judge
whether a

or not

case

exists, and, thus,

whether a

for presenting the evidence against the accused. Defense
counsel wiìl general ly attemPt to undermine the validity of the evídence
presented by way of victim cross-examination, on behalf of their client.
responsible

The prèl iminary hearing

the

Crown

vj ctim

will

be the testing ground

for the defense,

to a lesser extentr in terms of attemPting to

or evidentiary

and

expose any

weaknesses.

initial pre-trial hearing has been aPtly referred to as a
fishing expedition for the defense counsel. Intimidation of the victim
through irrelevant and personal questìoning is by no means ruled out as
The

it will reflect on victim credibility. "If the defense can show thât the
victim is not the kind of person who can be believed, then her claim that
she did not consent to this particular act of sexual intercourse will be
thrown

into questionrr (Clark & Lewis, 1977:47).

Defense counsel is

of the charge(s) at the rþstr and intimidation
of the victim at the least. It is crucial that the Crown counsel inter'vene and put forth objections to the harassment of the victin by the
working toward a dismjssal

counsel. It is the responsibility of the Presiding judge to
determine which questions are pertinent so that the degree of intÍmidation
defense

to the victim will ultjmately depend on the partìcular judge, promPted by
Grown objectionsr at the prel iminary hearing.
The prel ìminary hearing emerges as the crucial phase at the court

5l

level since it affects the charges

and

charges may be dismissed by the judge

if

he

or

she does not

all that fol ìows. Firstr

at the conclusion of the hearing

think that the evidence warrants â trial.

the çrown may assess their chances at

trial

part

ic

may terminate

Second,

as Poorr based on vìctim

performance and evidence presented, and oPt

Finalìy, the victim

the

for plea bargaining.

the charge(s) by withdrawing her

ipation in the proceedings.

if the judge has decided
that a case exists based on the original charges, or if the Crown has
laid subsequent charges after an initial judicial dismìssal of the original ûrown charge(s). The mode of trial may be either by a judge sitting
alone (bench trial) or by a judge and a jury (jury trial). Evidence and
A

trial will fol low the prel iminary

hearing

victim testìnpny will again be Presentedr and a verdict of guilty or not
guilty on the charges will be the responsìbi I ity of the judge or jury'
respectivelyr. depending upon which type of

trial it is.

Crown objections

of the vjctimrs character and behavior are
especial ly crucial in a jury trìal where an unsuspecting jury may'be
swayed against victim credibility. "If his (defense) questions âre
al lowed at all, the damage is done, even if there is no basis in fact for
to

defense questioning

hjs insinuations,t (Clark E Lewis, 1977t52).
At the conclusion of the trial both counsel will present thejr
mations, either to the judge or to the

jury,

depending on

s

unr'

the type of

triâl.Inthecaseofthejurytrialthejudgewillreviewthefactsand
instruct the jury on the law as it pertaìns to the particular sexual
offence.Theuseofthecautionaryinstructionofthejudge.Theverdict
wilì then be returned by either the judge or the jury' The judge' however, passes sentence in either of the two trial situations' If a verdict
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for sentencing'
of guilty is returnedr the judge will set another date
a fine' or
gìven can involve incarcerationt Probation or
The sentence

of the above, depending on the sexual offence involved'
counsel may appeal
After the trial has ended the crown or defense
603) outl ines that an
the outcome. The gl4lgl lgSÞ (1980: Section
person agajnst his conappeal can be made on behaìf of the convicted
is not one
the sentence passed, provided that the sentence

any combination

viction or

are not fixed by law' and
fìxed by law. Sentences for sexual offences
counsel' on behalf of their
can therefore be appealed' The defense

client,

may appeal

the conviction on a question

of fact or

ìaw

or

a

of the two. The Crown' in turn' can appeal the sentence
involves a question of law
passed or an acquittal of the accused that
rights' An appeal by
alone. The €rown has a narrower scoPe of appeal
a new trialt thereby extending
the defense or the crown could result in

combination

the final disPosition of the case'
potenrâpe and attemPted rape thus have the
(as the main witness) at the
tiaì to necessitate the victim's Presence
an appeal ' The fìltering
prel iminary hearing, the triâl' and possibly
stages of the court level
process for the study period at the varjous

The laws pertaining

will

now be discussed'

Di smi

ssal of

to

Charges

ThedísmjssalofCrowncharge(s)atthecourtlevelcanoccurat
any time

and can result
after a prelimìnary hearing date has been set
at this level ' Data
nnde by the various persons involved

from decisions

victim' the Crown psychiatristt
from the study perìod indicate that the
hearíng were instrumental
the co_accused and the judge at the preìiminary

53.

ín a dismissal of the

Crown charges.

is a time of much apprehension for many
victims. Victim expectatjons or âctual participation in the hearing can
lead to victim withdrawal of participation in the process. McCahi I I and
The preliminary hearing

others attribute this

phenomenon

to a ilumber of factors:

of preparatìon or supPort, the prospect of speaking
publ ìcìy (often for the fi rst time) about a humi I iating
experìence, and the necessÍty of confronting the offender
may contribute to the high rate of victim absence at the
The lack

preliminary heari

ng.

(19762167).

At the court level, there were 1.9 percent
whose charges were terminated as

(N=4)

of the offenders

a result of the victim withdrawìng

her

partjcipation in the proceedings. In one instance the victim withdrew
her participation once the prel iminary hearing was in progress.
remaining offenders (N=3) had

refused to appear at the
The Grown

their

charges terminated

The

after the victim

trial.

psychíatrist was the major force behind a dismissal of

for .9 percent (N=2) of the offenders. The psychiatrist would
come to the conclusion that the accused was insane and therefore not fit
to stând trial. The Crown, in light of the psychiatristrs decisiont
then elected to forego the trjal situation and instead dismissed the
charges

charges. The Crown and defense counsel would then agree upon a consent

cormjttal and the

tion for

accused would be kept

an indeterminate period

cormittal

was agreed upon before

in custody for mental rehabi I ita-

of time. In both cases, the consent
the prel iminary hearing began and will

not be considered as valid dismissals as a period of detention is
i nvo I ved.

In addition, there
dismíssed

was one accused

(.5 percent)

who had

his

charge

at the request of his co-accused. The crown accepteô the offer

,4

in

for a guilty plea from the co-accused, against whom rnore
was held. The dismissal of charge for one of the accused
before the two accused men were to go to trial. This case

exchange

evidence

occurred

represents the single occasion where a plea bargain was achieved with-

out a concession in têrms of charge or sentence.

for the termination of charges
at the conclusion of the Prel iminary hearing. The judge ât the hearing
wjll determine whether the charge(s) will be brought to tr'ial or whether
Finally, the judge

was responsible

they wi ll be dismissed. The data indicate that the charge(s)

for

3'8

percent (N=B) of the offenders were determined to contajn insufficient
evidence and were subsequently dismissed by the
centage

of offenders

9;0 ' purc"nt

whose chaiges were

judge'

initially

The

total Per-

dismissed stands at

o

I tl= t 9)

.'

in turnr laid subsequent chârges for 6'z Percent (N=ì3)
of the accused males who had their original Crown charges dismissed'
The judge at the prel iminary hearing was responsible for the initial
The Crown,

dismissal of charges for 5

of the accused. In another

case, the victim

to discontinue with the charges before the preliminary hearìng
began whereupon the Crown laid a charge of assault causing bodi ly harm

decided

of the victimts sister against the accused. For the remaining
7 offenders, there was no information availabìe as to the injtial dismissal of charges. Data were available for the outcome of the subsequent
charges: 2.8 percent (N=6) of the accused were found guilty¡ '9 percent

on behalf

9Arid" f.ot the l3 recorded dismissals, there were 6 accused for
whomtherewasnoinformationavailableastowhenthechargeswere judge
ì"itiåliy dismissed and whether the victim, the prosecutor or the
was instrumental in that decision.
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(H=Z)

of the accused were found not gui lty¡ .9 percent

accused had

their

trial

began; and, 1.4 percent (N=3)

guilty before the trial.

initial

dismissals reveals that

who had

their original

(N=9)

of

the

subsequent charges dismissed as the victim withdrew

her support before the
accused pleaded

(N=2)

The conviction

of

the

rête from the

of 9.0 Percent (N=19) of the accused

Crown charge(s) dismissed, only

of the accused were eventual ìy

found

guilty

4.1 Percent

by way

of a trial or

a negotiated plea on the lesser charges. In additionr .9 percent

(N=2)

of the accused were dealt with by consent conmittaìs.
Retaj ned

C.ha

rges

Charges

filed

by the prosecutor were retained

for 12.3 percent

of the offenders and were subject to both a prel ìminary hearing
and a trial. Charges of rape were applicable to 9.0 Percent (N=.|9) of
the offendersr with attempted rape charges at 1.9 percent (N=4) and con(fl=26)

tributing to juvenile delinquency at 1.4 percent (N=3). Additional
charges at trial were incìuded for 6.6 Percent (N=I4) of the accused'
The results at trial are as fol lows: 2.8 percent (N=6) of the accused

atl charge(s); 7.1 Percent (N=15) of the accused were
found guìlty of all the charges¡ l.! percent (N=4) of the accused were
found guìlty of the major charge only¡ and .5 percent (n=t) of the accused
was found guilty of attempted rape instead of the original trial charge

were acquitted on

of

rape.
The Crown charges

that âre retained and result in a trjal are con-

few. The results from the study confirm that
contention. Out of the 2ll persons origÍnally accused of rape or
sìdered

to

be a select
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attempted raper there were only 26 (12.3 Percent)10 whose original
Crown charge(s) reached

a trìêì soiution. Furthert only 9.0 percent

of the accused were found guilty of at least the major Crown
charge at trial.
(N=19)

P

lea

Barga í ned Charges

lI
of the guilty plea has been we l l -documented '
Counsel on both sides must assess the characteristics of the offencet

The pervasiveness

of Crown evidence and
develop strategies to further their respective goals. Realisticallyt
however, success for either counsel is never ensured. Plea bargain'ing
the credibility

prov.ides ân

of the victim

outlet for

and the anþunt

each side whereby each can

benefit¡ the

crown can

obtain an admission of guìlt from the accused and the defense can obtain
the probabi tity of a less harsh outcome for the accused in terms of
charge and/or sentence. The time and energies requìred

in a trial

situation are spared to everyone involved in the court proceeding'I2
a guilty plea, especial ly where there

is

reasonable doubt as

to

by

the

for either the Crown or the defense.
The benefits of a negotiated guiìty plea in a râPe or attempted rape
case are obvious, except to the victim, who might feel that the legal
process is working to the offenderrs advantage. Firstly, a plea of guilty

chances

for

success

to a reduced charge lowers the maxìmum al lowable

sentence range as the

ioThr". of the accused went to trial on a reduced Crown charge of
contributing to juveni le deìinquency. The rernainder of the charges were
ei ther rape or attempted râPe.

llS." ch"pt". II for â discussion of plea bargaining'
lzThe investigating officer wouìd also be required to

the trial.

testify at
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reduced charge

will

be

of a less serious nature in legal terms.

Secondly,

the pre-determined sentence wilì specify a sentence or sentence range
that wjll place length of sentence below the maximum penalty al lowable

to the offender.
the accused

The plea bargain emerges as a viable

who may

alternetive to

not be wiìling to face the uncertainty of the trjal

sì tua t i on.

Plea Bargaìned Charges

A reduction

of

charge

in

exchange

for a guilty plea resulted for

5.7 percent (N=12) of the offenders at the court level ' A reduced
charge was accePted for 1.4 Percent (N=l) of the offenders duri ng the
preliminary hearing and for 4.3 percent (N=9) of the offenders before
the court

trial.

A frequency

accepted by counsel

distribution of the

at the court level is

reduced charges

presented

in Table 7'

TABLE 7

Plea Bargaining in Relation to Charge That Took Pìace From the Time of
the Preliminary Hea.ring to the Trial for the Years 1976 and 1977
Plea Bargained Charge

0rìginal

Gross I ndecency

Rape

Indecent Assaul t
Contributing to

Rape

Juvenj

ìe

DelinquencY

Gross lndecencY
Comnon Assâul

t

Indecent Assaul t

Crown

Charge

Barga i ned

Number of
0ffenders

Durì ng P rei iminary Hear i ng

3

Before Trial

3

Hhen Plea

tl

Rape
ll

Rape

Attempted
Attempted

tl

3

ì

RaPe
RaPe

rota

I

12 G.T/.)
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In addition, there were l.! percent (N=4) of the offenders
charges were

to

when

cases

pl.ea:. ba rga i

ned

whose

but there was no information avai lable

the negotiated plea was obtained.l3 Incorporating the

into the

group

of plea bargained

ones

as

above

at the court level results

in 7.6 percent (N=16) of the offenders involved ín a guilty plea ìn
rel at ion to charge.
Plea Bargained Sentence

totâl of 1.4 percent (N=3) of the offenders were invoìved in
plea bargain in relation to sentence. A pre-determined sentence or
A

a

sentence range was agreed upon by the Crown and defense counsel from the

of the prel iminary hearing to the court trial.
upon at the court level are presented in Table 8.

The sentences agreed

tirne

TABLE

B

Pìea Bargaining in Relation to Sentence That Took Place From the Time
Piel imiÁary Hearing to the Trial for the Years 1976 and 1977

of the

Sentence

9-l B

rnon

Rânge

t hs

Crown Charge

When Plea
Barga i ned

Break and Enter
w,/Intent to

Dur i ng

Conmi

3-5 years
l0-12 years.

Rape
Rape

t

Number of
0ffenders

Prel i mi na rY
Heari ng

Rape

Before Trial
tl

ll

Toral 3 (1 .\%)
l3No

the cases.

info.r"tion

was

available on the prosecutors who had handled
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Offender Pled

Gui

lty -

No Concessions

final route that Crown charges nny take at the court leveì is
a plea of guilty by the offender devoid of any concessions in the form
The

of plea bargaining. There were .9 percent (N=2) of the offenders from
the study period. Both of the offenders agreed to a guiìty plea to the
rape charge

âfter â preliminary hearing had taken place.

Conclusion
The

(N=i6)

fi ltering

system

of the accused

ât the court level resulted in 7,6 percent

whose charges were terminated

either by a dismissal

(J.B percent, N=8) or by an acquittal (3.8 percent, N=B). There were

totai of 24.2 percent

(H=51)

of

sentences through plea bargaining; 2.8 percent

a

of the offenders at the court level whose
charges resulted in an eventual finding of guiìt. 0f those persons found
guilty, the results are as foìlows: 10.0 percent (N=21) were found guilty
reduced charges

or

(¡=6) were found guilty of subsequent charges after an

initiaì

dismissal

of the original Crown charges¡ .9 percent

(N=2) were ínvolved

plea to the original

of any plea bargaining

Crown charges devoid

in a guilty
conces-

sìons¡ .! percent (fl=2) were involved in a consent committali and.5
percent (N=l) was found guilty of âttempted rape instead

of the trjal

of rape. Fìnallyr 9.0 percent (N=19) of the accused were found
guilty of at least the major Crown charge at trial. The filtering out of
and eventual outcome of the charges at the court level is presented in
charge

Table 9.
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TABLE 9

--riæËÈ+.
The 0ísposition

of the Cha rges at the Court Level by the Number of

-

0ffenders for the Year.s l9 76 and 1977
Disposition

of

Charges

Termi nat i on

of

Charges

Subsequent Charges Laíd by

of 0ffenders
Number Percent

Number

ð

the

Crown

a) Plea
b) Offender found gui ltY
c) 0ffender found not guiltY
Bargain Charge

0riginal

3.8

Crown Charges Plea Bargained

a) Plea Bargâined Charge
b) Plea Bargaìned Sentence
crown Charges Retained
0riginal
-a) 0ffender
Pìed Guilty - No Concessions
b) Consent Conmi ttal
c) Offender Found Guilty - All Trjal Charges
d) 0ffender Found Guilty - Major Charge 0nìy
e) offender Found Guilty of Attempted Rape
Instead of the Trial Charge of RaPe
f) Offender Acquitted of Alì Charges

3

t.4

6

2.8

2

o

r6

7 .6

2

.9

2
2

o
o

.l

t5

7
I o

4
I

)

6

Total 67

5

I

3I..8

of the Fíltering System
The filtering system at the police, Crown and court levels resulted
in 71.1. percent (¡l=l!0) of the origínaì 2ll accused persons whose charges
werefilteredoutorterminâtedatdifferentPointsinthecriminal
SurÌmary

justicesystem.Thelevelofthepolicecontainedthegreatestfìltering
out of charges at 57.8 percent (N=122) with the

Crown and

court levels

fol lowing at 5.7 percent (N=12) and 7.6 percent (H=l-6)r respectively'
The total percentage of conviction for the two-year period of reports
28.9 (N=61) and comprised findings of

guilt

reduced charges and plea bargained charges.

on the

original

was

Crown charges'

6t

A sunmåry regerding the
and

filtering out of

court levels is presented in Table

charges

at the Pol icer Crown

10.

TABLE IO

The Totål Filtering
and Court Level s

Fi
Pol

ice

I

out of offenderst Charges at the Police,

teri ng out of

Crown

Percentagè of 0ffenders
Remaining in the

Charges

Level

Criminal Justice
I

00.0

No Suspect Apprehended ( I 0.9%)

89.

Victim Initiated Termination ( 18.Ø")

7l.l

Unfounded (28.%',

42.z

Crown Level

42.2

Víctim Initiated Termínetion (3.3%)

38.9

Unfounded (2.4%)

36.5

Court Level

36.5

s (3.8%)
Acqui tta I at Triat

(3.8%)

32,7
28.9

cted

28.9

D

i smi ssal

Total Offenders

Convi

Total Filtering out of Charges at
the Police Crown and Court Levels

7l

r

.l

System

CHAPTER V

CHARACTERTSTICS OF THE RAPE REPORTS

I

nt roduct i on

made

raPe reports
Chapter V contains the characterístics surrounding the
to the police for the study period' Four main areas were explored:

vi ctim characteri

sticsr offender'characteri stícs' the relationship

victim and the offender and the situational charaêteristics
of the offence itself. The victim and offender characteristics include
age, marital statusr race, criminal record, occupation' and the relationprior to
ship, if anyr that existed betweèn the víctím and the offender
between the

in
the offence (nronth, day of the week and tirre of the day)' diétrict
initial conllinnipeg where the offence took place, the circumstances of

the victim and the offender, where the offence itself occurto the
red and, finally, the person who inítially reported the offence

tact

between

poì i ce.

These

characteristics were exami ned for several reasons'

of the victim, offender and offence characteristic
into the

Knowledge

enables an insight

'-

persons and the circumstances involved regarding the rape

period' In
offences that were reported to the police during the study
rape research
addi tion, a comparison of the present study with other
aìlows for an examination

of the châracteristics

found in different

studies involving different time periods and locations'

It

should be noted

that the characteristics discussed have

missing
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informatíon that

is nost prevalent for the victim

and the offender

characteristics... .,Asi:de,f,r-o¡r¡.,1¡jssing information that resulted from the
suspect not being apprehended, the characteristics were not recorded con-

sistently in any standardized format by the police.
information was recorded and reported

Whenever Presentr the

for the Present

research.

The Victim
Age

There were 155 victims who rePorted raPes

or atteÍPted rapes to

police for the study period. The ages of the victims ranged from 6

the

years

to 59 yèars. The ìargest category' representing 37.7 percent of the
victims, was the l5-t9 year category. Previous research has confirmed
the late adolescent category as the one in which the greatest

number

of

reported rapes are contained.. Clark and Lewis found that 35 Percent of

the reported rapes were contained in the

14-19 age category

in

Toronto

that 24.9 percent of the reported rapes were
fiom victims ín the l5-19 age category in Philadelphi a (1971252).
(1977:80) while Amir found

In this research it was found that the 2O-24 year and 2J-2) year
categories followed in terms of frequency wìth percentages of 22./ and
1J.6, respectively. Similarly, Clark and Lewis reported the

in

age categories

with

23 Percent

same order

in the 20-24 age group and lJ

in the 25-29 age categories. A substantial difference

betr'reen

percent

the present

study and the Clark and Lewis study emerged with resPect to the 30 year
and over age

categories.

The Wínnipeg study contained

ì4.1 percent of

the victims in the 30 and over age grouP whereas the Toronto study contained 30 percent of the victims in the 30 and over age category (1977:80)'
The great mâjority

of the victims in the present study werè young ìn
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with /8 perceni rePresented in thê lO-24 age grouPs. An earìier
study of rape i:n-.oenna-rk .s-!lþs!a4Ë.iatç,Ç .!þ!q,f inding with 77 percent o,f

ege

the vìctíms in the l0-24 age grouPs (Svalastoga, 1962'.50). A frequency

distribution of the victim

age categories

ìs presented in Table ll.

TABLE ì I

Frequency 0istribution
1976 and 1977
Age

of the Victim

of the Vi ctim

F

Age Categories

requency

for the Years

Adjusted Freguency
Percentage

t-9
t0-ì4

t4

t.3
9.r

t5-19

58

37.7

20-24

35

22.7

25-29

24

15

30-34

I

2

5.2
4.5
0.6

35-39
40-44

7

45-49

2

50-54

2

r.3
r.3

55-59

I

0.6

I

Totâl l54l
lTh"

"g"
Hari ta

.6

I

of

one

victim

was

100

not recorded.

Status

The great

majority of the reports were made by singìe victims'

single victim category accounted îor 6l .9 Percent of the reports

The

made

to

thè police. The high Percentage of single victims is to be expected given
the relâtive youth of most of the victims. The next hìghest category was

that of cohabitatibn without any formal marriage at

13.5

percent.

The
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remainder

of the marital status

separâted; each

the

vi

cti

s,f" -t hese*Gatego

categories were marrièdr divorced

r'ies represented

!eF s

and

.thg¡!'.r!2.:percent of

ms.

0ther research on rePorted rapes supPorts the over-representat i on of
the single victim. For instancer Clark and Lewis found that 53.1 percent

of their study victims were single (1977 282) while Amir found that 66'l
percent of his study victims were single (19712651. McCaldonrs study of
convicted rapists showed that 78 percent of the victims were classified
as single (1967¿42). l'tcCaldon's findings should be

exami ned

with caution

as the data on the victims are representative insofar as they rePresent

a select

number

of victims

whose

rapists are convicted and not the total

initíally reported a rape. A frequency distribution
of victim marital status is Presented in Table 12.
number

of victims

who

TABLE 12

F

requency

Years

1976

0istribution of the Marital Status of the Victim for the
and

1977

Marital Status of
the Ví cti m

.r

Adjusted Frequency
F

requency

Pèrcentage

l4arr i ed

l0

7.9

Single

7B

6t.9

vorced

6

4.8

Separated

t5

l

Cohabi tat í on

t7

13.5

1261

loo-0

Q

i

Total
lThe marital status

of the víctim

was

r.9

not available for 29 cases.

Race

An examination

of the race of the victim for the present

study
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provides at best a sketchy view of victimization
groüþË-*Ttie=race- of-+he vícrim was

for different racial

noJ=.aYêi.! eÞ-!ç

-tfqrn-the-

po-! i i-.9.;f

i l9s-

for the majority of the victims (See Table l3)'
Where information was avai

lable, there

were

four racial

groups

represented: Caucasian, Native Indianr I'leti s and oriental ' The
Caucasion group emerged as the Predominant one with 54'5 Percent of

ihe victíms falling into that category. Native Indian victims followed
ín terms of frequency with a Percentage of 39'4' The Percentage of
Native Indian. victims was potentially an over-estimate of that grouprs
presence as victims since

it

was more

likely that

race would be reported

for minority groups. Information regardíng the race of the victim is
presented ín Table 13.
TABLE 13

Frequency 0istribution
1976 and l9l7

of the Race of the Víctim for the Years
Frequency

Adjusted FrequencY

Caucasi an

36

54.5

Native Indi an

26

Race

of the Vi ct im

Percentage

Hetis

3

39.4
4.5

0r i enta I

I

ì.5

Tôta I

lThu.. *"r" 89 victims for

661

whom - i

I

00.02

nformat i on on race was

not avai lable'

2Th. aoa"l percentage of the categories may
up to,l00 percent
lo!.add
categories'
within
as a resulï of the-rounding of pércentage

,,
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Occupation
The occupational status.of .the vic-ti.m9..,in.

the s!udy.ranged from

those ín unskilled occupations to those with professional occupations.
Once

again, a substantial arþunt of missing infornntion on the victim

occupation prevented a complete description

of that category for

the

study period. The police reports did not contain any standardized
recording of victim occupationr so that occupation, even when referred

to, at

times

fell short of providing

an adequate

description.

For

instance, the records might indicate the organjzation where a victim
enployed

for investigative

purPoses

was

without reference to the victimrs

particular occupation within that organization.
Where ìnfornration was avai

comparative purposes. The

lable, there were four

first

grouP was

groups formed for

students. There were a

sizeable number of the victims who were students at the time of the
offence (2J.2 percent) which again
young

victims.

is reflective of the large number of

The second grouP contained victims who were employed Ín

work that required no special extended training beyond basic schooling.
The majority

of

employed

victims fell into this category thât ranged

from

clerks to factory workers (20.6 Percent). The third category included
those occupations where extended trainìng beyond basic schooling

required.

was

Occupations such as nursing and secretarial work were

represented here (8.7

categoryr consisted

percent).

of

The

final

categoryr termed the rotherr

those victims who were unemployed, on welfare, or

in nnrginàl ly respectable' lines of work (eg.
category accounted for

21

dancer or masseuse)' This

.9 Percent of the victims.
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TABLE I4

Frequency and Distribution
.
1976 and 1977 .

Victim Occupati on

of the Victimrs occupation for the Years
Adjusted Frequency

Frequency

Percentage.

36

t+9.3

Clerk

4

5.5

Homemaker

I

Student

3

r.4
4.r

Unski I led Labor
( factory, ki tchen work)

5

6.8

Caretaker

I

Wai

tress

Babys i t

ter

or

Nurse

r.4
r.4

I

s Aid

Nurser

4.r
r.4
r.4
r.4

3

Secretary

I

Lab Techni ci an

I

Nutri tíoni st
Unemp I

Wel

oyed

ll

fare

Dancer

4.r

3

or

|

2.7

2

Masseuse

Total

5.1

-02

731

lThu.. *u..82 instances where occupation of the victim was not available.-

aot"l percêntage of the categories may not add up to 100 Percent as
à result of the rounding of percentages within categories'

2Th"

Crìmí

nal

Record

The

victims in the present studyr for

did not

eßìerge as

whom

information was avai lablet

a particularly criminal group' Out of the victims for

of a criminal record could be ascertained, only
!.6 percent had a previous record. 0f the victims with criminal recordst

whom

presence

or

absence
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l.! percent where there was no information avâi lable as to
the nature of the record. There were 58.7 percent of .the victims where
mention was made of the fact that the victim had no previous criminal
there were

record.

Previous research on the victimrs criminal record, although scarce,

indicated a higher percentage of criminal behavior on the part of the

victim.

For example, Amirrs study revealed that 19.2 percent

of

the

vìctims had a previous criminal record (l!/l:ll7).
There

is

one

significant departure from the present study

and Anirrs

study¡ specifically Amirrs inclusion of an unofficial record for victims.

Amir, in his Philadelphia study, added a record of bad reputation

classified

20 percent

of the victims in that category.

ând

Amir concludes:

if a victimls arrest record may have any bearing on
her chances of being victimized, even íþre so may be the case
when she has a reputation of being promiscuous, sexually
experienced in spite of her age (under eighteen years),
having sexual relations with her future offender, or known
to have been raped previously but reluctant to bring her
assai lant(s) to court. (197,l: I l7 E I l9).
Hence,

Amir then atternpted to establish a correlation between a bad reputation,

criminality

and the

potential for víctimization in rape offences.

author feeìs compelled to draw the paral
and the detrimental stereotype

lel

The

between Amirrs observations

of the deserving victim of rape. In the

present research, there has been no comparison

made between

a victìmrs

reputation and the potential for

becomi

is considered to
to the victim of the assault.

be questionable and also discriminatory

such comparison

The

ng a sexual assault

victim¡

results regarding the criminal record of the victim are

presented in Table 15.

any

7o

TABLE I5

Frequency Distribution
Years 1976 and .1977.

of the Criminal

Victimrs Previ ous
Criminal Record

Record

of the Victim for
Rel

Frequency

the

ative

F reqqency
Percentagel

0.6
0.6

Break, enter E t heft
Sexuaì innnrality
Breach of the I iquor act
Juveni le repeater
Mans I aughter

1.3

0.6
0.6

No information on
Nature of Record

3

1.9

No record ment i oned

91

58.7

No i nformat i on2

55

35.5

Total

155

o3

lMissing values are included in the percentage and frequency'
2Th.
in thís category were onès where there was no mention of the
"".".
presence or absence of-a irimînal record. The missing values have been
'included for this tab¡e in order to allow for a compari son with the
offenderrs críminal record which has a substantial number of no
information cases.
3Th. tot"l percentage of the categories may not. add up to 100 Percent
as a result of the rounding of percentages within categories'
Th,g 0ffender

49".

for the study period' The ages
of the offenders ranged from ì3 years to 60 years' There was no age
There were

a total of

212 offenders
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for the majorìty of the offend"r"l ('u" Table l6)' Arþng the
offenders for whom age..i.nformat i on was avaiIaÞle, .!.he*?-Q424 age group
emerged as the Íþst frequent one vrith a percentage of 36.3. Similarlyt
representing
l,lcCa I don cited the 2O-24 age grouP as the íþst frequent one
recorded

.

of his study group (l!67:41), whiìe Amir found the ì5-19 age
group to be the largest one with a percentage of 37 '5 (l97lz52l' Medea
J6 percent

and Thompsonrs

results,

however, paral

leled the Present study with the

2O-24 age group as the predominant one
r4r

with a Percentage of 37'7

0977¿

).
Results from the Winnipeg data revealed that the second and third

highest ranking age grouPs were the 25-29
__two.age

groups are

and

the l5-19 age grouPs'

similar ín terms of frequency with the

The

25-29 grouP

the t5-19 group at' 23'5 Percent' Comparison of the
present study with Previous research did show divergence' Clark and
at 15'6
Lewis found the second highest group to be the 20-24 age grouP

at

24;5 Percent and

(33
percent (1977:98). HcCaldon reported that the ll-40 age categor!
(14 percent)
percent) was second in frequency and the 26-30 age category

was

thìrd in

frequency (l)67

age groups were

*3\ ' Amirrs second and third

the 2o-24 and the

25-29 age grouP

most coñrnon

with percentages of

25.6 and 16, respectively (1971252)'

61.8

group rePresenting
The young offender enrerged as the Predominant
of
percent of the offenders under thè age of 2! years. A comparison

(78 Perthe offender and victim ages revealed that rþre of the víctims

lThe missing information for the offender characteristics tended to
or who are
be hígh as there are some suspects who are not apPrehended
not aiprehended as the victim droPs the charges'

'i !!

v2

to less of the offenders
(61.8 percent) in that age range...1.;-$þ;!$igJ y ye.a r and over-group of
offenders accounted for only 13.7 percent of the total age grouPs.
Amirts study showed similar results with 14. I percent of the offenders
in the 30 and over age categories (1971¿52).
A frequency distribution of the age of the offender is presented
cent) were under 25 yeårs of ege as

in Table

compared

16.
TAELE 'I6

Frequency Distribution
1976 and 1977
Age

l4

of the offender

of the 0ffender

Age Categories

for the Years

Adjusted Frequency

Frequency

Percentage..
2

2.0

r5-¡9

24

23.5

zo-24

37

36.3

25-29

25

24.5

3o-34

B

35-39

3

40+4

I

4s-49

I

7.8
2.9
1.0
1.0

60

I

t.0

and under

lTh".. *.r" ll0 offenders
l'la

ri

tal

whose age was

not avaílable.

Status

The single offender emerged as the majority grouP

study as was the case wìth the victims from the
percent

of the offenders

who were

for the present

study.

There were 58.2

classified as single. Past research
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this finding. l4acdonaìd (1975t55) and l-lcCal don (1967 ¿45)
also found, although.to a les-ser.extentr:.èhat the majority of the
has confirmed

offenders were single and accounted for 43 ard J6 percent

of the offenders,

respectively. Amir found that 82.7 of the offenders in his study vrere
single (1971:65). Svalastogars results are akin to Amírts results in
terms

of a very

high percentage

of single offenders at 80 percent

(1962¿501 .

Hacdonald

states!

rrA young man charged

with rape claimed that the

charge was absurd as he was a married man and had ample opportunity for

sexual gratificationrr (1975254). However, many rapists are married

in the present

and

study married offenders constituted the second largest

group (21.4 percent). Moreover, Macdonaldrs findings confirm that only

slightly less of the offenders were married than were single (40 versus
4l percent, respectively) (1975¿55). Co-habitation, without formal
for ll.2

of the offenders in the
Winnipeg study. The ranaining categories, those of separation or dívorce,
when combined represent less than ten percent of the study offenders.
The marital status of the offenders is presented in Table 17.
marriage followed and accounted

percent
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TABLE 17

Frequency

0istríbution of the Marita¡ Status of the offender for the

Years 1976

a:nd .1977

tal Status of
the Offender

Mari

Adjusted F requency
Frequency

Percentage.

Marri ed

2t

21

Sìngle

57

58.2

2

2.0

7

7.t

D

i

vorced

Separat.ed

ll

Co-habi tat i on

Total
lTh"ru

*.r. ll4

.4

11,2
100.0

981

offenders whose marital status wâs not avai I abl e.

Race

of the offender ín the present study, like that of the
victim, provided an incomplete pícture of racial conposition. The percentage of míssing datâ for offender race is slightly less than the
The race

information on victim race¡ the main factor being victim descriptions of
offenders which sometimes included

that

an over-representat i on

owing

to the tendency to

race.

of Native Indian

conment

again, it should be noted

males

is possibly a factor

or report on the race of a minority,

whi.te person. The results obtained

study are given ín Table 18.

Once

for offender race for the present

noñ-.:
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TABLE 18

Frequency

of the Race of the offender for the Years
Distribution
'
'.

t976 and 197.7

.

of

Adjusted F requency

the
0ffender

Race

Percentage

Frequency

Caucasion

85

Native Indi an

t5

77.3
13.6

6

5.5

4

3.6

Metis

East Indian

.

t00.0

Total I l0l
llnformation on race was not available for

102

of the offenders.

0ccupat i on

There was a wide

study

period.

variety of offender occupations represented in the

Occupations

truck drivers to

for the offenders ranged from students to

managers.

In the offender occupation category there was the need for an
additíonal category to that used for the victim occupation categories.
The additional category is that of skilled labor, which was found for the

in the present study. offender occupations were then divided...
into five categories for the data. The first group was students and was

offenders

significantly smaller than the students represented in the victim occuPations (2.2 versus 23.2 Percentr respectively). The second group contained
offenders whose occupation did
beyond

íot require

any special extended training

basic schooling. OccuPations ìn this category included truck

drivers and sales persons (46.8 percent). The third group encomPassed
21./ percent of the offenders in skílled labor occupations' Tle fourth

76

group included occupations where special extendèd training beyond basic
schooling was
were found

required. Accounting

in the professional

last category¡

and managerial

cáTego

jobs, for

9¡amp!e,

ry' (6.5 Percent). Finally, the

the rotherr catègory included those unemployed'
i on or in an unclear occupation (22'! percent)'

termed

on paro I e/probat

A frequency

distribution for the oicuPation of the offender is

presented ín Table. 19.
TABLE 19

Frequency Distribution
yeais ì976 and 1977

of the 0ccupation of the 0ffender for

the

Adjusted FrequencY

0ffender 0ccuPat í on

F

requency

29

Laborer
Bus driver/del iverY Person
Truck Dr i ver
Sa I espereon

Soldier

ty

al)

2

Student

3l

5

3

3 3

5

5

3

3 3

2

2 2
I I

Guard

I

Ski I led labour

20

Securi

Percentage

21

4

.7

4.3

I'tanager

4

Accountant
Grain InsPèctor

I

l.l
l.l

t9

20.7

I

Unemp I oyed

0n parole/Probation

Arti st

Tota I

lTh.." ,u.." I20 offenders

t.l
l.l

I
I

921

whose occupation was

I

00.02

not avai lable'

2Th" aoa"l percentage of the categories may not. add uP to l0O Percent
of the rounding of pãrcentages wìthin categories'

"s-a-rerulï
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Criminal

Record

as
criminal record of the offender 11qs -'-oJ particular'intere-st
the victim
the raPist who PerPetrated the crime as opposed to

The

it

was

who was

information
unwillingly involved' A high percentage of missing

of a criminal record was involved (See Table
of the
was rnâde of a criminal record for a number

on the presence or absence

20). Specífic

mention

Converselyt
offenders and constituted 23'5 Percent of the offenders'
of no past
for 16.0 percent of the offenders there was specific mention

criminal record for the offender'
past research has indicated a high percentage of past criminal con(Macdonaldt
vìctions for offenders. Amir (1971:ll2) and Svalastoga

.

for instancer cite 49'3 and 77 percent' resPectively' with
of convícted rapists
regârd to a previous crimínal record' Studies
records for
exhibited an even higher percentage of Past criminal
study group of
offenders. McCaldon rePorted that 95 percent of his
1975t56)t

previous rêcord (1967:46)'
convìcted rapists ín Kingston, ontario had a
Denver' Colorado showed a similar
Hacdonaldrs study of convicted rapists in
hìgh percentage

of 85 09752561 '

The past criminaì record

specìfic to sexuaì offences

was found

for

Amir reported
6.1 percent of the offenders for the Present research'
study had a
that 12.6 Percent of the offenders in the Phi ladelphia
previous criminaì sexual offence record

rapísts,

AÍþng convicted

(1975'56) determined
McCaldon (1967 *6 and Hacdonald2

percent and

l8 percent, respectìvely'

2Macdonaldrs

victions.

(1971:ll4)'

that l9

had previous sex-rèlated records'

l8 percent figure is applicable only to

raPe con-
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The folìowing table provides

record

a suímary of the offenderrs criminal

for the Present'study.
TABLE 20

Frequency 0istribution
years 1976 and 1977

0ffenderrs Previous

of the Criminal Record of the offender for
Number

Cr imi na I

Record (Most .Seri ous. Offence)

Assaul

wilfull

7

3.3
1.9

4

of

t5

7

c
o

2

Record

Tota I

lThe missing values are included
The VictinrOffender

o

z

damage)

No Informatìon on Nature
No Record
No Informat i on

reqt¡encY

2.8

A. C. B.H. )

Theft (theftr break E entert
stolen goods' auto theft)
Minor Offences (HighwâY Traffi
Actr I iquorr drugs or

F

6

or with violence)

t (assault,

ative

0ffenders

/

Robbery (armed

Rel

Percentagel

nttempted RaPe
0ther sexuaì offences
Rape

of

the

r4

6.6

34
128

6.0
60.4

212

100.0

r

in the table'

Rel at i onshi p

The largest number

of

reported offences contained no prior relation-

were classified
ship between the victim and the offender' Such cases
tstrangerst and rePresented 55'8 percent of the reported cases' The
above category was the only one where there was no
acquaìntance betwèen the offender and the

knowledge or

victim'

rstranger but
The next categoryr termed
contained 18.2 percent

prior

as

with general

knowledgert

of the cases' Cases where a brief in(roduction

79

or

knowledge through

e third party was present were included. The third

of

an acquaintance where.ther.e.was no di'rect..f ¡: i.endshi

cetegory wes that

p

but knowledge and familiarity existed. Thê acquaintance category

of relative followedt
whether from a legal marriage or a cohabitetion situation. The relationship of the victim to the offender ranged from a legal relâtive through
marriage to a separated husband and wife. The relatÍve category
represented 1.2 percent of the data. The fifth category of neighbour
accounted

for

10.4 percent

of the data.

The category

followed and included offenders who I ived near to the victim (eg. in the
ímmediate neighbourhood

or in the

same house

or

apârtment building)

(1.2 percent). The sixth category involved those cases where the offender
was

a family friend of one or rncre members of the victimts

accounted

for 2.6 percent of the cases.

ly

fami

and

The seventh category was one

wlpre the offender was an enployer or a supervisor of the
employer category ranges from fornra I ernployment

victim.

The

to a babysitting arrange-

to a sports coach situation representing 2.5 percent of the data.
The eighthard final câtëgory conteined offenders who were close frÍends
of the victim. The relationship of boyfriend and ex-boyfriend were
ment

listed in this category end total 1.9 percent of the cases.
The categories

of the victim

and the offender relatíonship

in the

.

present study as conpared to those utilized in other studies available

dìd require lhe col lapsing of several categories. The categories of
rrstrenger but with general knowledgerr and

rracqua i

ntancerr from the

Winni.peg date were

difficult to compare individually with past

as the distinction

made was

not always clearly referred to or was slightly

dífferent in terms of classification.
were

combi

research

Consequentlyr the two categor,ies

ned under the general heading

of

acquaintance and indicate an

80

indirect or brief acquaintance
11; -*

..,

between the

victim and the offender.

of four ma jor relationship categories f rom several -...j r,:sr¡:+s:ú.;
studies was contrasted with the Wínnipeg data. Svalastoga (19622521
found that J4 percent of his sample were complete strangersr 2l percent
were relatives. Medea and Thompson (1974:143) reported that 33 percent
A compari son

were complete strangers,

4/ percent were acquaintances, 3 percent were

friends and 2 percent were relatives. Amirrs date (19711234) indicated

that 42.3 percent

vrere cornpl

ete strangers, 24 percent were acquaintancest

6 percent and 2.5 percent were relatives. The Vinnipeg datar re-statedt
sho.,ed

that !!.8 percent were complete strangers, 28.6 percent

were

acguaintances, 2.6 percent were friends and 5.2 percent were relatives.

All of the above studies, èxcept for the study by l4edea and
Thonpsonr were ìn support of the largest category as being complete
strangers. Perhaps it was this type of attack that was frequently
reported to the police. Medea and Thompsonrs rape surveyr for examplet
indicated the lowest percentage

of

stranger attacks in comparison with the

other studies mentioned¡ all of the other studíes mentioned used official

statistics for their data

col

lection.

The largest category

in the survey

by Medea and Thompson (1974:.l43).was the acquaintance one (47 percent)
which suggested that an acquaintance attack was a frequent one¡ although

it was one thet was not as likely to become an official statistics by way
of a formal report made to the polìce.
Table 2l lists the victjm and offender relationship for the Present
study.

.^1-:--:!.-L,.,-i,.,^-,-i-..-..

Bì
TABLE 2I
'- ::--ìrÀ=ræ'

Frequency Distribution of the Victim and the Offender Relationship
io. 'tÀ"-i""r.:. 1976 addì977

Adjusted F requencY

Victim and Offender

Frequency

Relationship

Percentage

86

55.8

Strangersr but wi th
general knowl edge

28

18.2

Acquai ntance

r6

10.4

Complete st ranger

s

Nei ghbour

5

oyer/supervi sor
Family Friend

4

3.2
2.6

4

2,6

Fr i end/boyf r i end

3

2.0

I

5..2

Emp I

Relative

Tatal

t 541

I

O0-0

lNo ínformation was avai lable on the relationship between the victim
and the offender for one case.
Characteri

stics of the offence

Month

of the year when the reported rape and attemPted rapes
were not clustered within any particular season' A thermic

The rnonth

occurred
law

of crime that

grew from Adolphe Oueteletts thermic law of

in the Present study' The
to the notion that rr' ' ' crimes against

delinquency (1969!90) was not conf î rrned

thermic law general ly adheres
persons are more frequent

in

warm

climates and seasons' whereas crir¡es

against property are Íìorè prevalent in cold clìmates and in colder
should
weatherrr (Amír, l97l:28). According to the thermic notion' rape
as
peak during the surmer months. However, the Winnipeg data has'March
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its

peak

rþnth and July as its lowest nronth in terms of reported

offences. In factr the only
August whîch
The

is

sunmer month ínc,luded

ranked fourth

in the-lop.four is

(in addition to the rþnth of

overall difference in reporting

between

November).

the twe¡ve rþnths did not

exhibit wide differences in terms of reported sexual offences.
emerged as

sexual

l'larch

the peak npnth with 13.5 percent of the cases while Julyt

the lowest nonth, had 5.2 percent of the

cases.

Past research has tended to confirm a hot season peakr although not

to a significant degree. Clark

and Lewis (1977:208) found July (11.5

percent), August (12.! percent) and September (13.5 Percent) as the peak
nronths while Amir (1971:lil found June (9.8 percent), July (12.2 percent)
and August (10.8 percent) as the peak nonths.

Amir dívided thé year into three main seasons and found: cold

at 20 percent¡ intermediate n¡onths
(Harch, April, September E Octoberl at 32 Percent; and hot nnnths (l'lay
through August) at 4l percent (Ibid!75). Alternately' the Winnipeg

months (November through February)

data listed the cold rnonths at 27¡8 percentr the intermediate rnonths at
40.6 percent and the hot rncnths at 31.6 Percent. Hot weather was not

particularly significant factor in Winnipegr according to the

files for the study period.
distribution of the npnth of the offence is

data

obtained from the police

.

A frequency

given in

Table 22.

':- ..-.--- .-

...1.ir:

a
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TABLE 22

Frequency_0istribution
Years 1976 and]9.77

Honth
Janua

of the Honth of the Reported offence for

of the Year

Rank

ry

February
l4arch

I

Frequency

Adjusted Frequency
0í str i but i on

7

¡0

6.5

6

il

7.1

2l
t5

I

13.5

o7

Apr i I

3

l'4ay

2

June

5

t6
l2

July2
August

9

I

7.7
5.2

4

September

2

t3
l6

8.4
r0.3

0ctober

6

t¡

7.1

November

4

t3

8.4

December.

I

9

5.8

Total

the

r

155

¡

0.3

00.0

I

- highest n¡onth of reported occurrences.
-July - lowest month of reported occurrences.
'March

7

Day

The day

of

occurrence

frequency from Friday

the

to

of the reported offences

Sunday

week was determined by

showed

ín the present study.

the time

when

the greatest

The actual day of

the attack occurred: for

at l2:30 a.m. would be recorded as a
Sunday, rather than as a Saturday night. Tuesdays and Thursdays also
had substantial frequencies, 14.8 ând ll.6 percent, respectively. The
days with the least number of reported sexual attacks were Hondàys and
example, an attack which occurred

84

of

wednesdays. saturdays emerged as the highest

night, in

attacks, at 2l'..l .percent as

as the lowest night at

opPosed

to

Mondqy-

terms

reported

7.7 percent.
Past research has also confirmed a weekend trend

for

reported

attacks. Macdonald found that I+4 percent of the Denver attacks occurred
between l0 p.m. Friday níght and 4 a.m. Sunday nnrning (1975231)'
Amirrs phi ladelphia study revealèd that 54.4 Percent of the rapes occurred
between Friday and Sunday,
show

inclusive.

Comparison

of the Winnipeg dâta

similarity with Amirrs results with 56.1 percent of the attacks

occurring between Friday and Sunday, inclusive' The folìowing table
surmarizes the findings

for the day of the week of the rePorted

offences.

TABLE 23

oistribution of the
for the Íears lg-76. and. 1977
Frequency

Day

of the Week of the RePorted

Offences

Adjusted FrequencY
Day

of the Week

Frequency

Percentage

Monday

l2

7.7

Tuesday

23

14.8

o7

t5
l8

r

Friday
S aturday

25

r6.

Sunday

29

Wednesday

Thursday

33

r.6
t

2t.3
I8.7
00. 0

85

Time

of the Oay
The time of

the-day when the rePorted rapes and êttemPted rapes

is significant in that the results indicated a definite nighttime trend. l.rith the missing data excludedr the time period from 8:00
p.m. to l:59 a.m. contained the highest frequency of reports at 56'9
percent. The continuation of the night-time trend into the early morning
(2:00 a.m. - 7259 a.n.) followed with a Percentage of 37'4' There were
no rapes or attemPted raPes reported during the 8:00 a.m' to l:59 p'm'

occurred

time

period.

frequency

The tìme period from 2:00 p.m.

of 5.7

that

has also revealed a nocturnaì

tt'¿o-thi rds

and 2:00 a.m.

7259

p'm' had a

modest

Percent.

Prior research
found

to

of the reported

(1962:49).

l'ledea and Thompson obtained

betwêen 9:00 p.m. 'and 2259 a.m.

of

Svalastoga

rapes occurred between l0:00 p'm'

although to a lesser degreer wíth 46 Percent

highest percentage

trend'

simílar results,

of the attacks occurring

(1974:142). Amirrs data revealed the

reported rapes

fell into the 8:00 p'm' to

1359 a'm'

period with a percentage of 46.8 (1971384).
TABLE 24

Frequency Distribution of the Time
for the Years. 1976 and 1977

of the Day of the Reported offences
Adjusted FrequencY

Time

of thè Day

8:o0 a.m. 2:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 2:00 a.m.. -

l:59

Frequency

Percentage

p.m.

7259 P.n.
l:59 a.m.

,

5.7

7o

56.9

7;59 a.m..

46

3.7.4

I

lTh"." *"."

32 cases where the time

of

00.

day was not avai lable'
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District of the Offence
The great

majority of the offences took place in the l'linnipeg

the Inner City. Contained ín the Inner City area ís the

district

named

downtown

section with â high concentration of hotelsr businessest

manu-

facturing plants and older'housing on the outer edges. The percentage of
Inner City offences stood at !1.6 percent.

of the areas in the city where the offences took Plâce
were classified âs: adjacent to Inner city (St. Boniface/St. vitat)i
suburban (St. James Assiniboia, West Kildonanr East Kí I donan/Transcona ,
Fort Garry/Fort Richmond); and rWinnipeg at larger (when the offence
The renninder

of the city and/or involved extensive n¡ovement through the cíty by car). There were no appreciable differences
between the three area! ¡ust mentioned and all accounted for less than
took place on the outskirts

twelve percent each in the

total

frequency

distribution'

TABLE 25

Frequency Dìstributíon
1976 and 1977
Di

of the 0istrict of the offence for the Years

str ict of the
0ffence

Inner City
St. Boniface/St.

St.

Adjusted F requencY
Frequency

Vi

tal

James Assi ni boia

East Ki I donan/Transcona
Fort Garry/Fort Ri chr¡ond
i

nni peg.

at I ârge

.

.

Tota I

lTh"r. *"r.

12

5t.6
9.4

l0

7.8

9

7.0

t5

l r.7

6

t+.7

lo

6.5.

66

West Ki I donân

l./

Percentage

,al

'I

27 cases where there was no information avai

00. 0

lable"
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Pl

ace

of the Offence

The actual place

of the offence for the curç¡lr

distribution of various Places with no one place

study revealed

emergìng as a

a

distjnct

police' A vehicle was shown to be
the rþst frequent place for the offence at 2B'5 percent' The next
location of the offence in terms of frequency was indoors in a building
other than the victim or offenderrs residence vrith a percentage of 22.5'

one from the reports receíved by the

The next three places

of the offence are similar in

frequency

with

less

than a four percent difference between them' These were the victimrs
ând
residence (16.6 percent)' the offenderrs residence (13'9 percent)
outdoor place (15.9 percent). A

smal

I

number

an

of offences took place at

the residence where the vìctim and the offender both resided (2'6
Percent ) .

past research has shown a marked divergence regarding the place of
the offence depending upon whether the data were collected from a North
examplet
American or a European city. svàlastogars oennark datar for
indicated a low incidence of vehicle offences (4 percent) and a very
high incidence of outdoor offences (72 percent) (19622491 . North
American studies, on the other hand, show more equivalent occurrences
annng

vehicle and outdoor offences. Amirts

Phi

ladelphia datâ (197ì:l48)

-

that l4.g percent of the offences occur red in vehicles while t7.8
percent of the offences occurred outdoors' Macdonaldrs data' taken from
reveaìed

Denver, showed vehicle offences

at

26 percent and outdoor offences ât

ló percent (1975t36). Macdonald suggested that the low inêidence of
vehicle offences in Denmark as opposed to North American cities can be
attributed to: rr. . . the greater number of cars Per unit of populationrl
(197523il in North American

cities.

The l'linnipeg data indica(ed that

B8

there were similarities with the North American studies mentioned in

of outdoor offences (15.5 Per:cent) and.vehicle offenies (28'5
percent). Clark and Lewis found that 23.5 Percent of the offences took
terms

place in vehicles in their Toronto study (1977:63).
Rape

as an outdoor rrdark alleyrr phenomenon was not upheld

in

any of

the North American studies. Sexual assaults at either the victim or
the offenderrs residence, however, emerged as signifìcant locations for
the conmission of the offence. Clark and Lewis (1977:62) and Neufeld
and Vit den Bogaard (1977?63), which are both Canadian studies, indicated

that 45 percent and 4/ percent, respectively, of the rapes occurred in

either the victim or the offenderrs residence.

Two American studies

by Amir (1971 :148) and Medea and Thompson (19742142) revealed t'hat 55'7

4/ percentr resPectively, of the offences occurred at eìther
the victim or the offenderrs residence. Slightly less of the reported
sexual assaults in t¡llinnipeg (Jl.l percent) took place at the victim or

percent and

the offenderrs

res í dence.

A frequency

in Table 26.

distribution of the place of the offence is

presented
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TABLE 26

Frequency Distribution
1976 and. 1977

of the Place of the offence for the Yeârs
Adjusted Frequency

of the 0ffence

Place

Frequency

Percentage.

Vehi cl e

43

28.5

0ut door

24

t5.9

ndoor

34

22.5

25

16.6

21

t3.9

I

Vì

cti

mr

s

res i dence

0ffenderr s res i dence
Resi dence where both the
victim and offender
resi de.

2.6

4

Total l5l I
lTh".. *".u 4 cases where there

Initial

100.0

was no information avai

lable'

Contact Between the offender and the Victi.m

initial meeting pìace of the victim and the offender encompassed
a wide variety of Iocations. The largest number of cases (ì6 percent)
were those where the victim and the offender initially saw each other at
The

a partyr a dance or while visiting another Person' The category that
followed in terms of frequency was the situation where the victim and the
offender met in a public drinking establishment (bar)

at

14'6 percent'

0utdoor contactr where the offender abducted the victim from the

street or attacked the victim on'the streetr constituted the third
ìargest category (13.9 Percent). Consequently¡ the stereotype of the

rapistlurkinginthebushesdjdnotpredominateorcharacterìzethe
Winnipeg dâta

."rli-ì..:ìiri.l-!

.,--,1::

- l. .."

:

to

any great

extent.

The next category included those

'90

.cases where the

victim accepted a ride from the offender after the

thç
offender had initiated.the inteFact,ion. 4 vi.c-çi.[ walking down
and
street or waiting for public transPortation fit into this category
constirepresènted ìl.g percent of the cases' The finaì category that
was
tuted at least ten Percent of the cases was the one where the victim

hitchhiking and the offender stopPed to offer her a ride in his car
(10.4 percent). The rernaining places

of initial

contact each represented

both
less than ten percent of the data and included the resídence where
and
the victim and the offender I ived, the place where the victim worked

outside where the victim and the offender had met'
Amjrts results (1971:.|39) regarding the place
indicated that 46 Percent

of the npeting

of initial

contact

places could be classified as

study arþunted
outdoor Iocations. The outdoor locations from the Winnipeg

to slightty less than the Phi ladelphìa study at 4l percent'

The present

met at a
study contained more cases where the victim ând the offender
data
drinkíng estâblishment (14.6 percent) than did the Phi ladelphia

(7.8 percent) (Ibid:139). Data from the Present study revealed that the
meetíng Place was the

victimrs residence in 9 Percent of the cases and
in 6'J percent of the cases whereas Amir (Ibid:

the offenderts residence

residence
139) found 26.4 percent victim residence and 6'7 offender
(2'6 percent) was in
meeting places. Amirrs category of party or picnìc
(16
with the winnipeg category of party, visiting or dance

contrast

percent) ( Ibi d: 1 39) .

was

rron the street walking'r and
Amirrs largest category was label led
with a percentage of 4l'8 Percent (Ibid:139) while the

significant

or dance and
largest category for the Winnipeg data was party' visiting
and Vit 'den Eogaardh
was less definitive with a Percentage of ì6' Neufeld

9l
Vancouver study ( 19771631 showed

that lO Percent of the victims were

hitchhiking and are

comParable. w-ith

percent hitchhiking

i nc i

dent s.

initÍal contact between the victim

A table sunmarizing the
offender

is

presented

the P rc,qelt study's results of l0'4
and the

in Table 27.
TABLE 27

Distribution of the Initial Contact
the offe;der for. the Years 1976 and .1977
Frequency

Contâct Between
the Victìm and Offender

Frequency

t6

Abducted from s t reet

Attacked on street
Victim and offender met outdoors
Victim accepts a ride

Victim hi tchhi ki ng
Party, vi si ti ngr dance
Offender at victimrs res i dence
Vi¡tim at offenderrs res i dence
Forcible entrY ( into victimrs

or resi dence)

Live in same residence
Publ ic àrinking establishment

At place of

4

ll.l
2.8

t5
23

16.0

l3
9

9.0
6.3

7

4.9

t7

21

4

work

I
2

Total l44l

*"a. ll

and

P''ercentage

4.9
r 1.8
r 0.4

7

5

Victim and offender met on train
Victim attacked in her car

lTh.au

the Victim

.

Adjusted F requency

Initial

room

Bety'een

3.5
14.6

2.8
0.7
1.4
0

cases where there was no information on the meeting place.
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Inftialìy Reported the Off.ence to the Pol ice
The final characteristic to be exami ned for the offence ¡¡as the
person who was responsible for making the first report of the assault
to the police. A report made by someone other than the victim could be
Person Who

for the termination of some complaints as evídenced by the
fì ltering system at the pol ice level . Several cases of this kind resulted
in everything from hostile to embarrassed victims who did not want to
become involved in the criminal justice system after the attack. Still
responsible

other cases were pursued by the victim who simply was not in a proper
state of mind to contact the police herself. In fact, the report

was

by someone other than the victim ìn 58.2 percent of the cases

made

compared

with 41.8 percent of the cases where the victim herself

inÍtially
Vhen

contacted the police (either by telephone

or in

person).

classified into categories, a report nnde by the victìm her-

self to the police constituted the largest category (41.8 percent). The
category which foìlowed was that of a stranger or a passerby who first
contacted the police (17 percent). Included in the stranger category
were instances where a stranger was informed

or

where a passerby observed the offence

of the offence

young

it to
ìn those cases of a

in progress

the police. Reports made by a parent or guardían

by the victim

and reported

victim or one who lived with her parents rePresented 13.7 percent

of the data. A report made to the police by a friend or boyfriend of the
victim accounted for 9.2 percent of the assaults. The next category
cornprised reports made by relatives of the victim including parents or
guardians. Relatives in this category included a sPouser sibling, aunt
or child (7.3 percent). Reports made by official agencies were equivalent
to the previous category in terms of frequency (7.3 Percent) and were
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represented by social service agencies and hospitals

whom

the victim

injtial¡y contacted for help. The -remaj ndèr*.of...the categories :,
accounted for less than four percent of the data and included a teacher,
had

social worker¡ offender and neighbour.
TABLE 28

Frequency Distribution of the Person Responsible for Making the
Report of thê.off,ence to the poljce for .the years 197.6 :ar,d.lg.lj
Vho Reported the 0ffence
to the Pol.ice

Initial

Adjusted Frequency
Frequency

.P.ercentê9e

Victim
Stranger, passerby
Parents, guardi an

64

4r.8

26

17.0

2l

Fri end
Boyfr i end

t3

t3.7
8.5
0.7

I

Spouse

3

3.3
2.0

¡

0.7

2

1.3

6

I

3.9
2.0
0.7
0.7

Teacher

2

r.3

Soci a I Worker

I

0ffender

I

0.7
0.7

Nei ghbour

2

r.3

fil

100.0

5

Sibling
child
0ther relative
Hedical personne I

s Center
1.1È. Karmel Clinic
Pregnancy Ði stress
Rape Cri si

3

I

Servi ce

Tota

lTh... *""r" 2 cases where there

I

I

was no information avaiìable.
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The character i st i cs-,or¡.t'l i ned..'i n the c hapter.-.P rov í ded an i nsight

to the police for the rape and attemPted raPe
during the study period. ì,thile the limitations of official statistics
into the reports

for

made

sexual assaults have been acknowl edged (See Chapter

emerged
as sau I

III)r

there

several trends or characteristics attributable to the reported

ts.

The young

victim

and offender constituted the

majority of the

reports with the victimrs largest âge grouP (15-19 years rePresentjng
37.7 percent

slightly lower in age than that of
years representing 36.3 percent of the offenders).

of the victims)

the offender (20-24

being

At the other end of the age spectrumr the thirty year and over age
categories were approximâtely the same for both the victim and the
offender (14. I and 13.7 percent' respectively). Marital status' whìle
containing mostly single victims and offenders (61.9 and 58.2 Percentt

respectively)r did contain a sizeable

victims and offenders

ín the

case

(24.

I

number

of co-habitating

and married

and J2.6 percent, respectively)¡ especial ly

of the offender. Information on the race of the victim

the offender indicated.that Caucasiân was the largest grouP,

and

however

r

thê

for both the victim and the
offender are viewed as Potentiãl ly over-representat i ve of that race.
occupational status revealed that victims were for the íþst Part students
proportion

of

Native Indians and Metis

(49.3 percent) while offenders were concentrâted in the category of
labourer (31.5 percent). The greater number of vìctims in the student
category was reflective
school-age

of the greater

concentration of victims

range. Information on criminal record of the victim

in

the

and the

offender revealed thât a Pâst criminal record was rePorted for more of

--.

r- , ,--,r r,

-..

-,,-:*:.-i:ì,::., r,:-.,,-,::.

:-.1..

,-.-1,,-,..--.. :,..!:-

.
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the offenders (23.8 percent) than the victims (5lpercent). Finally' the
re l a t i on s,tri,p*tJra]!,¿eÉq.!,e,.ltÞetween t he v í ct i m,a nd t he of f en der

examined and

it

was determined

wa

s

that the category of strangers constituted

the lârgest one (55.8 percent). In fact' the great majority of the
were represented by

offender

among

little or

familiarity

between the

victim and the

reported rape and attemPted rePorts rnade to the police.

The characteristics

-

no

cases

of the offence revealed that the reported

assaults were for the nrost part night-tíme, weekend occurrences (56.9
and 56.1 percent,

respectively).

The time

of the year

when

the reported

ly the month) did not supPort a hot season
peak whereby it is assumed that crimes against Persons will be higher in
the sunmer rnonths. The npderate temPerature or intermedìate months of
the year ín spring and fall constituted the largest câtegory for the
assaults occurred (specifical

of the reported offences
where the majoríty of hotelst

presènt study (40.6 percent). The majority

took place in the Inner City of Winnipeg

drinking estâbl íshrnents and business offices are concentrated. An outdoor
location for the offence (15.9 percent) was overshadowed by an assault in
a vehicle (28.5 percent), an indoor location apart from the victim or

the offenderrs residence (22.j percent) and the victimrs residence

Initial contact between the victim and the offender
indícated a variety of locations invoìved with no one category emerging
as a predominant one. Again, outdoor contact (13.9 Percent) was less
frequent than initial contact at a partyr a dance or while visiting
(16.6 percent).

another person (16 percent) or a public drinkìng establishment (¡4.6

percent).

The

majority of the offences were reported by

than the victim (58.2 percent) as compared to reports

someone other

made

by the victim
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(41

.8 percent). Reports

made by

others ìncluded strangerst Parents or

guardìans and social service agencies,

to

name a-

few'

CHAPTER

VI

INTERVIEWS I.'ITH THE PROSECUTORS

Introduction

in the Provincial Attorney

The prosecutors

who had handled râpe cases during

interviewed with respect

to their

Generalrs Depârtment

the two year study period

general practices in deal ing with rape

cases. In addition, the problematic aspects of the legal
guidelihes for the offence
A

of

were

and societal

rape $rere investigated.

profile of the prosecutors revealed that of the eighteen

tors interviewed, all but one was male. Their
to 45 years with thè r¡ìean age being

33

prosecu-

ages ranged from 28 years

years. Information pertaining to

the armunt of experience in handling rape cases indicated that 56 percent

of

those questioned had 5 years

rape cases. The least aÍþunt

or less experience in

of

terms

of

prosecuting

experience reported was 2.5 years while

the greatest arþunt of experience reported was ll years. Ten of the
prosecutors interviewed had performed other types
becomi

ng crown

attorneys.

The

of legal work before

majority of them (N=7), had been in private

practice, with the renraining lawyers (N=3) having

done defense, labor

relations and police r,ork, respectively. Eight prosecutors did not
work experience

in other areas of legal

hâve

work.

of four sections. The sections are:
prosecutorial procedures and practices in handl ing rape cases¡ the
relationship between the prosecution and other rnembers of the c¡iminal
The interview schedule consists

6

..r i- j -:,:,--,úL.*,-

.--,-;: ì)...,,-,-",

,.i

,

r.-, .-,..,j,,.-.

:.-

1

......

9B

justice systemt the interaction

between

the Prosecutor and the victim in

a rape casel and, the existing rape laws-ånd Potential areas 'for
improvernent. Prosecutorial procedures and practices include factors
pertinent to the filing of charges and in securing a conviction.

utiìization of separate

and

directly-related addjtional charges

The

were

examined. In addition, the prosecutors evaluated the plea bargaining
system

in Manitoba.

members

to

The relationship between the prosecution and other

of the criminal justice

included: the degree of

system

Crown statements by defense counself

the ârþunt of influence exerted

by the Crown and defense counsel on the grânting

will

hear the case and the calendar dates

the relationship between the

Crown and

access

of bailr the judge who

for the proceedings¡

and,

the police in rape cases. Inter-

action between the prosecutor and the victim in rape proceedings

was

of: the frequency of interviewing of the victim¡ the role of
counsel'f ing services¡ andr the frequency and causation of victim withcomprised

drawal from the proceedings after a suspect has been charged. Finalìy,

the existÍng rape laws (in effect during the study period) included¡
the fâctors that influence juries¡ the average sentence for rape

in l'lanitoba¡ the rþst important

improvements needed

imposed

to better deal with

forcible rapet andr the component rape laws advocated.
results from the present study are Presented in conjunction with
the findings of Chappell and others, in a national survey of prosecutors
The

conducted
Chappel

I

in the United States.l

study replicated

There were

specific areas of the

in the present study for

comparative PurPoses

lForcible Rape. A National Survey of the ResPonse by Prosecutorst
Batelle Law and Justice Study Centerr 1975.
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between

the two studies. l,/henever appl icable, the practices in

with rape
the

cases by prosecutors are contrasted

Ameri can

deal ing

for the present study and...

counterpart.

utilized for the jnterview with the prosecutors is included in Appendix D. An asterisk (:!) appears beside each
The interview schedule

numbered question

that was replicated from the Chappell study.

Prosecutorial Procedures and Practices in Handlinq

Rape Cases

Important Factors in the Decision to File Charges and In Securing
Conviction for Forcible Rape
The prosecutors were questioned as

a

to the eight most important

factors in their decision to file charges and the eight nost important
fâctors in obtaining a conviction for forcible rape. There were a total

of

twenty categories provìded with thè inclusion

response

of

an additional

category. The categories included legal and extra-legaì

factors that were to be ranked firstly, for their importance in the

filing of

charges and secondly,

for their

importance

in securing a

conviction for forcible rape. The results are presented in Table

29.

¡00
TABLE 29

Prosecutorial Perceptions Regarding the Most.ImPortant Factors to
Prosecutors in their Decision to File charges ând to obtain a conviction

for

Forcì

ble Rape

.

Rank in Decision
Fi le Charges

Rank

Rank Percentaoe

Rank

to

in

Obta i ni ng

a Convi ct i on

Factor

Peraêntâdê

of reporti

?

88.9
83.3

Use

83.3

7

44.4

Extent

3

77.8

4

72.2

Injury to victim

4

77.8

,

72.2
66.7

Proof of penetrat ion
Relationship between susPect

6

6r.

r

6

6l.

t

7

88.9

I

2

83.3

2

5

6r.

r

Promptness

of physical force

of

suspect identification

6l.t

and victim
Use of a weapon

5

6r.

Wi

44.4

7

44,4

7

44.4

l2

5.6

I

38.9

6

50.0

3

l0

33.3
16.7

il

lt.l

9

8

ll

lt.t

9

12

5.6

t0

12

5.6
5.6

l2

ll

l2

r

77.8
27.8

¡l.l
22.2
|

6.7
5.6

tnes ses

Alcohol or drug involvement on

the part of the victim
Suspect I s prevìous criminal
hi story

Circumstances

the part of the susPect
Accompl ices (npre than one
offender

:-il ,,-

,..- :- l.l -:-i:r,-l-,:-:i -

l2

5.6

)

Sexual acts other than
i ntercourse
Aoe di fference between the
- victim and the suspect

or ethnicity of victim
Victim's previous ârrest history
Location of offense
Race

Race

N/^

of initial

contact
Resi stance offered bY victim
Alcohol or drug ínvolvement on

occupation
N/A

ng

of

s

uspect

or ethnicity of

Other.:. Credibi

litY

-. .'!:i

suspect

of. v.ictim

l'0

.

t

of the elernents that âre imPortant in the decision
and'in securing a convìct-ion generâl ly corresponded in

The ranking

file

eharges

to

five Íþst imPortant factors included
three elements that are not necessary comPonents of the crime in the
decision to fíìe charges. These were physical force, injury to the victim
terms

and

of

frequency

of response.

the relationship

between the

elements are again Present

The

victim and the susPect. The same three

in the top five

elements

for obtaining a

convíction in addition to one other element that is also not a necessâry
component

of the crime. This was use of

the assertion that the greâter the

in

terms

a weapon. These data supPort

afTþunt

of force and injury,

especial ly

of obtaining a conviction, the greater are the chances that

rape charge

will

be

fully

a

prosecuted.

The greatest difference between the two questÍons was the resistance

offered by the victìm which was ranked as the ninth rnost iÍportant

third npst important element in
obtaining a conviction. The extent of suspect identification ís ranked
seventh in obtaining a conviction,and is ranked second ìn the filíng of
element

in the filing of

charges.

charges and the

Perhaps the Prosecutors perceive

that they are inclined to

in the filing of the charges
than those persons (judge and jury) who will determine the final outcome

consider the ìegal elements more seriously

'' of the charges.
The top five elements obtained by Chappel l (1975¿54) are similar to
those found in the present study with the elements of promptness of
reporting, use of physicaì force, inJury to victim and proof of penetration. The extent of suspect identification was also considered more
important in the decision to file charges than in obtaining a conviction
(ranks of 4 and 7, respectively). The resistance offered by Lhe victim
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in the Chappell

study was considered

to

be ûþre important

in obtaining

a conviction than in the decision to file charges (ranks of 4 and 9,

respectively). Similarlyr the present study found victim resistance to
be npre important
charges (ranks
The

Filing of

of

in obtaining a conviction then in the filìng of
3 and

9r respectively).

Separate Addìtional Charges

The prosecutors were asked what procedures were general

ly

tâken for

the fìlìng of additional charges apart from the rape charge. The first

part of this question

examined whether

property crimes (separate from

thè rape charge) were general ly included in the charging process or

in the charging process. All
but one of the prosecutors replied that the charging of both crimes was

whether only the rape offence was included

the procedure taken. The dissenting prosecutor noted that the ProPerty
offence would have to be a significant one as the Prosecutor
npre serious charge

decision.

of

rape was the major concern

felt

in the charging

The prosecutors were then asked under what conditionsr

that they vould file only the property crime.

the

if

anyt

The most frequent reason

cited by the prosecutors for the charging of the property offence only
was where

the evidence of rape was thought insufficìent to obtain

conviction.

The reasons given

only are given in Table

30.

a

for the charging of the property crime

t03
TABLE 30

The Reasons G iven by Prosecutors
0ffence 0nlY I

FrequencY

Percent
66

l2

38 9

7

il.1
il.1
il.1

z
2
2

lMrltiplu
The

7

Reason

for the Charging of the ProPerty
for

Charging the ProPerty Offence 0nly

raPe was insufficient
Victim did not want to Proceed on the
rape charge
Victim enrotionally unable to testify
Trauma of testifyìng for a young victim
Evidence

of

Always charge
offence

responses were given by some

results from

chappel

for the rape and the Property

of the prosecutors'

1 (1975¿27) indicated that alrìost 60 percent
charge'

of the prosecutors filed for both the rape charge and the ProPerty
would clearly be to
The report states: 'rThe filing of multiple charges
in which the
the prosecutorrs advantage, particularly in those cases
from the
possibiìity of plea bargaining arose'rr (Ibid¡27)' The data
proPerty crimes
present study, however, revealed that there were few
and that of the
ínvolved with the reported rapes and attemPted rapes

were none that were
nine theft charges ìisted in the police files' there
foìlowed through at the prosecutorrs office

ThereasonsgivenbyChappell(Ibid:29)forthechargìngofthe
in the areas of
property crime only were similar to the Present study
weak evìdence and
resÞonse

victim reluctance which

emerged as

the ßost frequent

categories. Also included were divergent elements

such as

prior

penalty being greater
history with the defendant and the Property crime
to the data in the
than the raPe Penalty. These were in contrast
present studY.
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The

Filing of Directly-Rel.ated Additional

Charges

for.the charging of offences involved with the rape
(directly-related additional offences) was then ascertajned. 0irectlyThe precedure

related offences would include gross indecency, possession of a
weapon,

or unlawful confinement¡ all of

conxnissìon

which would

facilitate

dangerous

the

of a rape. Again, the majority of the prosecutors (88.9 Per-

cent) stated that they would charge both the rape and the directlyrelated additional offences as opposed to the prosecutors who stated

that they would charge for the rape offence only (ll.l Percent).

The

prosecutors were then asked under what conditions the directly-related

additional charges would be considered appropriate. The results
obtained are presented in Table 31.
TABLE 3I

Conditions Under Which the charging of Directly-Related Additional
offences Are Considered Appropriatã by the Proiecutorsl

Frequency

Percent

I
4

44.4
22.2

o

50.0

t

'Hultiple

ti ons for the Chargi ng of DirectlyRelated Additional 0f fences

Condi

For use as a plea bargaìnìng tool
As back-up charges when the rape charge
is problematic
When additional charges are clear and
di sti ngui shabl e

responses were given by some prosecutors.

haìf of the prosecutors considered directlyappropriâte to fol low through on when there was sufficient

The results indicate that

relâted charges

of their occurrence. A sizeable number of responses givent
however, (66.6 percent) referred to the directly-related additional

evidence

i:L;-:;L,+:+a¿---:-i*-.*i,-

,,,, :

i.! i,i ,.

.-
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additional charges as ones that faci litated the prosecution of a
charge as either a plea bargaining

tool or as a back-uP charge

rape

should

the rnain charge be dismissed or problematic in tertns of proof of
occurrence.
The Plea Bargaining System
The prosecutors discussed

their opinion of the plea bargaining

in theír jurisdiction (province of Manitoba). The resPondents
were asked to reply to one of three statements regârding plea bargaining;
itts fine the way it is¡ it should be retained but changed; orr it should
system

be èl iminated

aI

together.

of the respondents who repl ied that the
plea bargaining system was fine in its present form. The main reason
given for the satisfaction with the plea bargaining system was that it
There were 50.0 percent

al lowed

for a satisfactory

agreement

for

everyone

involved.

The

fâct

that plea bargaining allowed for flexibility and individual ized treâtment
in dealing with different offenders with different recordsr for exanple,
was

also mentioned. The use of plea bargainìng in preventing the waste of

valuable court time was referred

to:

'r(Plea bargaining) al lows you to

- not to wâste valuable court time when itrs not
appropriate, if the outcome is Iikely to be negative." Finally, satisfaction with plea bargaining practices was voiced when it is properly
done. One prosecutor included the responsibi I ity to the general conrhave discretion

munity in the use of plea bargaining.

"It (plea bargaining)

maintains

of having those who are caught cold going
to trial.rr Valuable court time would then be spared in those cases where
the offender was caught conmitting the offence and admitted guilt.

conrnunity confidence instead

t,06

The remaìning prosecutors (50.0 Percent) suggested

thât the plea

in their jurisdiction should be retained but changed'
according to
The main problem with the Present form of plea bargaining,
bargaining system

the respondentsr was the practice of plea bargaining thât takes Place at
the last minute. The criticism was level led against the offender who
pleads guílty just before the
respondents called

trial.

one solution offered by several

for the institution of stricter

guidel ines

for

the

timing of plea bargaining. Another solution involved penalties for the
offender who pleads guilty just before trjal in the form of a fine or an
increase

in the jail

sentence.

of Pleâ bargaining Privately between the counsel and
the judge was also a concern. It was felt that plea bargaining should be
The discussion

made

public wíth joint submissions and explanations by defense and Crown

counsel in open

court.

One

prosecutor further suggested3 "Everything

that is said duríng the course of plea bargaining should

to the

judge and the public along with the erownrs explanation

decision.rr
make

be nnde avaì lable

would allow the judge to
'systemr withdecision were also mentioned. The Present

Guidel ines

the final

for its

for plea bargaining that

rr' ' ' takes the
out specific guidelines, according to one respondent
case away from the judge who is supposed to decide' This results in disparaties in decisions of similâr cases.rr Another prosecutor advocated
judge
the use of sentence ranges only, by the counsel involved, with the
having the discretion

to set a specific

sentence râther than the judge

being bound bY counsel ProPosals.
The Practice

of requiring that junior

Crown

attorneys consult with

senior ones before a plea bargain between defense and Crown counsel
reached was also advocated.

It

was

felt that junior

was

crown att-orneys
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because of
could make a bed decision regarding plea bargaining

their in-

exPer i ence.

that of the el ìmination of the present Plea
altogethert was not supPorted by any of the resPondents'

The renraining categoryt

bargaining system

of the Prosecutors who favored changes in the system
the elimination
remarked: 'rIf a backlog of cases would not result from
it''l
of plea bargaining, I personal ly, would rather work without
the adherence of judges
The prosecutors were also asked to evaluate

However

¡

one

(with
to prosecutorial reconmendations in plea bargaining

response

CategOriesOfrrusUallyrrrrrsometim.rrrrrrrarelYrrrorrrneveÈtr)'ThereSult
that the judges usualìy
was unaninpus agreement anrcng the prosecutors
adhered

to

thei

r

reconrnendat i ons

'

(1975:80) indicated a higher
The results from the Chappelì study

in the
of satisfaction with the plea bargaining system carried out
prosecutors stêting that
American jurisdictÍons with 77'O percent of the
degree

to 50'0 percent
the present plea bargaining system was fine in contrast
The opinion
of the prosecutors from the Present study on thât sâme issue'
but changed
thãt thé present plea bargaining system should be retained
was held by

(Ibid:80)
only l!.0 percent of the Americân respondents

as

study' th:
io.o Percent of the respondents from the PresenÈ
wâs advocated by
elimination of plea bargaining altogethert however'
there were no
4.0 percent of the Arnerican respondents (Ibid:82) whereâs
conpared ao

advocates

for that

measure from

the present study'

of plea bargaining by prosecuto rank five
tors r^Jere also dìscussed' The prosecutors were asked
problemst
factors (case pressure, uncertainty of conviction' evidentiary
aad the
pressures from other members of the criminaì justice system
The factors which influence the use

r08

notoriety of a particular case) with an additional
provided.

The

five factors utilized

resPonse category

were taken from the literature

review on prosecutorial plea bargaining.2 The lârgest percentage for

the ranking of each of the five fâctors is presented in Table

32.

TABLE 32

Relative Banking of Factors by Prosecutors that Influence the Use of
Plea Bargaining
Factor

Percent

Rank

72.2
50.0

2

38.9
4

33.3
27.8

5

Evidentiary problems (strength of evidence and
the credibi I j ty of witnesses)
Uncertainty of conviction (rno case is 100
Percent sure one way or the òther')
Notoriety of a particular case (possibility
of a vocal public reaction)
Case pressure (backlog of cases)
Pressures from other members of the criminal
justice system to plea bargain (policet

.

The additional

ãefense. coun.sel and judges)

factors rePorted by the prosecutors weret the traumatic

effect of the victim testifying, the victim or the fami ly not wanting to
proceed, the avaitability of witnesses, the background of the accused for

of the prosecutor. The additíona.l
factors reported were all single reasons with the excePtion of the
traumatic effect of the victim testifying which was rePorted by two of

violence and the individual discretion

the respondents.

It is
t¿See

apparent from the ranking

of the five factors that

the

Chapter IIr PP. l0-'l5 for a discussion of the factors that
influence the use of plea bargaining by prosecutors.
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prosecutors are cormitted to prosecute a case with the 9oâl being

a

conviction; whether it be.on th.e original charge or a reduced one'
problems
The two main factors involved in plea bargaìning, evidentiary
and the uncertainty

of convictionr

suPPorted

prosecutor must weigh the evidence, the
chances

for conviction in

this notion'

The

credibility of witnesses

determining whether a raPe

and the

or attempted raPe

or will be open for plea bargaining' To a lesser
extentr the Prosecutors must also react to a sense of public duty when
considering the use of plea bargaining and will possibly forego plea
bargaining if there is the probabi I ity of a vocaì public reaction'

charge

wìll

be retained

Finally, the prosecutor wilì react to administrative concerns and
pressures such as a backlog of cases or pressures from other members of
the criminâl justice system in his or her decision to implement plea
bargai ni ng.

Relatïonship Between the Pro.secution and other Members

of the Criminâl

.lust i ce Svsiêm

part of thè interview presented deals with the relationship
justice
b€tvreen the prosecution and other key actors in the criminal
cases'
systemt namely, defense counsel, judges and the police in raPe
The next

to Defense Counsel
defense counseì
The Prosecutors were asked if they general ly allowed
full access to the staternents of the Crown or if they allowed only the
indjcated
minimal disclosure required by the law' 0nly one respondent
that full access to information, including the statements of witnesses'
Disclosure of Crown Statements

was the procedure followed (5.6

indicated that the disclosure

percent)'

The

majority of the respondents

of the Particuìars of the case, excluding

I

l0

the actual witness statementsr was the Procedure fol lowed (/2.2 percent)'
The remaining prosecutors (22.2 pe.rce¡t) s.t?ted
was

that minimal dísclosure

the procedure taken and would exclude giving full information or

witness statements.

of the question examined the condìtions
under which the prosecutors considered the disclosure of minimal
information appropriate. The reasons given for minimal disclosure are
An

additional

presented

in Table

component

33.
TABLE 33

Reasons Gìven by Prosecutors
Defense Counsel

Frequency

Percent

Reasons Given

Being Given to

for Minimal Disclosure

6

33,3

Never appropri ate

5

27.8

If victim harassment is likelY

4

22.2

3

16.7

2

ll.l

Always give mi nimal information
Bad relationship with defense counsel
Weak case or weak complainant
If investìgation not yet terminated

5.6
I

for Minimal Disclosure

'Hultiple

responses were given by some

of the prosecutors.

The conditions under which the Prosecutors considered minjmal

closure to defense counsel appropriate revealed that for 22.2

per

the respondents this procedure was their usuâl pattern. other

tors indicated specìfic conditions

dis-

cent of

pFosecu-

where minimal disclosure would be

uti lized. The extenuatìng circumstances given were if victim

harassment

lìkely (2/.8 percent), if there wâs a bad relationship with defense
counsel (16./ percent), if there was a weak case or a weak complainant

was

ì l't

(ll.l percent) and finally, if the investigation was still continuing
(f.6 percent). Several of the prosecutors (33.3 percent) responded that
minimal dìsclosure was never appropriate under any conditions.
The release
appear

of the Crownrs

case

to be an individual decision

to

defense counsel would then

made by each

prosecutor. For those

prosecutors who indicated specific conditions for minimal disclosuret

the concerns ranged from personal ones, such as the relationship with

particular
gave

defense counsel,

to professional ones,

a

where the prosecutor

priority to the particular conditions of a case.

Influence Exerted by the Crown and Defense Counsel Regarding
Presid.ing .Judge and the Calendar Dates ,.
Prosecutorial Inf

Bailr

the

I uence

ìf, in their own estimationr they
exerted considerable influence on the amount of and the granting of bail,
the judge who will hear or try the case and the calendar dates for the
The respondents were asked

case

at

any

particu¡ar stage of the proceedings. The results indicate

that 77.8 percent of the prosecutors considered that they exerted considerable influence on the amount of and the granting of bail. The
remaining 22.2 percent considered that they did not exert considerable

influence on the arnount of and the granting of bail with

ìl.l

percent of

the respondents indicating further that it wâs not âpproPriate for
prosecutors to have âny great influence

the choosing of the judge
unanínnusly agreed

who

will

hear

in that area. With

resPect to

or try the caser thê prosecutors

that they did not exert considerable influence.

The

majority of the respondents, 88.9 Percentr thought that they exerted
considerable influence on the calendar dates
proceedings, while

ll.l

percent

for the case throughout the

felt thât they did not have considerable

ü2
influence regarding the calendar dates.
Prosecutorial Versus Defense Counsel Influencc
The prosecutors were then asked

if they thought they exerted

greater, the same, or less influence than the defense counsel in the
three aforementioned areas. The majority

that they exerted the

same anount

of the respondênts

of influence

índicâted

as the defense counsel;

J0.0 percent for the amount of and the granting of

bail, //.8

percent

for the choosing of the judge for the case, and 38.9 percent for the
calendar dates for the case. A greåter arþunt of influence by
proseiutors was perceived as follows: 2/.8 percent for bail, ll.l percent
for the choosing of the judge and 33.3 percent for the calendar dates.
The responses indicated that the prosecutors general ly did not feel they
had less influence than the defense counsel, except as follows: ll.l
percent for the arnount of and grantjng of bail, !.6 percent for the
choosìng of the judge and 27.8 percent for the calendar dates.
Rel.ationship Betwegn the.Crown and the Police

their relatíonship with the
police in handling rape cases. The majority of the respondents (94.4
percent) revealed that the degree of cooperation betweEn the two agencies
was excel lent. one respondent replied that the degree of cooperation was
The prosecutors were questioned about

acceptable (5.6 percent) while none

relationship needed improvement.

of the prosecutors responded that the
An elaboration of the responses indicated

that the Crown felt that the two agencies had a good working relationship

(ló./ percent) and that the poliée were thorough and very cooperative
their investigations (33.3 percent).

Other prosecutors indicated that

the prosecution and police agencies had a mutual concern for the rape

--

r'!:.-:r=-,.

-. .,

.. ;-

in

ll3
victim whìch strengthened the relationship between lhen (22'2 Percent)
and

that it

resu

lts

(

was necessary

for

them

to work togetþer to

ensure- the

-þest

66.7 percent).

The respondents were also asked how cooperâtion could best be

ímproved,

if at all.

The establishment

in the law enforcement

agency was

of

a ,npre specialized rape unit

the rnost frequent resPonse (50'0

percent) while the establ ishrnent of a special ized rape unit

in

the

prosecution agency was ranked considerably lower (22.2 Percent)' The
use

of a liaison person

percent

between

of the prosecutors.

the two agencìes was cited by 33'3

An increase

issues was perceived as a need

in the understanding of

for the law enforcement

agency

rape

by 16'7

of the respondents and an increased understanding for the prosecution agency by ll.l percent of the respondents. The only resPonse
category that was om'itted by the respondents was thât of having written

percent

for the filing of raPe cases. There were also 33'3 Percent
of the prosecutors who fett that cooperation between the two agencies
guidelines

djd not require

In

i mProvement.

surrnaryr the relationshiP between the two agencies, as judged by

the prosecutorsr was a very positive one. The prosecutors

were

satisfied with the work done by the police in investigating

raPe cases.

to the Prosecutors was the necessity of the two
agencies to work together to ensure that a case was prosecuted to its
Perhaps rnost important

fu I ì est potent i al .

In terms of the potential for

improvement

of the relationship

between

the two agencies, there was one-third of the prosecutors who saw no need
for any i mprovement. 0f those Prosecutors who cìted Potential areas of
improvement, the concerns appeared

to rest primarily with the law

ll4
enforcement agency (66.7 Percent) as opPosed

tion

agency

(33.3*C*tent) in improving the

There was also one-thìrd

of the prosecutors

to

concerns

with the

deg,!:ee.of cooperation.
who

identified the

a liaison person in improving the degree of cooperatìon.

need for

The use of

liaison personnel might be a viable oPtion to consider given that
(1975l.59) reported

Prosecu-

that the nþst frequently cited

reason

Chappell

for a co-

operatjve relationship between the two agencíes wâs the result of the

of liaison personnel. PerhaPs the 'l iaison personnel could function
in the capacìty of helping both agencies to better understand the

use

relevant rape

i s sues.

Interâct iôn Between the P rôqêcrrt.rr and the Victim

Interviews

Between -the Crown and ,the..Victittl

The prosecutors were asked how Íìâny tirnes the victim was interviewed

prior to the trial.

The rnåjorìty

replied that the victim
the trìal.

of the Prosecutors (72.2 percent)

was general

There were 22.2 Percent

ly

intervìewed by them twice before

of the prosecutors

who repl

ied that

the victim was interviewed once before the trial and 5.6 Percent who
indicated that the victim was usually ìnterviewed more than twice before

trial.

In addition, the prosecutors revealed that the most intensive

interviewing usually took.place before the preliminary hearing (72.2

trial (16'.6 percent) with several of the
respondents giving equal weight to the interviewing process before the
preliminary hearing and the trial. The respondents indicated that in

percênt) as opposed to before

most cases (61.1 percent) there were no other persons Present during the

interviewing other than the prosecutor and the

victim.

The remaìnder of

the respondents reported thât the pol ice officer involved in the case or

il5
the
a victim advocate from a rape counseling agency were Present during
ìnterviewing at 22.2 Percent and 16.7 Percent, respectively'
Counsel

ing Servi ces

if they thought that counseling services
respondents
should be provided for rape victims resulting in all of the
iver the
replying in the affirmatjve. The agencies that could best del
The prosecutors were asked

counseling, as perceived by the respondents, were as fol lows:

professionals (psychologists, social workers) at 5O'O Percentt specially

trained volunteers at 50.0 Percentt hospital-based programs at ll'l

of the above-ment i oned agencies with law
at 5.6 Percent' None of the respondents chose the

percent and a combinatjon
enforcement workers

option of the law enforcement agency
.Vi

cti

m

Withdrawal

of

handl

ing the counseling independently'

ComPlaints

to estimate the frequency of victim
a percentage
withdrawal of a complaint after a suspect had been charged ìn
value. The nnjority of the respondents (61'ì Percent) indicated that
The prosecutors were also asked

rest of
the percentage of victim withdrawâl was l0 percent or less' The
from 20 to 33
the prosecutors (38.9 percent) estimated victim withdrawal
percent with one

of the

be made. The frequency

respondents indicating

that an estimâte could

not

of victim withdrawal after a suspect had been

in the present study was 7'l- percent and resulted in 15
after
offenders being fi ltered out of the criminal justice system
charged

charged

with rape or attemPted

raPe'

The prosecutors were asked

withdrawal

to identify the mâjor reasons for victim

of a complaint after a susPect

responses are presented

being

had been charged' The

in Table 34'

4;4
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TABLE 34

Mâjor Reason Given by Prosecutors for Victim Withdrawal

efier a Suspect.
F

had been Chargedl

Reason

Percent

requency

t5

83,3

Fear

3

16.7

When

4

22.2

'5

27.8

44.4
5.6
5.6

lMrìtiplu

for.Victim

Wi

t.hdrawal

of testifYing in court

the victim knows the offender
Pressure from family and friends to
drop the comPlaint
Intimidation or fear of reprisal from
the offender
Victim symPathY for the offender
Victim did not make a sincere complaint
Victim wants to forget the raPe
Fear of being known as a raPe victim

ll.l
A

of a Complaint

resPonses were given by sonre

of the Prosecutors'

Clearlyr the prosecutors are aware of the traumatic effect of the
(83'3
court phase on the victim. The majority of the resPondents
percent) identified the fear

of testifying in court as the major reason

for victim withdrawal of a complaint after a suspect had been

charged'

Thevictjm'sfearofthecourtphasemaybeeitherperceived(withdrawing
point after
from the prel ìminary hearing) or real (withdrawing at some
the start of the preliminary hearing)' Nonetheless' with the victim
the main witness and very often the only witness in rape cases' the

as

in order to
traumatic effect on the victim must be addressed and remedied
improve the prosecution

of

rape cases'

factorwhich followed in terms of frequency was the situatíon where it was perceived that the victim did not make a sjncere
that if the
complaint (44.4 percent). 0bviously, the respondents felt
The next
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court

not filter out an insincere complaint the victim

system does

would

initiative and wi.thdraw the complaìnt. Perhaps this category
is also for those reports where the victim disappears or withdraws
wÍthout giving an explicit reason whereby the prosecutors made the
take the

assumption

that the vìctim

had not

toìd the truth about the assault.

This, however, is only an assumption as there are câses where there are
no explanations given

for the victim withdrawal

from the proceedings.

The remaining factors involved personal reasons, the

rþst frequent

of which is jntimidation or fear of reprisal from the offender (27.8
percent).
and

Pressure on the

victim to drop the complaint from her

friends (22.2 percent) is also considered an effective deterrent,

resulting in victim withdrawal.

The next

factor,

where the

the offender (16.7 percent) may also be related to the fear
and pressures from family and
was noted

in ll.l

percent

friends. Victim

of the cases.

rape victim and the victìm wânting
(

famì ly

!.6

sympathy

The fear

of

victim

knows

of reprisal

for the offender

being known as

a

to forget the rape were also cited

percent each) .

Apart from the above{entioned reasons given by the prosecutors for

victim withdrawal of a complaint after a suspect had been charged, there

is

an additional legal

makes

fâctor that

may

act as a deterrent. A victim

who

a false complaint can legally be charged with contempt of court

under the Canadian Criminal Code (Section 635).
Exi

sÈ

i

no Raoe Laws

and Pôfêñf

1mñrôvêmênf

q

final sectìon deals with the existing rape laws for the study
period and the corresponding sentence given. The prosecutors were asked
for their opinions of the system and for the areas of potential reform,
if any, in deal ing with the offence of forcible rape.
The

r

0ifficult.ies in

0btai.n.ing

ì8

a Jury Conviction

The prosecutors were asked what they

felt

were the two major

difficulties they found in getting juries to convict for forcible rape.
It was interesting to note that all but one of the respondents interviewed
(!4.4 percent) felt that the credibility of the victjm was one of the
mâjor

difficulties.

Included in this categoryr apart from the veracity

of the victimrs account of the offence, are the character and the bâckground of the victim. The category which followed in terms of frequency
of response was that the corroboration requirements are too strict (38.9
percent ) .

The remaining categories were as

folìows: the Presentation of

the

is I imited (22.2 percent), the penalties are too severe (5.6 percent)t
and there is an insufficient range of penalties (0 percent). The
case

additjonal response category provided specific

bjlity!

examples

of victim credi-

the stereotypic notion that good girls don't get raped (1.6

percent) and the behavior and conduct of the victim just before the actual
offence (5.6 percent). The final response câtegory listed the lapse of

time in having the case concluded (!.6 percent) which rePresents the
notjon that the heart

may soften

The results obtained are

with the

passage

sjmiìar to those of

of

time.

Chappel

1 (197528Ç85).

In Chappellrs study nearly every resPondent (!2 percent) listed the
credibility of the victim âs the most important factor in getting juries

to convict for forcible rape. The importance of víctim credibility in
jury situation has been acknowledged:
Because of the necessity to Prove force or threât of force
and lack of consent, and since the victim is usually the
prosecutionrs only witness, her credìbi ì ity becomes extremely
salient ìn influencing the decisìon of jury members. (Ibìd:85).

a

lt9

of the strictness of the corroboration requirement was also
referred to in Chappellts study and rePresented 22 Percent of the

The problem

prosecutors

in contrast to 38'9

of the prosecutors

Percent

from the

present study on that same issue'
Average Rape Sentence

in

Manitoba

The respondents were asked
sentence

actually

imposed

to give

for forcible

an estìmation

rape

of the average

in Manitoba'

The lowest

given was 5
estimation given was 1.5 years while the highest estimation

years.

The mean sentence

for the resPonses was 3'5 years'

The

mean

for forcible rape ìn the Present study, by comparison,
felt that
was 1.2 years. The majority of the prosecutors ìnterviewed
in
the average sentence imposed for rape in Hanìtoba v{as inapProPriate
(61'l percent)' An
terms of being too lenient for the offence involved
sentence ìmposed

concerns of
elaboration of the lenìence in sentencing reveaìed that the
and
the respondents were that rape ìs one of the most serious offences

is

potentjal ìy punishable by

life

imprisonment 6y law (22'3 percent)'

felt that raPes that involve
It was
violence should have higher sentences than they do at Present'
in
also felt that the enptional damâge to the victim should be reflected
Several

of the

respondents ('l6'8 percent)

sentences are
hìgher sentences (16.8 percent)' The opinion thåt the low
was also cited'
not an effective deterrent to the public (.|6.8 Percent)

A

final

concern regarding

sentencês are inadequate

the leniency in sentencjng was that the

in

terms

of

punishment

to the offender

(28'0

percent ) .

The remainder

of the prosecutors interviewed (38.9 percent) had the

rape in Manitoba
opinion that the average sentence imposed for forcible
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was appropriate

in

terms

of

being adequate

in sentencing. This

group

of respondents felt that the sentence involved general ly corresponded
to the type of rape involved. 0f the prosecutors who felt the average
sentence imposed for rape was too low, there wâs one prosecutor who
conmented:

Far too low - itrs ridiculous. Next to murder, rape is
one of the most serious crimes. You have a physical assault,
a sexual assault and a lot of emotional problems. Those
ernotional problems fâr outlast any sentence given by the
cou

rt

.

l'lajor Improver¡ents

Needed

to

Deal

with Forcible

The prosecutors were queried as
needed

Rape

to the rþst ìmportant

in dealing with the problem of forcible rape.

areas listed with the inclusion

of

improvements

There were nine

an additjonal response category.

The

major i Íprovements needed, as perceived by the prosecutors, are presented

in Table

35.

i-,---:

:.--,-,i-,.-J.--
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TABLE 35

The Host Important Improvements Needed
Forci ble Rape I

Frequency

Percent

il

6r.

r

in

Oealing

with the Problem of

Improvements Needed
Sentenc i ng

c Education (regarding the

50. 0

Publi

l{4.4

Victim servi ces

7

38.9

Treatment and rehabi
offender s

6

33.3

Teachìng of prevention techniques to
potentì a I vi ct ims

4

22.

Lega

2

lt.l

9

¿

5.6
5.6
5.6

I
I
I

realities of

Pol

I

litation of

reform

ice investigation

techn i ques

Prosecution pol icies
Pol

ice training
under-reporting of raPe
cti ms

0therr
ví

lMrltipl.

rape)

bY

all of the prosecutors.
once again, the prosecutors expressed their dissatisfaction with
the sentencing in rape cases. The majority of the respondents (61'l
responses were given by

percent) indicated that sentencing imProvements were the rnost imPortânt

in dealing with the problem of forcible rape. Public educatíon which deals with the realities of rape as opposed to the stereotyPes
of rape followed in terms of frequency (50.0 percent). ImProvement in

ones needed

the area of victim services, for better aiding the rape vìctim and
ultimâtely leading to a higher rate of reporting of the offence, was
voiced as a major concern (44.4 percent). The next two improvements are
concerned

ù*.,

-: .1.--

-

with control ling the incidence of rape.

These are

the treat-
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ment and rehabi I itation

of the offenders (38.9 percent)

and the teaching

to potential vìctims (33.3 percent). It i:
interesting to note that the prosecutors ranked victim prevention responsi-

*c¡!*p,:f even t i on

techniques

bility cìosely behind that of offender prevention responsibility'
the latter being the actual perpetrator of the crime.

with

Legal reform was ranked rather low at. 22.2 Percent. Police investi-

gative techniques and prosecution policies were also considered relatively

insignificant (ll.l

and 5.6 percent'

respectjvely). Police training

was

also chosen by 5.6 percent of the prosecutors. Finallyr the underreporting

of

rape was noted by one

can be linked

It

to the

improvement

of the prosecutors (5.6 percent)

and

of victim services.

would appear that the prosecutors interviewed do not see the

criminal justice

system as a whole as playing

a significant role in

of forcìble rape. The problems cited by the
prosecutors that were the lowest in terms of frequency of response
dealing with the problem

concerned

legal reform, prosecution policies, police training and police

investigatìve techniques. Although sentencing and victim services

were

the major problems lìstedr there was considerable concern with the Prevention

of

rape by way of both the victim and the

tion to the realities of

rape was

offender. Public educa-

significant yet a corresponding effect

in the legal system was not given equal consideration.
Changes

.to the Rape Laws

The

final

question examined the most important changes needed,

if

any, specifically in the area of the rape laws in existence during the
study

period.

The response that the rape laws were adequate was given by

16./ percent of the

respondents.

Anong

the prosecutors who cited potential
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E¡*{-

of

in rape laws (81.1 percent), there was not general concensus or a speci,f ic select number of: ar.eas Ieqqírrjiag-bga I reform.
æi
areâs

reform

However, there were

a total of nine areas listed for potentiâl reform,

five of which involved the offender

and sentencing. The remaining four

in rape laws that affect the trial. A final
change involved a change in the public sphere rather than the legal sphere
for the offence of rape. Thè changes needed, âs evâluated by the
areas concerned changes

prosecutors, are listed in Table 16.
TABLE 36

The Most Important Changes Needed

F

requency

Percent

4

22.2

4

22.2

3

16.7

3

16.7

z

il.1

2

in the Rape Laws.l
Important Changes

in

Rape Laws

Eliminate the necessity of penetration

as

the law now interprets it
More restrictions on the questioning of the
vi ctimrs sexual background

lt.t

Steeper sentences for repeat offenders
Sentences for rape are too low
ReÌrþve the discretion of the judge in using
the câutionary instruction to the jury,
a I together
Less emphasis on the credibility of the

ll.l

Impose a minimum sentence

2

t¡.1

2

'I

t.t

victim at trial

for

rape offenders
Parole for offenders is granted too early
Abol ish parole altogether

lT*o of the
respondents reported that education of the public to elíminâte
the misconceptions and stereÕtypes of rape was necessâry.
The

substantial weight given by the prosecutors to the area of

sentencing was again reflected when questioned as
changes needed

in the present rape laws.

A

to the nost

important

total of 66.7 perceÀt of

the
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respondents referred

to

changes needed

in sentencing.

mentioned were minimum sentencing, hÍgher sentencing,

fìnally, the abolition of parole altogether.
that the

sentences were already

The changes

later parole

and

one Prosecutor remarked

too low and that Parole cuts even shorter

the aìready lenient periods of incarceration for rape offenders'
The remaíning cþanges in the rape laws concerned the trial Pro-

lor 66.6 Percent of the responses
gìven. The elimination of the necessity of Penetration jn order to Prove

ceedings

a rape

in rape

cases and accounted

had occurred was one

conmented!

rrlf

of the major concerns.

One prosecutor

an offender abuses a woman physically and sexual

ly

why

of penetration be so jmportant. Just because he canrt
get an erection it becomes attemPted rape or indecent asssault'rr The
prosecutors who favored the abolition of the necessity of penetration
should the factor

felt that penetration shouìd be just
encompassing one,

ìn defining

one

of the factors, not an all-

rape.

Further restrict.ions on the questioning of the victimrs sexual background u,erealso aclvocated. The prosecutors who supPorted
general

ly felt that the old

laws prepared one

thìs

reform

to deal with the questioningt

to the discretion of the
judge, invites abuse as the Practices of particular judges' The main
problem observed was the variability annngst judges in allowing or disallowing the questioning of the past sexual behavior of the victim' One

whereas the amendment which leaves the decision

prosecutor further cornrnented that such questioning by the defense counsel

basicalìy used tr. . . to humiliate and embarrass the victim - to
break down a witness - not for any relevant information to the rape

was

i nci

dent itself .rl
The emphasis on the

credibilíty of the vjctim in a rape trial

was
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also criticized. one prosecutor remêrked that the raPe triâl was too
dependent on the

articulation

and confidence

of the victim.

rrso an

ethnic thìng enters here. Native girls are generâl ly not as articulate

or as confident.rr Another prosecutorrs
on victim

credibility

issue as he

concerns were

whereas the offenderrs

with the emphasis

credibility is rarely an

is not compelled to testify at a rape trial.

'r(It)

becomes

the word of the victim whose credibi¡ity has been threatened by ìawyers
against the offender whose credibility has not been tested.rl
The cautionary

instruction to the jury, left to the discretion of

the judge, was also referred to. Againr it was felt that judìcial dis-

cretion led to variability which did not give equal treatment to all

rape

victims and thât it was an unnecessary instruction in rape trials.
Sunmary

The interviews

with the prosecutors from the study period revealed

that, as â group, they appreciâted the gravity of the offence of rape.
An understanding of and a concern for the various legal and societal
problems assocíated with rape was revealed. It is reflective of the considerable involvement

of

Crown

attorneys in their role as the Prosecutors

of the results from the Ínterviews provides
insight into the major concerns and perceived problem areas in the

of

rape cases. Analysis

prosecution
The

of

rape

ca

an

ses.

relative importance in the ranking of factors not directly

to the legal definition of rape was noted for both the filing of
charges and for the securement of a conviction. The three factors
present for each of the phases $rere the use of physical force, injury to
I

inked

the victim and the relationship between the victim and the offender.
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The ìargest difference between the two phases emerged

with respect to

the resistance offered.by..the vjctim which was.ranked as-the ninth
rnost important element
was ranked

in the filing of

third in the

securement

charges whereas the same element

of â conviction.

The prosecutors

filing of separate additionaì charges to be essential along
with the charge of rape, where warranted (94.4 percent). The two major
reasons given by prosecutors for the charging of the property offence
only were cases where the evidence of rape was insufficient (66.7 percent)
considered the

and where the

percent).

victim did not want to proceed on the rape charge (38.9

The charging

with the rape charge

of directly-related êdditional

was also advocated by the

(88.! percent). In terms of the

charges along

majority of the respondents

rnost appropriate conditions under which

to chârge both the rape and directly-related additional charger the rnost
frequent response was when the additionâl charges were clear and distinguishable (50.0 percent) followed by the additional charges being
as a plea bargaining

used

tool (44.4 percent).

of the prosecutors felt that the plea bargaining system in
Manitoba was fine the way it was. The major reason for thè satisfaction
expressed was that the plea bargaining system allowed for a satisfactory
0ne-half

agreement

for

everyone

jnvolved.

The remaining prosecutors (50.0 Percent)

indicated that the plea bargaining system should be retained but changed.

triâl was the most frequent
criticism level ìed against the existÍng system of plea bargaining. The
abolition of the existing system, however, was not suggested by any of
the respondents, Regarding the adherence of judges to prosecutorial
reconmendat i ons , all of the prosecutors responded in the affirmative.
They indicated that the judge usually followed their recormendations
Pìea bargaining

at the last

mjnute before a
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concerningpleabargaìning.0fthefactorsthatinfluencetheuseof
plea bargaining by prosecutorsr the

tv.l-o-

highest ranking factors were

evidentiary problems (72.2 percent) and the uncertainty of a conviction

(!0.0

percent ) .

The relationship between the prosecutor and defense counsel revealed

thât

when

the

Crown released

counsel the majority

of the

information regarding a case to the defense

respondents (72.2 Percent) released only the

particulars of the case, excìuding the actual witness statements'
remain.ing prosecutors indicated

that mjnimal djscìosures

The

was appropriate

(22.2 percent) or that full access was the general practice (5'6 percent)'
The

npst frequent responses to the situation where minimal disclosure

would be considered appropriate were

that it is never aPPropriate

percent) and in circumstances where victim harassment

is likely

(33.3

(27'8

percent ) .

of prosecutorial influence regarding the âmount of and
granting of bailr the judge who will preside over a case and the calendar
dates for the proceedings revealed that the resPondents thought they had
considerable influence over the areas of bail and calendar dates'
The issue

all of the respondents denied having considerable influence over
the judge who wilì preside over a case. In addition, the majority of the

However,

prosecutors estimated that they had the sâme as or nþre influence

as

the defense counsel in those three areas'

their reìationship with the police to be a
very agreeable one (94.4 percent). The necessity of both agencies
The prosecutors perceived

working together on raPe cases (66.7 percent) and the thorough and cooperative manner in conducting polìce investigations (33'3 percent)
were the most frequently

cited responses. 0nly

one

of the

respondents
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termed the relationship as acceptable (5.6

of the relationship

between

Percent).

The i mprovement

the two agencies revealed the fol

lowing

frequent responsesr the establjshment of a specìalized rape unit in

the polìce agency (50.0 Percent), the use of a liaison Person between
the two agencies (33.3 Percent) ând there being no need for

in the relationship (33.3
The

improvement

Percent).

victim and Prosecutor relationship indicated that the nìost

.intensive interviewing takes Place before the prel iminary hearing (72.2
percent) as opposed to before the trial (16.6 percent) wjth several of

the respondents giving equal weight to each phase (ll.l percent).

The

victim, according to the prosecutors, is general ly interviewed twice
prior to the trial (72.2 percent). Most of the resPondents (61.1 percent)
did not general ly have any other Persons Present during the victìm interview with the r€maining resPondents having victim advocates (16.7 Percent)

or a police officer involved in the case (22.2 PercenL) Present' The
utilization of counseling services for the victim was deemed to be

of professionals and
spec'ially-traìned volunteers were favored by 50.0 Percent each of the

appropriate by

all of the respondents.

The use

respondents while hospital-based counseling and law enforcement were
mentioned by

ll.l

Percent and 5.6 Percent'

respectively.

The

majority of

prosecutors (61.1 percent) estimated the frequency of victim withdrawal

of

charges

after a susPect

followed by

2O

to

had been charged

at ten percent or

less

of victim withdrawal (38.9 Percent). Anong
given for victim withdrawal from the proceedings

33 percent

the rnost frequent reasons

wasr the fear of testìfying in court (83.3 percent) and an insìncere
complaint made by the victim (44.4 percent).
The djscussion

of the existing

rape laws and Potential improvements
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revealed the following observations from the resPondents'

When

asked to

identify the two major d'ifficulties in getting juries to convict for
forcible rape, the prosecutors indicated the credibility of the victim
(94.4 percent) and the strìctness of the corroborâtion requirements (38'9
percent) most often. The mean sentence given for rape in Manitoba
estimated by the resPondents to be 3.5

years'

The majori

ty of

was

the

of the opìnion that the sentences given
were general ly too lenient for the seriousness of the offence' There
were 38.9 Percent.of those intervìewed who felt that the average sentence
prosecutors (6ì.1 percent) were

rape in Manitoba was appropriate' The nìost frequent responses
obtained regarding the most important i mprovement s needed in deal ing with
(61'l
the problem of forcible rape indicated the fol lowingr sentencing
imposed

for

percent), public education (50.0 percent), victim services (44'4 percent)
and treatment and rehabi

I

itation of offenders (lB'9 percent)'

in the existing rape laws

prompted responses

that were

general

Changes

ly

evenly

distributed and encompassed the eì imination of the legal element of
penetration for rape, further restrictions on the questioning of the
victimrs sexual

background and

the removal of low sentences for rape'

CHAPTER

VII

THE HYPOTHESES FOR THE

I

RESEARCH

nt roduct i on

will present, describe, and analyze the seven hypotheses for the research. Each of the hypotheses has been formulated
from the review of the ¡iterâture in Chapter II concerning the rape
victim in the criminal justice system.
The first two hypotheses have been drawn from the review of the
Thís chapter

I

iterâture concerning prosecutorial discretion and plea bargainÍng in

the criminal justice system. The first hypothesìs examines the prosecu-

tolial

propensity

reduction

of

for

charges

the. use

of plea bargaining

and the subsequent

after an initial dismissal of the original

charge. The second hypothesis deals with the frequency of the

crown

defendant

in the form of an arrangement for a reduced charge or a determinate sentence or sentence rânge.
The third and fourth hypotheses rê¡ate to the legal elements in a
pleading guilty without an exPress concession

rape

câse.

The thi¡d hypothesis examines the

consent, corroboration and character

of the

relative

importance of

rape victim as perceived by

the prosecutors. The fourth hypothesìs looks at the effect of corrobora-

tive

evidence on the

retention, dismissal or plea bargaining of

charges

from the study per i od.
The next two hypotheses were derived from the feminist theory of

sexual assault. The fifth hypothesis examines the degree

of victim

l3ì

credibility utilizing the victim characteristics of marital statust
occupation and criminaì

bargaining

re,ç.o.¡d

of the charges

The

t

retentjon, dismissal and plea

from the study

will

be viewed

with resPect to

sixth hypothesis studies the extent to which
the victim can be held accountable or considered to be at least partly
these

châracteristics.

The

for the occurrence of the sexual attack. The variables
used to ascertain the degree of victim responsibi I ity include the use of
alcohol by the victim and the nature of the initial contact between the
victim and the offender. Once again, the effect of the degree of victim
responsìbìe

responsibi I ity was examined
and plea bargaining

of

in conjunction with the retentjon,

charges from the study period.

The seventh hypothesis focuses on the notion

crjme.

The

differentiation

was made to determine

dismissaì

between

of

rape as a normal

multiple and singìe offender

cases

the effect on the course of the charges in terms

of the final disposition

reached.

!!ypot¡'er t s_L

first hypothesis states that the mâjorjty of rape rePorts
resulting in a convictìon will be deâlt with as altered charges as opposed
The

to being retained on the original charges laid by the prosecution'
The

potential for charge alteration first occurs when the prosecutorrs

office has accepted the police report and is prepared to initiate criminal
proceedings. The charges

filed

by the prosecution may then take three

routes: they may be retained, aìtered (plea bargained or tried on
a reduced charge) or dismíssed in the court system. The hypothesis con-

major

itself specificalìy with the original crown charges that are either
retained or altered. The retained Crown charges culminate in a trial
either by a judge or jury. Retained Crown charges also incluie a guilty
cerns

t12

plea without any express concessions for the defendant' The altered
charges compr-íse p.ìea bargained-and r'educed

charges involve a reduced charge

or

charges'

sentence

in

The Plea bargained

exchange

for a guilty

plea, thereby foregoing the trial situation' The reduced charges result
from an initial dismissal of charges where the crown then makes the
deci sion

to lay any lesser charge(s) that

particular

raPe

might be appl icable to the

or attempted rape offence'

The datâ ìndicate

that the majority of the

charges accePted by the

in fact altered by way of plea bargaining or trial on
a reduced charge. The figures in the study reveêl that 59'7 percent of
the charges were dealt with as altered ones while 40 percent of the
prosecution were

charges were dealt

with on the original

"'o*n "h"'g"'l

for the offenders whose charge(s)
resulted in a dìsposition at the court level for the study period'
Table 37 provides the outcome

lell of the origìnal

crown charges that resulted ìn a disposition
were either rape or attempied r."p" "ñ".g"t except for three charges of
contributing to juveni ìe delinquency
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TABLE 37

Case Outcomes
Di sposi

tion

for

Off ender..s..

by Dispositi.o-nillypê.:ahd Disposi.tio.n

tion

Di sposi

Type

Conviction
ol
/o

Gui

I

Gui ì
I

ty
ty

rla

I

lrìâl

I

Tota I

0utcome
Acqui tta I
ôl
/o

Charge

(N=26) 38.8

(N=26) 38.8

Sentencê

1H=5)

7.5

(r'r=5)

7.5

No

Concess i ons

(N=z)

3.0

(N=2)

3.0

Reduced
Charge2

¡l=7)

10.4

(N=2) 3.0

(N=9) t3.4

Charge

(N=t9) 28.4

(N=6) 9.0

(N225) 37.4

rotat3

(N=59)

88.0 (N=B)12.0

(N=67)loo.oa

Plea

Plea

Outcome

0riginal

of the defendants pled guilty to the orìginal crown charge of rapet
devoid of any explicit plea bargainìng concessions. These charges are
included in the analysis as original crown charges.

'Two

20ne

of the seven defendants was convicted of attempted râPe instead of
the trial charge of rape by the presiding judge.

30ne offender

no information on conviction was avai lable, was
Èable.
In addition, two defendants who had their
excluded from the
by consent cormittâl (that isr they were
of
dealt
with
charges
rape
deemed to be unfit to stand trial by both the crown and defense
psychiatrists and were given psychiatric rehabiìitation) were also

for

excl uded from

4th" aoa"l

whom

the table.

to rounding.
0f the defendants whose charges were fjìed in criminâl court (N=67)t
88 percent (N=59) resulted in conviction. The conviction rate of 88
percent was distributed as follows: !6./ percent were disposed of as
does not add up

to

100.0 percent due

altered charges (46.1 percent by a guilty plea which was plea bargained

in relation to charge or

sentence and 10.4 percent by

a reduced trial

charge); and Jl.4 percent were disposed of as retained Crown charges
(28.4 percent as

trial convjctions

and 3.0 percent as a

guilty

plea
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of the charges
resulted in an acquittal for the defendant. A finding of not guilty was..
reached for 9.0 Percent on the original Crown charge and for 3'0 Percent

without concessíons). The remaining l2 Percent (N=8)

on a reduced Crown charge.
LaFreers data (,|980:4) on conviction outcome

in a large mid-western

city in the United States showed Ehat 59.7 percent of the cases resulting
in a conviction were by a guilty plea and 40'J percent of the cases were
t
dealt with by a trial.z 0f the trial charges, there were 16'l percent
that resulted in an acquittal. Simi larly, Wi ìl iamst research for the
District of Columbia for the years 1973 and 1974 revealed that 33'6
percent of the forcibìe rape charges resulted in conviction on a rape
charge while 66.4 Percent of the convictions were for reduced charges'
A comparison of the present study with Willìamst results, in relation to
conviction resulting from original versus reduced charges, yielded
similar results. conviction for defendants revealed that 64.4 Percent
reduced charges and 35'6 Percent were convicted of

were convicted

of

original

charges. In contrast¡ Willíamsr reported that robbery

crown

for the year t974 resulted in conviction for seventy-three percent
of the persons on a tyPe of robbery charge ( 1978236) '
The use of reduced charges in rape cases is predominant in both the

cases

present study and comparable American research' There are several
explanations

for the phenomenon of altering

rape charges once

at

the

court level . one explanation concerns the Potential severity of sentence
that makes conviction diffícult to obtain (Gager & Schurr, 1976¿161).
2L"Fr". does not refer to a distinction between original and
charges that result jn a trial situation'

reduced
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is ìife

The maximum penalty

for

punishment may make

juries and.judges

rape

imprisonment and the gravìty of
apprehensive

in convicting. In

addition, the legal premise of acquittal should reasonable doubt exist3

is all the nnre problenntic in

rape cases where social attitudes

and

legal practice place the onus on the victim: her character, notìves
behavior which frequently nove beyond the scope

and

of the raPe incident

itself.
Hypothesi

s

2

The second hypothesis states

pleadïng

low.

guilty,

devoid

The defendant

in

that the frequency of

defendants

of plea bargaining concessions, will

such cases admits

be extremely

guilt to the rape offence with-

out any pre-arranged promise of a reduced charge or a determinate
sentence

or

sentence

sêntence may
use

of

range.

exist in

The

potential for leniency in terms of

such cases gìven

considerable court time

that the defendant has sPared the

in determining the fjnal

outcome

of

the

charge(s) (Cousineau and Verdun-Jones, 197722). Neverthelessr there
been no

explicit

concession offered

to the defendant by way of an agree-

ment between defense and prosecution

as a

guilty plea without
The

has

in

these cases and such câses stand

an express plea bargain.

potential for a guílty plea without concessions exists at

any

time after the prosecutorrs offìce has received the poììce rePort and

filed a charge(s).

There were only two defendants out

has

of ninety-three

Dean and deBruyn-Kops (1982:84) indicate that a reasonable doubt
on the part of the judge or jury may be based on an evidentiary weakness
at times, as opposed to a sincere belief that the accused is innocent of
the cr i me.
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defendants whose charge(s) were

filed

by the Prosecutorrs office

who

pled guilty without concessions. In both cases a guilty Plea without

after the preliminary hearing where ìt
that each of the rape charges should proceed to trial'

concessions was submitted
determined

2.1 percent of the defendants

whose charge(s) were

filed

had been
Thust

by the

prosecutorts office opted for a guilty plea without concessions'
The rationale

for the particular hyPothesis relates to the

propensity for plea bargaining where the defendant ând the legal counsel
benefit fron a guilty plea4 (Blumberg, l!!6; Ferguson and Roberts, 1974)
as opposed

to the situâtion

where there

is

no

expljcit

'

concession

offeredtothedefendantandtheprosecutionsecuresaconviction.The
results from the Present study confirm this tendency with only two of
the defendants optjng for a guilty plea wíthout concessions' In contrastt
there were a total of thirty-one defendants whose charge(s) were plea
bargained with an express concession determined out of the nìnety-three

defendants. The use of the negotiated pìea with a concession in charge

ly higher, accounting for 33.4 percent
of the defendants ând for 46.3 percent of the sixty-seven defendants

or

sentence was then substantial

whose cases went
Hypothes i

The

s

to disPosition.

3

third hypothesis states that the charâcter of the rape victim

of the prosecutionrs
case. The issues of consent and- corroboration, resPectively, will folìow

will

be the major element dictating the strength

4Th" d"f"nd"nt and the defense counsel receive a reduced charge or
by way
sentence and the prosecution receives the certainty of conviction
of a gui lty pìea.
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of relative importance for the prosecutionrs case' The
hypothesis attemPts to deterni.ne if victin¡related issues are the
centraì focus in a rape case and will be examined by the relatíve ir>
portance given to the character of the victim¡ a characteristic that
translâtes into victim credibi I ity. The underìying assumption here is:
Is this the tyPe of victim who could be raped? In other wordst it was
in

terms

hypothesized

that non-legal, subjective f,actors

such as the character of

the rape victim would be more imPortânt in determining the strength of
the prosecutionrs case as opposed to the legal factors of consent and
corroborationr resPectivel

Y.

The prosecutors who were ìnterviewed were asked

to consider

a

hypotheticâl rape charge where there were problems with each of the
elements of consent, character of the rape vjctìm and corroboratìon'
They were asked

to

rank the three elements in order

of

importance for

the prosecutionrs case. The results indicate that the majority of the
prosecutors ranked the element of consent as the rþst significant factor
(83.3 percent), followed by corroboration (22'2 percent) and the
character of the rape victim (ll.l percent)' Table 38 provides a
frequency

for

each

distribution of the reìative rankings given by the prosecutors

of the three elements.

1.38

TABLE 38

The ranking,

of the elements of consent''
-; -;"p"
in order of importancet
in a rape case by the

E

ì

Rank

ement

I

requencY

F

%

Corroborat i on

4

,))

Character of the
rape vi cti m

2

I

Rank

Rank 2
F requencY

F

lì

l.l

5.6
| 6.7

22.2

4

3

requencY

il.1
6t.l

2

83.3

15

Consent

victim

Ë

corroborarion "nd ct "r""tåi';l
iã' i,iããlt"r.";s intervi ewedl

12

ls"uer"l of the prosecutors gave an equal ranking to

tvro

wêre
The above rankings given by the prosecutors

oo. /

of the elements'

to be the major

indicator provídes
indicators in the testing of the hypothesis' That
of the rape vìctim'
a ranking of consent, corroboration and character

to the hypothesized ranking of character of the
The determination
rape victim, consent and corroboration' respectively'
were made by the
of the relative rankings of each of the three elements
respectively, as

compared

prosecutors so that the testing

of the hypothesis is

based on prosecutoriâl

percePt i ons.
Upon examination

of

another indicatort

however

'

there are

some

to choose the two major
interesting results' The prosecutors were âsked
for forcible rape'
difficulties they find in getting juries to convict
The

rape vjctim was the most
results indicate thât the credibility of the
by the statenìent that the
resPonse at 94'4 Percentt followed

frequent

corroboration

requ'i rements

response (38.9

are too

strjct

Percent)' While consent

as the second most frequent

was

not one of the categories

provided(therewasanadditionalresponsecàtegoryprovided)therewas
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near unani rnous agreement arþng the prosecutors that victìm credibility
wâs one

åi the two major difficulties in..get!ì¡g juries to convict for

forcible rape. \¡lhile corroboration was ranked more frequently as nìore
indicator
important than the character of the rape victim in the first

ll.l percent, respectively) the character of the
than corroborape victim (victim credibility) was ranked rnore frequently

(22.1 percent versus

ration in the
respect i vel

second

indicator (94'4 percent versus 38'9 percentt

y).

for the hypothesis are inconcìusivet one cannot
for a
diminish the significance of the victìmrs châracter or credibility
as the main
rape caser given a legal system that puts the victim on trial
While the results

wjtness.

Edwards makes

l.lhere rape

js

the fol lowing statement:

concerned the

traditional

methods

of

analysis, criminal nþtivation and criminal
"litinofågi*l
by a preoccuPatìon with the vìctim'
behavior
"...rp.r.ådud
her proclivity for sexuaì experience and
¡rãi notivation,
experience
her moral behavior. And yet it is not the sexual
it is
who
but a man
oi thu compl"inant that is on trialt*ith
(t981:70).
by
force
her
al leged has had,""r"i-iniui"or.."

Hvoothesi

s

4

The greàter the anìount

of corroborative

the rape charge to be retained as

opposed

evidence the rnore

likely is

to being dismissed or

plea

barga i ned.

evidence
corroborative evidence refers to any testinony or physical
that is provided, aPart from the victìm, in a crime' Medical evìdence'

are all con¡
medical testinþnyr physical evidence and police testirìony
concerns
ponents of corroborative evidence' Although much of the evidence

the victimrs behavíor and condìtion âfter the offenee' corroborative
prosecutionrs case:
evidence aids in strengthening or weakening the

l l+0

independent

of the vìctimrs

âccount

of the event.

Medical evidence

provides a verification thât sexual Penetration took place and whether

or not the victim suffered any injuries. Police evidence provides
information regarding the offence and the condition of the victim.
The indicators

to

be

utilized in

examining the strength

of

the

corroborative evidence included medical and pol ice evidence. Past
research (Chappell et

a¡.,

1975) indicated

that prosecutors ranked injury

to the victimT, promptness of reportìng and proof of penetration in
top five factors that they perceìve to be important in obtaining a
convi

the

cti on for forcible rape.
Medical evidence from the present study in cludes whether

or

not

there was a medical examination and whether or not there were victim

injuries. It is suggested that the Presence of a medical examination and
physical proof of victim resistance through injuries constitutes strong
corroborative evidence in determining that an offence has taken Place.
Police evidence comprises the time intervâl between the offerce and the

report to the
between the

pol

ice. It is

suggested

that the shorter the time interval

offerce and the report the stronger will be the corroboratjve

evidence. It is then hypothesized that the stronger the corroborative
evidence the more

likely is the

to being dismissed or plea

rape charge

to be retained as opposed

bargained.

5The relatìve importance of victim injuries as the major determinant
of nonconsent was underlined in the interviews with the prosecutors.
When prosecutors were asked to indicate the major determjnant of nonconsent (reponse categories províded were actuaì force and implied
threats, either verbal or by use of a weapon) the great majority of the

respondents (87.5 percent) cìted the category of actual force used
(leãding to varying degrees of victim injury).

ì4r

Hedical

Exami nat

ion

variabìe dealing with the presence or absence of a medical

The

examínation

after the attack revealed that the presence of a medical

examination did

result in less fìltering out of charges.6

Thu results

indicate that 35.8 percent of those cases reaching the prosecutorrs

office

where there was a medical examination resulted

0f those cases where there was no medical

in retained

charges

examination, only 20 percent

of the charges were retained. The dismissal of charges category shows a
percentage of 34.3 for a rnedical examination and 26.7 for no medical
examination. The plea bargained category shows the greatest dìfference
between

the presence or absence of a medical examination (29.9 percent

and 5 3.3 percent, respectjvely.
The

figures for medìcal examination are presented in the table

below.

A

"0f the charges at the police levei, there were 76.5 percent (N=49)
of the rrno victim examinationrr charges termìnâted in contrast to 46.8
percent 1¡=59) of the rrvictim medical examjnationrr charges terminated.
Moreover, the unfounded category accounted for the termination of 67.2
percent of the total termjnation of 76.5 percent where the victim had not
received a medical examination. Alternatelyr an unfounded designation
was only given for 10.3 percent of the total termination of 46.8 percent
where the

victim had received a medical exâmination.
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TABLE 39

Disposition
Medical
Di sposi

of the Charges ât the Crown and Court

Exami

Levels by Victim

nati on

tion of

Medical

Exami

nation for Victim

Yes
Number Percent

the charges

No

Number Percent

l+

35.8

3

20.0

20

to

o

A

53.3

0i smi s sed

23

34.3

4

26.7

Total

67

100.0

t5

100.0

Retê i ned

Plea Bargai

ned

Charges

lThuau

*"a" 4 offendersr major charges where no information on a victim
medical examination was avai labìe.
The

presence

results indicate that there are rnore charges retained with the

of

a medical examination. The differences are not substantial

of a medical examination does not inval idate a report of
rape or attempted rape. Ratherr it makes it nrore likely to be plea

and the absence

bargained as opposed

to being retained and subject to the scrutiny of

a

trial situation.
Victim Injur

i es

The presence

of victim injuries

whether the charge

were also examined

with regard to

is retained, dismissed or plea bargained. Injuriest

when examined

alone, did not appear to have a great influence on the

course that a

particular charge took

once

at the

Crown

arrl court levels.T

7Ho*"uu., an examination of victim injuries at the pol ice leveì
revealed that rnore of the charges containing no victim injuries (63.8
percent) were terminated than were the charges where the victim had
su sta i ned injuries (45.7 percent)

tu3

of the charges where the victim had injuries
that were retained in comparison to 32.\ Percent whefe the victim had no
injuries that were retained. More of the charges (35.3 Percent) with

There were 33.3 percent

vìctim injuries were plea bargained as
percent) with no victim

injuries.

to the charges (29.\

The largest difference occurred

dismissal category with 31.4 percent
dismissed and 38.2 percent

opposed

in

the

of the injured victim charges

of the no victim injuries

charges dismissed.

TABLE 40

Disposition of the Charges
In jur i es

at the Crown and Court Levels
Victim Injuri

by Victìm

es
No

Yes

Number Percent
Retai ned

Pìea Bargai
D

ned

i smi ssed

Total

C

ha

t7

33.3

il

32.\

r8

35.3

t0

29.4

t6

31.4

t3

38.2

51

rqes

Number Percent

100.0

34

loo.o

WillÍams (1978:3.l) rePorted that serious cases where there

were

injurìes to the victìm were not more likely to result in a conviction
thân the ìess serious cases where there were no victim injuries. Data

for a viable comParison with
Williamsr research as initially 56.2 percent (tl=ll7) of the defendantsl
charges contained no information on victim injuries. The datar however,
from the present study did not allow

do show a ìower dismissal rate

injurìes. Victim injuries
there was a higher rate of

for

those charges where there are victim

had more impact

at the police level where

terminated charges

victim had not sustained injuries.

for assaults

where the
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Tìrne

Interval

Between offence and Report

The time

interval

to the Police

between the.offence and

the rePort

made

to

the

police indicates that 60.0 percent of the chãrges where the police
arrived at the scene during or just after the offence were retained
charges. Thjs sjtuâtion has the least time span between the offence

and

o

the report." In those cases where the police do not arrive inmediatelyt
there are four time interval categories

I

utiljzed¡ within

one hourt

to 4 hours, l0 hours to 2 days and 2 days o. tor..9
The largest difference in the course a particuìar charge tâkes is

hour

exhibited when the report is made 2 days or more. The majority of the
reports are plea bargained (66./ percent). The remainder
were dismissed and none were

retained.

Those

of the cases

reports that are

made

within l0 hours to 2 days are not as decisive with 37.5 percent that
plea bargained, followed by dismissal and retention
The reports

thât are

rnade between

I

hour and

at

are

31.3 percent each.

4 hours and within I hour

not exhibit any great differences. The rePorts

made

do

within I to 4 hours

for retentionr dismissal and
plea bargaìning. Similarly, those reports made within I hour have 31.9
are evenly distributed

at

33,3 Percent each

percent retained, 38.3 dismissed and 29.8 percent plea bargained.

a

of the outcome of charges at the poìice level yieìded inconclusive results. The hypothesized strongest situation of a report made
within lO minutes was slightly nìore prone to termination than was the
weakest situation of a report made 2 days or ìater (16.6 percent and 0
percent, respectively). Moreoverr the remaining categolies that fel I
between the two extremes all had substantial termination rates of at
least thirty-seven percent.
"Study

'The specific report times to the police were rounded to the nearest
appropriate category of time intervals.
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TABLE 4I

0ispositíon of the Charges at the Crown and Court Levels by the
Time Between the offence. and the Report Made to the Police

of

sposition of
the Charges

Di

Length

of

Within l0
l'li

/o

l0 Minutes I - 4
to I Hour Hours

ti

/o

Reta i ned

3

60. o

t5

3t.9

Plea

I

20.0

l4

29.8

20.0

t8

38.3

Barga i ned

Di smi ssed

Total

cha rg es

'

5l0o.o

lt

lo

It/oft/o

5 33.3 5 31 .3 5 33.3 6 37.5 2
5 33.3 5 3t.3
r

47 100.0 15 100.0 16

t

'All of the total percentages may not add uP to
rounding of percentages within the categories.

The

to the Pol ice
l0 Hours 2 Days
2 0ays or More
toLo/J!A/

Time Between 0ffence and Report

nutes

LõltrolJtol

Length

100 as

66.7
33.3

loo.0 3100.0

a result of the

table reveals that the greatest difference ìn charge disposition

occurs between the reports rnade alrþst inmediately after the offence
those made two days
two extremes are

or later.

fairly

The report times

and

that are made between the

evenly distributed arþngst the retention, dis-

missal and plea bargained options.
Medical Examination, Victim Injuíies and the Time Interval Between the
0ffence and the Report to the Police
The variables

of medical examination, victim injuries

and the time

the rePort were then combined

interval

between the offence and

examined

to determine the effect of the three variables,

and

when combinedt

in the filtering process. There were eight possible combinations formed
utilizing the fol lowing variables: medical exâminâtionr no medical
examination, victim injuries, no victim injuries, initial rePort made
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within one hour and report

made

after

one hora.l0

It is hypothesized that the strongest situation..wi lì be the combination of a medical examination, victim injuries and a report made within
one hour. Conversely, it is hypothesized that the weakest situation
will be the absence of a medical examination, no victim injurìes and a
report made after one hour. The strongest situation would then result
in the lârgest number of cases beíng retained as opposed to the weakest
situation with the lowest number of cases being retained.
The

results indicate the hypothesized strongest sítuationr thât

contained a medical examination, victim

withìn one hour, contained the largest
prosecutorrs

office

(N=29

or

injuries

number

and

a rePort

made

of charges reaching

the

37.2 Percent). The hypothesized weakest

situation with no medical examination, no victim injuries and a report
made

after

one hour had the smal

prosecutorts office (N=l

lest

number

of

cases reachìng the

or 1.3 percent).

The eventual outcome

of the charges is

presented

in Table

42.

l0Th" for. original tjme ínterval categories were divided into two
categories to simpl ify the analysis: (l) reports made within I hour
(2) reports made after I hour.

TABLE 42

Disposition of Charges at the Crown and Court Levels by the Oegree of Corroborative Evidencel
Dispos.ition of

the

Oegree

of Corroborative

Evi dence

Charges

Medicaì Exam.
Victim Inj ur i es
Report wrli I hr.

Yes
Yes
Yes

=

Yes
Yes
%

Reta i ned

44.8

.)t

Plea Bargai ned

34.5

0i smi ssed

20.7

33.3
44.4

F Total

)

charges where information on

""r.8
2al
ì of the total
catefor

H:

I

i es .

No

No

No
No

Yes

No

a

.4

25,0
25.0

42.9

50.0

35.7
21

Yes

No

No.

No.

%

No.

No
No
No

No

20. 0
ì

00.0

40. o

100.0

40. o

(N=29)100.0 (N=18)100.00 (N=14)100.0 (N=4) 100.0 (N=2)ìoo.o (N=lo)t00.0 (N=l)loo.o

Charges-

lThu."

Yes

No

Yes
No.

No

No.

NÕ

Yes

alì three indicators

percentages may not add up

to

100 as

was

not avai lable.

a result of the rounding of

percentages within
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The hypothesized strÕngest

victim injuries and a report
number

of

largest

situation of a medical examinationt

made

wìthin an hour not only had the

charges reaching the Prosecutorrs

number

office; it also

largest..

contained the

of retained charges (44.8 percent). Conversely,

the

anticipated weakest situation with no medical examinatìon, no victim

injuries

and

a report

made

after

charge which was subsequently plea

did not

show any

involved

a

one hour was represented by only

b"rgained.ìl

s'i

ngìe

The remaining categories

consistent Pâttern and were hampered by few charges

for several of the categories.

examination, a report

made

The category

of

a medical

within an hour and no victim injuriest

however, emerged as the second strongest combination

in

terms

of

the

retention of charges at 35.7 Percent.

In

tive

sumnary,

while the presence of the three indìcators of corrobora-

evidence indicate a greater tendency

to result in a retentiorì of

charges, there are numerous other legaì and extra-legal factors that

affect every charge.

However, the presence

of the three indicators

al low us

to predict the retention of the charges.

Hypothes i

s

5

The hìgher the

and social

tct

trial

does

victim credibiìity'

measured through

att|ibutesr the more iikely is the

on the

positive noral

râPe charge

to be brought

originaì charge. The lower the victim credibility'

measured through negative

npral and social attributes, the nrore likely is

the case to be dismissed or plea bargained.

ll0n" oth.r category contíned no retained charges, that of
examinationr victim injuries and a report âfter I hour.

no medical
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The indicators uti ¡ized are specifical

moral and social
and

attributes. It is

ly

concerned

hypothesized

with the victimrs

that the

more-favorable

sociaily acceptable are the victimrs âttributesr the more likely ìs

the rape/attempted rape report to result in a trial situation. Converselyt
where

victim credibilìty is low, as determined by the victimrs åttri-

butes, the less likely is the case to result in a trial situation.

The

alternate outlets for the latter instance are plea bargaining on charge

or

sentence

or dismissal of the charge(s) at

some

Point in the criminaì

just i ce system.

specific indicators are taken from previous research that has
focused on the role of the rnoral and social attributes of the vìctim in
The

determining the
examined are

and the

fi ltering Process of

marital status, crìminal record

relative influence of

or dismissal of the
Victimts

rape complaints. The jndicators

Mari ta

I

each on the

and occuPation

of the victim

retention, plea bargaining

rape charges.

Status

Firstly, the moral character of the victim will

be examined by way

of the victimrs marital status ând hence living arrangements' Previous
research (Burgess E' Holmstrom' l97Bl Clark

ê Lewis, 1977) has indicated

ìess serious social sanctions or low victim credibility in terms of non-

traditional Iiving arrangernents. Non-traditional living would include cohabitation, separation or divorce statuses where the râPe victim is not
ìiving with parents or a husband (ie. a male Protector). clark and Lewis
rr. . . the Canadian criminaì
comment on the findings of theì r research:
justice

if of a roughly
age are not living within the approved bonds of holy

system tends

marriageabìe

to dismiss those rape victims

who

r50

matrirnony,, (1977 285).

it ís hypothesized that the status of the victim will have an effect
on the outcome of the charges. It is expected that victims with traditional living arrangements will be more likeìy to have theír report
retained as opposed to those victims with non-traditional living arrangement s .

The

effect of the victimrs marital status wilì be determined

examining the outcome

of the offenderrs

justice syste¡n. 0f the l87 offendersr

major charge

by

ìn the criminal

charges where the victim was of

the age to have marital status considered relevantl2 ,o ,hu chargest
there were 38 ínstances (20.3 percent) where there was no information

available on that variable. The remaining
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offendersr charges formed

the basis for the examination of the effect of the victimrs marital
status.

Initial ly, the dâta reveal that regardless of the vjctimrs marital
stâtus there is a greât deal of filtering out of charges at the police
level before being accepted by the prosecutorrs office. The figures
indicate that at least 50 percent of the charges were fi ltered out at the
police level regardless of the marital status of the victim.

The category

of filtering was that of victim cohabitation ât
6p.2 percent of the total charges under that category. In additionr the
cohabjtation category accounts for 38.5 Percent of the filterìng where
with the greatest

anìount

the victim had taken the initiative to termjnate the proceedings.

ì20nly ahuru victims whose age was l! years or older were considered
for the purposes of examining the effect of marital status.

r5l

Alternately, the category of divorced victims experienced the least
amount

of filtering at

in that câtegory.

50.0 percent with no,victim termination of charges

Whiìe the termination

of

charges

at the Police level

r there are no trends or patterns that emerge with respect
to the marita¡ status of the victim. The only exception is a greater
propensity for cohabitating victìms to withdraw support for the continuais

substantial

tion of the proceedings
make

a

forma

I

by way

of

dropping the charges

or refusing to

compìaint.

of the charges were dealt with at the crown and court
levels. There are three major courses of action for the charges at this
poìnt: dismissal by the victimr crown or judge¡ plea bargaining prior
to a trial situation and retention of Crown charges resulting in a trial
situation. Sixty-five percent of the charges proceeding past the Police
The remainder

level are not disposed of on the original
di smissed

Crown charge¡ they

are either

or plea bargained (35.0 änd 30.0 percent, respectively). In

contrastr onìy 35.0 percent of the charges were retained.
The number

of

charges

compari son based on

at the

Crown and

court ìevel is small

the marital status of the vìctim

and

becomes problematic

(four of the fjve categories have ìess than l0 charges

each whiìe

the fifth

category has 16 charges). Table 43 Presents the fjnâì outcome of the
charges.
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TABLE 43

0isposition of the Charges at the
status of the victim

Marri ed

No. %
I
Pl ea Bargained I
2
Di smi ssed
ned

Totaì Châ rges
at the C rown
and Co urt
Leve I s

the Marital

Victimrs Marital Status

Disposition of
the Charges

Retai

Crown and Court Level by

I

Síngle 0ivorced Sepârated
Ho. % t'to. % t'lo. %

25.0

ìl

30.5

33.3

4

44.4

25.O

r4

2Q o

33.3

I

ll.l

50.0

lt

30.5

33.3

4

44.4

4loo.o

36

100.0 3loo.0

ta-

Cohabi

tion

No.

4
I
3

9 100.0 I

%

50.0
12.5
37.5

100.0

ìAll of the categories may not add up to the total Percentages given as
a resul t of the rounding of percentages within categories.
The

table reveals that the cohabitatìon category contaìns the hìghest

percentage

of

charges

that are retained.

However,

the category of married

victims has the lowest percentage of retained charges (25 percent)
refutes the original contention thät those victims

who

and

are living in

socially acceptable situâtions (ie. married) will be the least likely to
have

their

charges altered

or fi ltered out of the system.

Moreovert

single victims contained the second lowest percentage of retajned
and the highest percentage

of plea bargained charges.

divorced and separated had retention rates

of

charges

The categories of

33.3 percent and 44.4

percent, respect i vel y.

Victim Criminal

Record

Another indicator

of the nroral character of the rape victim is

the
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of a previous criminal record. Past reseârch
(Williams, 1978) has indìcated that the chances of conviction were

presence

or

decreased

absence

if the victim

had a previous

criminaì record. It is hypo-

of a criminal record will be considered a
negative moral attribute änd thus will be nore líkely to be dismissed or
plea bargaìned. The absence of a criminal record, it is expected, will
thesized that the Presence

resuit in fewer dismissals
charges

and plea bargained cases and rnore retained

at trial.

Information on the absence or Presence
was incompìete. Of the

total offenderst

of a victim criminal

major charges (N=208) there

were 75 cases where no information was available on a

record.

record

victim crjminal

There were, however, 133 cases where information was available

and the analysis

will

be based on these cases.

The great majority

record (N=122 or
who had a

91

of charges involved a victim without a crimínal

.7 percent). The remaining charges involved victims

criminal record as indicated in the police files (N=11or8,2

percent). The initial termination of
by victim criminal record

is

charges

Presented

at the law enforcement level

in the table

below.
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TABLE 44

Termination

of

Charges

at the Poìice Leveì by Victim Criminaì
Victim Criminal

Reason for Termi nat i on
of Charges at the
Police Level

Record

Yes
No. %

No

No.

I

9.0

9

l0

8.2

9

17

13.9

I

Victìm Drops Charges
Vìctim Mâkes No
Formal Complaint
No Suspect Apprehended
Comp I

ai

nt

I

I Filtering
Totê I ha rges
C

The

8

72.7

30

24.6

r

0

90.9

6B

55.7

l

l

100.0

122

Unfounded

Tota

Record

ì

00.0

results from the table confírm that the presence of a criminal

filtering out or termination of
the corresponding charges. Nearly ali of the cases in which the victim
had a criminal record were drcpped at the Police level . Converselyt
there were 55.7 percent of the charges terminated for those cases where
record

for the victim leads to

increased

there was no victim criminal record mentioned. l.lhile the termination of
charges was

high, regardless of the presence or

crjminal record, and the

number

of

absence

of a victim

those victims with criminal records

is low, there appears to be a substantìâlly higher chance to have charges
fj ltered out at the police leveì shouìd the víctim have a crjminal record.
For instancer the unfounding of a complaint rePresented 72'7 percent
(N=/) of the charges where there was a victim record whereas the unfounding

of a report represented only 2l+.6 Percent (N=30) of the charges where
there was no victim record.
Analysis cannot be carried out ât the

Crown and

court levèls since
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only one chårge involves the Presence of a victim criminal record; this
single charge was dismissed as a result of victjm reìuctance to

Proceed

at the level of the crown.
The

results must be interpreted with caution as there

cant anìount of missing information (J6.0 percent

was

a sìgnifi-

of the charges)'

Never-

theless, the avâi lable charges for analysis do confirm the hypothesis
with respect to a greåter likelihood of charges being fi ltered out of the
criminal justìce
r eco

system when

there is the presence of a victim criminal

rd.

results coincide with those obtained by Williams for a
two-year period in the District of Columbia. Williams reports that the
The above

chances

of conviction for the defendant

were

signìficantly

reduced where

the victim had a previous criminal record (1978:34). The importance of
the presence of a victim criminal record is referred to by Willjams:
"VJhen

has

the victim testifies' she nny be rimpeachedt as a witness if

prior convict.ions.

The defendantts

she

criminaì history, however, can be

to testifyrr (1978:Ibid)' The
notion of the victim on trial rather than the defendant ìs once again
reinforced upon examìnatìon of the significance of a victim crimjnal
introduced in court only

if

he chooses

record.

Victimrs occupational
The

St

atus

social stâtus or attributes of a rape victim

usìng the occupationaì category

categories: studentr
and a

final

category

unski

of the victim.

lled labor,

There

was examìned by

will

be four main

work requiring specìal training

of marginaììy respectable lines of work, eg' dancer,
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masseuse, unemployment and

weìfare.l3 Previous research (Clark €, Lewis,

1977) jndicated that those rape víctims

of

ìow occupationâl stâtus were

nnre likely to have their rape complaints dismissed.

It

was hypothesized

that the higher the occupational status the greater were the chances of
the charge being retained and brought to trial as opposed to being
di smi ssed

or

pl ea bargai ned.

The examination

categories derived

of the victimrs occupation

comprises occupatìonal

for the present research. It

was expected

that of

the categories of student, urork requir'í ng special training, unskilled
labor and marginally respectable occupêtions, that the last category would
be the npst

likely to be filtered out of the crjminal justice

âltered as opposed to being retâined on the original
category

of

unskil led labor

is

expected

Crown

system or

charge.

to be second nnst likely to

filtered followed by the categories of student

The
be

and special training

occupat i ons .

The information compiled from the police

occupation
were

ll8

is limited¡ of the

charges

files

on the victimrs

208 applicable offendersr charges there

with no information (56.7 percent). The results indicate

that the special ized trainìng category

had 66.6 percent

of the totaì

of charges in
that category is only six). The next highest category for the fi ltering
out of charges was the marginal occupations ar 63.2 percent followed
by students at 40.8 percent. The least anìount of filtering out of charges
occurred within the unskilled labor category at 37,5 percent.
charges terminated

at the police level (the total

number

l3see sect i on on vi ctim Occupation which deals wìth the victim
occupati on categor i es (c hapter V).
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Information on the vìctimrs occupation was available

for forty-

eight of the cases that reached the croyvn. The disposition of the

at the Crown and court levels is given in

charges

Table 45.

TABLE 45

Disposition of the Charges at the Crown and Court Levels by the
Victimr s Occupational Categor.Y
Disposition of
the Charges S tudent

No.
8
Pl ea Bargai ned l2
Di smi ssed
9
Reta i

ned

%

Vj

ctimts 0ccuPational
ly
Unski lled

Marg i na I

le
%

Respectêb

No.

27.6

42.8

4l .4
3l .0

42.8

L

abor

No.

3
3

%

Cat egory
Speci a I ized Job

Training

No.

%

30.0

I

50.0

I

50.0

2

.100.0

\4.3

4

30.0
4o.o

100.0

ì0

100.0

Total c ha rges
at the C rown
and Court

29

Level s I

100.0 7

lnll of the categories may not add up to the total percentage as â result
of the rounding of percentages with'in categories'
The course of the charges indicate that at least half of the charges for
each occupational category were disposed of by dìsmissal or plea bargaining
as opposed

to the charges being retained on the originaì

The student category exhibjted

Crown charge'

the lowest percentage of retained

charges

(27.6 percent) and was folìowed closely by the unskilled labor category

in representationr the speciaìized
the highest percentage of retained charges

(30 percent). Although limited

training câtegory contained

(!0 percent).
percentage
The

of

The marginally acceptable occupations category had

a

42.8 retained charges.

results from the victìmrs occupationaì category do not support
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the hypothesis thât proPosed the lower the occupational status of the

victim the lower were the chances of the respective charges resulting in
a trial situation. The presumed lowest status category of unacceptable
occupations was only

sìightly less prone to retention of

charges (42.8

percent) in comparison to the presumed highest status category of
speciaìized job training (50.0 Percent).

In conclusion' the exâmination'of victim credibilityr utilizing the
indicators of marital stâtus' criminaì record and occupâtìonr resulted in

a lack of support for the hypothesis. The contention that positìve moraì
and social attributes would resul t in rnore retained charges was not borne

out.

The indicators

of marital status

ând occupation

of the victim

refuted the hypothesis while criminaì record could not be anaìyzed at
the court and Crown ìuuels.l4

in interpreting the
results. Firstlyr the number of observations for analysis was smal I in
terms of attempting to establ ish patterns based on victim characteristics.
The number of avajlabìe observations was further hampered by inconsistent
recordìng of the three indicators in the poìice files by the police. The
available ínformation was too smal I to Prevent any meaningful muìtiple
Several limiting factors should be acknowledged

regres

s

i

on analysis.

Hypot hes i

s

6

The rape charges where the

victim is perceived to

have been careless

or ât least part resPonsible for the offense will be less Iikely to

be

ì4The
effect of a victim criminal record could not be anâlyzed at
the crown and court levels; the one case where the vjctim had a crjminal
record was di smissed after victim withdrawal.
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retained and íìore likeìy to be dismìssed or plea bargained'
Less serious

societal reactions to

women who

have placed themselves

in rrvulnerablert social situations for a female in rapes have been
.|975)' Kalven
& Cahan,

documented (Burgess

I

Holmstrom, 1978; Sebba

, in referring to the actions of juries in acquitting rape
defendants, suggest lenience is in effect tr. . . akin to the assumption
and Zeisel

of the victim" (19662250). They further stâte:
The juryrs stance is not so much thêt involuntary intercourse
undei these circumstances is no crime at all, but rather
that it does not have the gravity of rape. If g'iven the option
of finding a lesser offense, the jury wiìl avail itself of it'
However, if this option is not avai labìer the jury appears-to
prefer io acquit the defendant rather than to find him guj lty
of rape. ( Ibi d:250-51 ).

of risk

on the part

LaFreefs study (1979t16) confirmed the findìng

that cases in which

the

victjm had engaged ìn rrdeviantrr behavior during or prior to the incident

likely to result in a guilty verdíct.
The present study examined instances of perceived contributory

were less

of the rape victim in determining the course that
a particular rape charge took. In this study the variables utilized are
behavior on the Part

the use of alcohol by the vìctim and the circumstances under which the

victim and the offender met. The use of alcohol by the victim (Amirt
1967) is expected to reflect on victim carelessness or victim responsì-

bility for the event. Similarly, the victim

who

initiates or

encourages

interaction between herself and the offender before the incident wil'l
indicate contributory behavior on the pârt of the victjmt as

opPosed to

thê victim who ìs attacked suddenly by a stranger. The degree of

lity on the part of the victim is then the focal Point. The
hypothesis is thât the greater the perceived victìm responsibi lity the
greâter are the chances that the charge will be handled through a disr:esponsibi

r60

missâl or a negotiated guilty Plea in contrast to a retained charge'
Use

of Aìcohol

bY the Victim

of alcohol by the victim Prior to the offence had an effect
on the retention or non-retention of the offendersr major charge by the
p.or".rtor.l5 For those charges where it wês recorded that the victim
The use

categories: alcohoì in victim only, alcohol
in victim but no information for the offender and alcohol in victim and
offender) onìy 2!.0 percent were retained. This result is ín sharp
had consumed aìcohol (three

contrast to those charges where there was no mention of alcohol consumPtion by the vjctim or the offender with 75.0 percent of the charges
retêined by the prosecutor. The number of eharges in the ìatter
category was small, however, so one shouìd be cautious in interPreting

the

resu ì ts.

ThedismissalratebetweenthetwoinstancesrevealsthattheVictim
group of alcohol consumption had a dismissal rate of 35'0 percent while
none

of the cases where the victim

had not consumed alcohoì were dismissed

Plea bargained charges agaìn indicated a higher

the victim had

consurned

where neither the

rate (40'0 Percent)

aìcohol as opposed to a rate

of

where

25.0 Percent

victim nor the offender had consumed alcohol '

The

results are given in Table 46.

l5si.il"rly, the use of alcohol by the victim prior-to the attack.
influenced the outcome of the charges at the police level' Where victim
use of alcohol was present, there were 64 percent of the charges terminated whereas only 33.3 peicent of the charges were terminated where
there was no use of alcohol reported for the víctim'

I

r6r
TABLE 46

Disposìtion of the Charges at the Crown and Court Leveìs by Use of
Aìcohol by the Victim
Dísposition of
the C hâ rges

Use

l0
i6

40. o

0i smi s sed

r4

35.0

I

40

100.0

Tota

Al coho

Victim 0nly (N=l)
Victim and offender (N=38)
Victim (No Info. for Offender)(N=ì)

Reta i ned

Plea

of

Barga i ned

Chargesl

ì

the

Not by
N=4

I

75,0
25.0

4

100.0

3

lThu." *"r. 2l charges where there was no information availabìe.

of alcohol by the offender and not the victim was considered
as a separate category and it provided some unexpected results. 0f those
The use

charges where only the offender had consumed alcohol 1¡=t9)

percent

of the charges were retained white 4/.4

only

15.8

percent were dismissed

and 36.8 percent were plea bargained (the corresponding numerical values

J, 9 and /, respectively). The results from the study indicate that
the chances for retention are even lower where onìy the offender has
are

consumed

alcohol as opposed to where the victim has consumed aìcohol.

Drawing from these

findings, it

would appear

that alcohol

consumption by

the offender urorks to his advantage by way of less severe penalties while
alcohol use by the victim works to her disadvantage by way of the erosion

or alteration of the orìginal
Initial Contact
The

Between

Crown charges.

the Victim and the 0ffender

initial contact

between the

victim and the offender revealed
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that the highest Percentage of retained

charges

at the Crown and court

ìevels were those.where the,victim was abducted or attacked suddenly by
a stranger (either outside or in the victimrs home) wìth â percentage of

46.2.16 In contrast' those charges that have the ìowest

Percentage of

retained charges were those where the victim and the offender lived in

at the place of work of
ei ther the victim or the offender (no retained charges in either of the
circumstances), where the contact occurred by way of a Pârty or dance
the

same residence

(22.2 percent) and
percent

or

where the offence occurred

finally,

where the victim was hitchhiking (22,2

).

In terms of the dismissal of chargesr the largest percentages
where the contact was through a party

or

dance (44.4 percent) and where

the victim was hitchhikì nS $5.6 percent). In contrastr only
cent

of the charges in the

sudden

occur

ì!'4

attack by a stranger category

per-

were

di smi s sed.

The

results for alì of the categories of the initiaì contact

between

the victim and the offender are given below.

l6The

charges at the police levei was highest for. the
situations where the offender ánd the victim met in a bar (69 percent) t
where the victim was attacked suddenìy outdoors (64.9 Percent) and where
the victim initiaily went to the offenderrs residence (61.! percent)'
Conversely, the lowest amount of terminated charges occurred in the
situations where the offender câme to the victimrs residence (25 percent)
and where the victim was attacked at her place of work (25 percent)'

t"rtin"tion of

TABLE 47

Disposition

of the

Charges

Disposition of
the Charges

at the

Sudden Attêck

bya

Stranger

No.

Crown and

Vi

Retai ned

\6.2

Pìea Bârgained

38.5

4

Di smi ssed

15.\

5

Totat

lTh".u

"..

2c"t.go.i.,

18 charges
mêy

not

hiki ng

%

35.7

13 too.o

charges2

by the

cti m Accepts Victim
a Ride
Hi tch-

No.

%

Couri@is

35.7

14 loo.o

No-

Initìal

Perty,/vi si t i ng,/ offender

No.

2 22.2 4
2 22.2 6
5 55.6 I

âdd up

to

ìOO percent âs

Comes

to Victimr s

0ance

Resi dence
%

22.2

44.4

9 loo.o ì8 ì00.0

for which no information on inìtial contact

all

Contèct Eetween the Victim and the Offenderl

No.

5
3
4

%

Victim

Goes

to offenderrs
Resi dence

No.

%

\1.7

40.0

25.O

20.0

33.3

40. o

12 ì00.0

5 ìoo.o

was ðvêiìêble.

e result of the rounding of percentages within categories.

At

Pl âce

Live in

same

Residence

No.

%

No. /"

Het in
Bar

No.

%

4 r*.4
3 ì00.0

2

66.7

33.3

3 too.¡ 3 ¡00'0 9 ì00'0

l'64

The data from the Present study confirm

that the

degree

of

perceived

victim responsibi lity, through the circumstances of initial contactt
can be
affects the retention of charges' The instances where the victìm
attack or abduction
seen to be the ìeast responsible, that of a sudden

likely to be retained and
initial
the least likely to be dismi ssed' However t those instances of
victim and the
contact involving place of work, the residence that the

by a stranger, are the charges that are nost

live in, party/visiting/dance and victim hitchhiking contâin
highest
the least likely charges for retention' Among the categories' the
and the
djsmissal rate wâs found in the vìctim hitchhiking câtegory
highest plea bargained rate was found in the place of work category'

offender both

Hypothesi

s

7

The rape charges

likely to
The

that involve rþre thôn

be retained as opposed

to

one offender

Ueing dismissed

will

or plea

be npre

bargained.

results from the present study indicate that multiple offender

cases reported

to the police are

smal

I in number. 0f the cases rePorted

to the police, 81.2 percent were classified as single offender

cases and

18.8 percent were classified as multiple offender cases. The percentage

of

those cases reaching the office

betwêen

of the prosecutor

increased the gap

single and multiple offender cases with the former at 85.7 Per-

cent and the latter

at

14.3 pu.""nt.l7

lTThu

t".tin"tion of charges for single versus multiple offenders
charges revealed thât as the number of offenders involved in an assault
incréased so did the filtering out of charges at the police level. There
were 65.5 percent of the multiple offender charges terminated in contrast
to
50.4 percent of the single offender charges terminated at the pol ice
'level.
it is interesting to note that nearly twice as many of the termi-

nated charges for multiple offender assaults (31.0 percent)r as opposed to
single offénder assaults (16.4 percent), were initiated by the victim.
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The number

of offenders for

any given case

in the present study is

at the c r.own and court l"u.ls.l8 The findings indicate that
the síngle offender charges were less likely to be retained than the
represented

multiple offender charges (30 Percent versus 38.5 Percentr respectively)'
The disposition of charges for the single and multiple offender charges
are presented in the fol lowing table.
TABLE 48

Disoosition of the Charges

of

bffenders

Disposition of
the C ha rges

by the

Number

Single Offender
Number

Percent

Multíple 0ffenders
Number

Percent

r8

3o. o

l0

38.5

t9

3t.7

9

34.6

23

38.3

7

26.9

Charges2

60

100.0

26

100.0

Cases

60

Reta i ned
P

l€a

D

i smí ssed

Bargâi ned

Total
Total

at the Crown and Court Levels

I

lTh"." *". no information available on the number of offenders for one
of the charges.
2All categories may not add up to l0O percent as a result of the rounding
of the percentages within categories.
The data reveal that at the court level the multiple offender
charges ìnvolved a higher retention râte and a lower dismissal rate than

the one offender charge. Insofar as the multiple offender charges
represent rratypicaltr rape and attempted rape offences, the hypothesis

l8Th. aro cases that involved five offenders were both terminâted
at the police level when the victjm refused to make a formal comPlaint
to the pol i ce.
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is

confirmed vrith the multiple offender charges from the study

resulting in a lower percentâge of altered charges (dismissed and plea
bargained total

) at 61.! percent,

/0.0 percent.

However, the differences are

as opposed

to

one offender charge at

not substantìâ1.

CHAPTER

VII I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

of the fi ltering of
rape reports in the criminal justice system. The pol ice, Crown and court
levels were included in the analysis. In additionr the role of the
In this study, a detailed examination

prosecutor

in the processing of

two data sources
cessing

of

utilized in

col

was made

rape reports was examined. There were

lecting the information for the pro-

rape reports. These were the râPe report

police and personal interviews with the

files

from the

Crown attorneys who had handled

the reports from the study period. The study addressed two major areas

of

sexual assauìt research which have not been emphasized

in

past

first of these was the provision of a detailed examination
of the processing of the reports at the police, Crown and court levels.l
The research also provided an in-depth investígation of prosecutorial
research.

The.

practices in

deaì

ing with the offence.

Apart from the focus on the fíltering

of

rape reports and prosecu-

torial practices, there were several other areas examined. There was a
discussion of the characteristics of the offence which included victimt
offender and offence characteristics. The participation of the victimt
police,
been

defense counsel and

djscussed. A
I

sunmary

judiciary ín the legal proceedings have also

of the nnjor findings

and conclusions are

'The preponderance of existing sexual assault literature has focused
on the pol ice level.
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Presented
The Fi

in thi s chapter.

ltering

System

in effect for the reports involved the terminatìon, alteration or retention of the charges as they proceeded through the
criminal justice system. Termination of reports at the poljce level was

filtering

The

system

substantial. In total, 52.6 percent of the cases, involving 57.8 percent

of the offenders

were termìnated by the pol

ice.

The most frequent

for the termination at the police level .
This accounted for 27.3 percent of the reports and 28.9 percent of the
offenders being fi ìtered out of the system. The unfounding of a rePort
designation was that

of

unfounded

involved both police and victim apprehension about proceeding with the

in the unfounding of the majorìty of
the reports, either unilaterally or in combination with the victim. The

report.

The pol ice were involved

remainder

of the total

one other than the

unfounded reports comprised reports made by some-

victim,

who

did not want the offence reÞortedr

and

victim. Finallyr there
was no ínformation avai lable for the unfounding of two of the reports.
Reports that were terminated at the police level as a result of
victirn initiative represented ll percent of the reports made and l8 perreports

made by and subsequently denied

by the

cent of the offenders involved. In these cases the víctim terminated the

report either by refusing to

make

a fornnI complaint to the pol;ce (6.4

percent) or by dropping the charges at the police level before
involvenpnt

(4.! percent).

The two major reasons

for victim

Crown

withdrawal

testify in court and the decision
âgainst any further legal action. Finally, l4.J percent of the reports
from the proceedings were refusal to

comprising 10.! percent

of the offend€rs

were terminated as

a result of
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the inabilìty to apprehend the offender'
The Crown received the remainìng

4/'4

per:cent

of the reports mâde

(H=73). There were 42.2 percent of the offendersr major charges
ìnvolved (N=89). Termination of charges at the Crown level resulted

in the filtering out of a further 5'7 percent of the charges' Five of
the reports were given to the Crown by the police for a classìfication'
classified two of the rePorts as unfounded involving 2'4 percent
of the offenders. In addìtion, 3.3 percent of the charges were terminated
after the victim refused further particìPation in the Proceedings before

The crown

at
the prel iminary hearing had begun' Plea bargaining also took place
(3'3 Percent)
the Crown ìevel and resulted in the alteration of both charge
police
ând sentence (1.4 percent). The rec I a ss i f i cat i on of original

for nine of the offenders occurred after the Crown received the
reports. The remaining ll.8 percent (N=7) of the total charges were
followed
deaìt with at the court level. The three mâjor courses of action
were the dismissal, alteration or rêtention of the Crown charges'
of the
0ismissal and subsequent termination accounted for 4'2 percent
at a preliminary
charges and primari ly resulted from judicial dismissal

charges

infornation
hearing or victim withdrawal from the legal process' where
(8'9 percent) and
on dismissal was avai lable. The reduction of charges
d€terminate sentence

or

sentence range

(.9 percent) in the form of

plea

total of !'8 percent of the charges' Reduced
court level saw 2'8
Crown charges after an initìaì dismissal at the
percent found guilty and .9 percent found not guilty' The remaining
found guilty while
charges resulted in 9 percent of the defendants beíng
bargaining rePresented a

were also '9
2.8 percent were acquitted of the major Crown charge' There
and '9
percent involved ìn a guilty plea devoid of an exPress concessjon
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percent who were given a consent conrníttaì
heard

in lieu of the charges being

in a criminal court.

It was found that 7l.l percent of rape reports were fi ltered out
after reaching the courts. Further, only 28.9 percent of the original
offenders were convicted of an offence resulting from the rape complaint.
This finding is similar to that of Wìlliams (l!/8:26) who indicated that
only 20 percent of the oliginal offenders ìn her study in Washington, D.C.
had their charges result in a conviction. A final breakdown of dìsposition for the present study revealed that only 9 percent of the offenders
were convicted on the original charge. The greatest amount of filtering
was done

at the poljce lêvel. This was tempered by the fact that

the

police must address the various legal and social issues that are unique

to
å

the offence

Lewi

s,

of

rape

in the founding

and unfounding

of reports (Clark

I 977) .

Characteristics

of the

Rape Reports

The data regarding the characteristícs

of the raPe reports

provided

information on the victim, the offender and the circumstances surrounding
the assault. The young victim and offender emerged as the Predominant

groups. The great majorìty of the victims (86.4 percent)

and offenders

of age. Most of the victims (61.9
percent) and offenders (18.2 percent) were single. The cohabitation
category followed in terms of frequency for the victim (13.5 percent)
whereas the married category fol lowed in terms of frequency for the
(86.1 percent) were under thirty years

offender (21.4 percent). Most of the victims were students (49.3 percent)
as opposed to the majority

of the offenders

who were

classified

as

labourers (31.5 percent). A crìminal record was noted for more of the

r7r

offenders (23.8 percent) than for the victims (5.6 percent).
Most

of the victims

and offenders

in .the study were stranger.s (55,18 ::::',

percent) with a further 18.2 percent of them classified as strangers but

other. The category of acquaintance
followed at 10.4 percent. Most of the previous research utilizing an
officjal statistics data source has supported the preponderance of the
having general knowledge

of

each

victim and the offender as being strangers.
The

majority of the offences occurred on

and 56.9 percent,

season

at night

(56.1

respectively). In addition, the rìoderate temPerâture

nìonths during the spring and

for the

weekends and

falì

of the offence

se"sonr2 constituted the largest category

(40.6 percent) and did not support the view

that crimes against persons are highest during the hot

rnonths.

The present study paral leled other North American research with

respect

to the place of the offence.

The lrJinnipeg data indicated

that

an

assault in a vehicle was the largest category representing 28.5 percent of
the reported assaults. The place of initial contact between the victim

and

the offender did not indícate any definite Pâtternr but rather, a wide

variety of locations were involved.

Howeverr

the social function

of rrparty, visïting, dancerr and "public drinking establishmentrrt
together, accounted for 30.6 Percent of the reports whereby initíal intercategories

action could be faci I itated.
Information regarding who was responsible for reporting the offence

to the police indicated that the largest single
2Thu
months

thr"u categories utilized

of the yea r.

were

category was that

hotr intermediate

of

and cold

a
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victim report (41.8 percent). Nevertheless, reports

made

by

someone

than the victim, when combined into a single cätegoryr emerged^as
dorninant and represented 58.2 percent

category

for a report

st ra nger/pas

made

of the reports.

other

pre-

.

The largest single

by someone other than the victim was that of

serby (17 percent).

Several stereotypes and myths surrounding rape have been dispeìled
by the examÍnation

of the offence characteristics for the present study.

The young, sexually-attractive female wôs not the only type
evjdenced by an age range
and the older

that included the very

victim (40-59 years of age).

young

(l-!

The unmarried

of victim
years

of

as

age)

rapist' while

present in the studyr was not the sole type of offender. The married or
cohabítating offender was also represented in the
occurred predominantly

hot

sunmer

npnths.

in the sprìng

and

Râpe as an outdoor

fall

data.

Sexual assault

rnonths as oPPosed

to

the

attack by a rapist on a victìm

wâs

less frequent thân attacks in vehiclesr at a residence other than that of
the victim or the offender and the victímrs residence. While these

results are not consistent with

many

of the stereotypes held by the public

they ere, by and large, congruent with the results of previous research.
Interviews with the Prosecutors
The

role of the prosecutor

prosecutors regarding

thêir

was highl ighted by personal interviews with

procèdures

Cari ngel I a-l4acoonald observed

for

handl

ing râPe cases.

that the tradi tional orientation

towards

the criminal justice system has focused on the police, courts and cor-

rections, while noting that3

rrThe paramount imPortance

of

prosecutors

must not be overlooked any longer, given the nature and impact

roles and decisions upon case treatrnent and outcomesl

(1982¿2).

of their
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Eighteen prosecutors were interviewed,

all of whom had been involved

in

the prosecution of the rape cases in the sanple.
Prosecutorial perceptions regarding the rnost important factors in

their decision to file

charges and

rape revealed that the elements

for obtaining a conviction for forcible

of the use of physical forcer injury to

the victim, and the relationship between the suspect and the victimt
while not necessary components in defíning raPet were included in the

five factors for both the filing of

charges and the securing

toP

of a con-

viction. In comparisonr the Chappell study (1975¿54) found that the
elernents of the use of physical force and injury to the victim were in
the top five factors for both of the phases, while the resistance offered
by the victim was present in the top five factors only for obtaining a
conviction. The largest dìfference

between

the two legal phases for the

present study concerned victim resistance which was found to be

influential in obtaining a conviction than in the filing of
(rankings

of 3 and 9, respect'ively). Similarly, Chappell

determined

that victim resistance

more

charges

(1975¿5\)

was perceìved as being npre

crucial in

obtaining a conviction than in the filing of charges. Victim resistance
then ernerged as a salient factor in both studies

for securing a conviction.

Information on the utilization of additional charges indicated thât

all but one of the prosecutors (!4.4 percent)

considered the use of

additional charges apart from the sexual offence to be appropriate.

The

for the charging of the separate offence onlyr revealed that
66.7 percent of the respondents wou¡d do so if the evidence of rape was
insufficient whi le a further 6l.l percent considered victin¡.reIated issues
in the decision to charge for the seParate offence only. Such issues
reasons given

included situêtions where the victim did not want to proceed on the raPe
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testifyr or the trauma of
testifying was beìieved to be too great for a young victim' ' Two of the
prosecutors stated that they would always charge for both of the offences,

cherge, the vìctim was erþtíonally unable to

regardless of any perceived problems with Prosecuting the rape offence'
The Chappell study (1975t29) paral leled the Present research with weak

evidence

for the raPe case and victim reluctance to proceed,

emerging

as the rþst frequent resPonses.
The use

of

di rect I y-re ì ated

was supported by 88.7 Percent

and was considered

additional charges with the rape charge

of the prosecutors

from the present study

rþst aPProPriate when the additional

clear and distinguìshable (50 percent). Additional

charges were

resPonses included

the use of directly-related additional charges to faci litate plea
bargaining (44.4 percent) and as back-up charges when conviction on the

Percent). It is interesting to note
that 66.6 percent of the responses indicated the use of additional charges
rape charge was problematic (22.2

for

reasons other than

its distinguishable

The plea bargaining system

in

occurrence'

Manitoba was evaluated by the prosecu-

that the Present Plea
bargaining system wâs fine with the main reason being that it allowed for
a satisfactory âgreement for everyone involved' The remaining prosecutors

tors. one-half of the

respondents indicated

(!0 percent) felt that the plea bargaining system in l4anitoba should
retained but changed. The occurrence of plea bargaining at the last
minute was seen as the mâjor concern. The solutíons offered by the

stricter guidel ines regarding the
timing of plea bargaining and penalties in the form of a fine or an
increase in jail sentence for the offender. None of the respondents
advocated the abol itíon of plea bargaining altogether' Chappel lrs

prosecutors included establ ishing

be

t75

results (1975!80) revealed a higher degree of satisfaction with the
plea bargaining Èystem (77 percent) and a lower' degree of change
advocâted (19 percent) than was found

factors that influence

them

to

engage

in the Present study'

Arnong

the

in plea bargaining, the prosecutors

in the present study cited evidentiary problems (72'2 Percent) and the
uncertainty of conviction (50 Percent) as the two major factors
influencing its use. The prosecutors unanimously agrêed that the judges
usuaì

ly

adhered

to their

recorrnendat i ons concernìng

plea bargaining'

their influence to be
substântial in terms of the discretion allowed for the use of plea

It

would aPPear that the prosecutors perceive

ba rga i ni

ng.

Therelationshipbetweentheprosecutorsandothermembersofthe
crimìnal justice system was also examined. Concerning the access given

for the crown statements, nìost of the prosecutors
usually allowed the disclosure of the full particulars of the case'
excluding the actuêl witness statements (72.2 percent)' The minimal
to

defense counsel

disclosure allowed, excluding
allowed by 22.2 percent

providíng

full

access

full information and witness

of the prosecutorsr with only

to

Crown

statements

was

one prosecutor

staternents' The Prosecutors aPpear to

enjoy considerable latitude in the decision regarding the infornBtion

to be released to the defense

counseì.

Theprosecutorswereaskediftheyexertedconsíderableinfluenceon
the granting and amount of bail, the selection of the judge who will hear
the caser and the calendâr dates for the case throughout the proceedings'

of the prosecutors felt they exerted
considerable ìnfluence on bail (77.8 percent). None of the respondents

The results indicated that most

believed that they exerted considerable influence on the selection of
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the judge involved in the trial.

''"i

tt"

The

majority of the Prosècutors stated

t they had considerable influence on the calendar dates for

proceedings (88.9

percent).

When

asked

to

comPâre

their

the

degree of

influence with that of the defense counsel, the majority of the prosecutors
indicated that they exerted greater or the

same

êîþunt

of influence as

the defense counsel in the three areas.
The relationship between the police and the prosecution

was

of the prosecutors (94.4 percent)
by the remaining prosecutor (!.6 percent). None of the

evaluated as excellent by the mâjority
and as acceptable

respondents characterized the relationship as one requiring improvement.
The major reasons given

of

for the posìtive relationship

were the necessity

both agencïes to work together to ensure the best results (66./ percent)

and the cooperative and thorough manner

investigations (33.3 percent).
how cooperation could

were

When

in which the police

conducted

their

all of the Prosecutors were asked

best be improved, the fol lowing frequent suggestions

obtained: the establishment of a specialized rape unit in the police

agency (50 percent), the use

of a liaison person between the two agencies

(33.3 percent)r and that no changes in the existing relationship were
requi

red (33.3 percent).
The prosecutors were also queried as

to the state of the existing

rape laws and any areas requìring improvement as

of the tíme included in

the present research. The majority of the prosecutors índicated that
the credibility of the victim (94.4 percent) and the strictness of the
corroborâtìon requìrements were the two major

difficulties in getting

juries to convict for forcible rape. Interestingly, the major concern
of the prosecutors involved extra-legal considerations that focus on the

victim.

The rnost important improvements needed

in

deal

ing with the
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problem

of forcible

raPe were perceived by the prosecutors

sentencing (61.1 percent)l public education'(5Q per.çe.n!)

1-

to

be:

SItd yi

gti!--":E*-<---

services (44.4 percent). The changes seen as being necessary to the
present rape laws included the elimination of the necessity of penetration

in proving rape, further restrictions on the questioning of the raPe
victim and the e'l imination of Iow sentences for rape'
The prosecutors were understandably concerned

prosecution

with the successful

of a rape case. In securing a conviction, the benchmark

a successful prosecution, the prosecutor

may

of

retain, plea bargain or

reduce charg es, dependi ng upon the cìrcumstances

of the case'

For example'

the use of directly-related additional charges was rìost often âdvocated

for its utility in securing an eventual conviction'
When asked to identify the major difficulties in obtaining a convictìon, the problem of the credibility of the victim (whether rightly or
wrongly an issue) was cited by nost of the respondents, especial ly in a
jury trial situatjon. Sentencing was also a major concern of the prosecutors in that they often felt

sentences were

too low given the gravity of

theoffence.sentencingpolicieswereâgreaterconcernthanpoliceand
prosecution policies. The Prosecutors appeared to bet abo'/e all elset
pragmatic and

pçrceptions

realistic in prosecuting

raPe câses as reflected by

of theír relationship with the vjctim

criminal justice
The Hypotheses

their

and other members

of the

system.

for the Research

first hypothesis proposed that the majority of rape rePorts
resulting in a convictíon would be dealt wìth as altered charges as
The

opposed

to being retained on the origìnal charges laid by the prosecution'
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The hypothesis was supportedr as

it

was found

that of the

si xty-seven

defendantsr charges disposed of , 59.7 percent of 'the charges were dìsposed

of

as altered charges

sentence)

or a

40.1 percent

in relation to either a plea bargain (on charge or

reduced Crown charge without

bargaining. The remaining

of the charges were disposed of

or acquìttal (9 percent) on the original
retained throughout the Crown and court

by conviction (31.4 percent)

Crown charges

levels.

that

were

A comparison

of

the

present study with the Williams study (1978:28) revealed that the latter
study exhibited a higher

guilty plea rate (66.6 percent or 40 of

charges) than did the present study (49.3 percent

or

33

60

of 67 charges)3

of those charges that resulted ìn a guilty plea or trial. The hypothesis
was supported as the majority of the convictions ìnvolved altered charges.
The second hypothesis was that the frequency of defendants pleading

guilty,

of plea bargaining concessions, would be extremely low.
It was then expected that the majority of the guilty pleas would involve
an express concession in terms of charge or sentence reduction. The
devoid

of the defendants
office opting for a guì lty

hypothesis was confirmed with only 2.1 percent (N=2)
whose charges were accepted by

the prosecutorts

of the defendânts whose charges
were accepted by the prosecutorts office, JJ.4 percent were involved in
a guilty plea that involved an express concession in terms of charge or
plea without concessions. Conversely,

sentence

reduction. In view of this observation, therefore, the

hypo-

thesi s was accepted.

3Th"
included were all charges resulting in a guilty plea:
"h"rg.s
plea bargained
on charge or sentence or a guilty plea without concessions.
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The

third

hypothesis stated

that the character of the

would be the major element dictating the strength

case, folìowed

in

respectively.

The results were

importance by the issues

raPe victim

of the prosecqtionrs

of consent and corroboration'

inconclusive. The initial indicator

came

from the interviews with the prosecutors, where they were asked to rank
each of the three elements in order of importance for the prosecutionrs
case, where

all

were problematic. The results obtained refuted the

hypothesìs3 consent as the most significant factor (83'3 percent)¡
corroboration as the rìost significant factor (22.2 percent)t and the
character of the rape victim as the rnost significant factor (ll.l percent).
The examination of another indicator, however, lent some support to the

hypothesis. Prosecutors referred to the credibility of the raPe victim

(!4.4 percent) as the Íþst

comíþn

difficulty

juries to convict for forcible rape.

encountered

The indicator

in getting

utilized from

the

interviews with the Prosecutors did not suPport the hypothesis'
The fourth hypothesis stated that the greater the arnount of
corroborative evidence, the npre likely was the raPe charge to be retained
as opposed to beìng dismissed or plea bargained' The first indicator
examined was a medical examination

for the victim.

The presence

medical examination did result in a higher Percentage

than

for

of

a

of retained charges

those cases where there was no medical examination (35'8 and

20

percent, respectively). The differencesr however, were not substãntial
and the charges containing no medicaì examination of the victim emerged
as being nost tikely to be plea bargained' The second indicator uti lized
did not
was the presence or absence of victim injuries' Victim injuries

affecttheretentionrateastheobservedcategoriesoft|victiminjurìes||
and rrno victim injuriesrr were roughly the same' In terms of dismissal
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of the charges, the victim injury

category was

slightly less prone to

dismissal thên the no victim injury category. The level of the police

the greâtest difference between the presence or

saw

injuries.

Charges containing no

absence

of victim

victim injuries were Íþre likely to

be

terminated (61.8 percent) than were charges containing victim injuries

(45.7 percent) at the poìice

ìevel.

The time

interval

between the

offence and the report to the polìce confirmed that the strongest

situation ìn terms of a high retention rate

to the police within l0

was when

the report was made

minutes and the weakest situation

for

the

retention of charges was when the report was made 2 days or lâter.
time intervals between the two extremes, however, were

fairly

The

evenly

distributed and did not indicate a trend either for or against the
hypothesis.

When

the three indicators were combined and examined, the

hypothesìzed strongest situation

injuries

and

a report

made

of a victim medical examination, victim

to the police within

one hour emerged as the

for the retention of charges. The hypothesized
situation contained only one charge and it was disposed of

most favorable one
weakest

through plea bargaining. The hypothesis concerning corroborative evidence
was

not supported and provided inconsistent results.
The

fifth

affect the

this

hypothesis stated that the status

outcome

of the charges.

The

of the victim would

victjm attributes

examined in

research were marital status, criminal record and occupation which

were taken from the feminist theory regardìng rape (Clark & Lewis'
Brownmi I

ler, 1975).

The indicators

of the victim did not

of marital status

l!//¡

and the occupation

lend support to the hypothesis as the perceived

positive victim attributes (married¡ job requiring specîal training)

were

r8r

likely to be retained than the perceìved negative victim attributes (cohabitatingt marginally acceptable occupation). The effect of a
no ßþre

criminaì record of the victím on the final outcome could not be analyzed
as there was only a single charge where the victim had a criminal record
and

it

was subsequently dismissed on thè

initiâtive of the victím.

The

of the charges at the police level , however, díd exhibit a
substantiâl ly higher termination rate where the victim had a criminal

outcorne

record (90.9 percent) as comPared to cases where the victim did not

have

a criminal record (55,7 percent). While the hypothesis concerning victim

credibility
of

was

not supportedr the analysis was hampered by a

smal

I

number

observat i ons.
The

sixth hypothesis

was perceived

to

would be less

likely to

proposed the râPe charges where the victim

have been

at least partly

resPonsjble

for the offence

likely to

be dismissed or

be retained and rnore

plea bargained. The contention was that there would be less serious
socìetal reactions (Burgess & Holmstrom, 1978) and disposition
(Kalven & Zeisel

on the part

,

1966) where there was perceived

of the victim.

To

test this,

use

outcome

contributor behavior

of alcohol was examined

it was discovered that the absence of alcohol use by the victim did
resul t in a higher retention rate (75 percent) than where the victim had
used alcohol (25 percent). The initial contact between the victim and the

and

offender revealed that those charges where the victim would be held the

least responsible (a

sudden

attack by a strânger) were also the charges

that were the most likely to be retaìned (46.2 percent).

Converselyt

the charges least likely to be retâined were those involving initial
contact at the residence where both the vìctim and the offender líve

and
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at the placê of work of either the offender or the victim (neither of
the categories contained any retajned charges ).¡- whe¡'e the victim

was

hitchhiking and where initial contact occurred at a partyr visiting or
dance (both categories contained 22.2 percent retained charges). Apart

from the perceived situations where the victim could be held least

responsìble, the hypothesìs wäs not supported for the remainìng situations.
The seventh hypothesis stated the rape charges

than one offender would be
dismissed

that involved

n¡ore

rore likely to be retained as opposed to

or plea bargained.

The

results revealed that the multiple

offender charges were nþre likely to be retained and less likely to
dismissed than the single otfender charges, although not

extent.

being

There was moderate support

be

to a great

for the hypothesis than

rape charges

involving more than one offender would be more likely to be retained

and

less likely to be dismissed or plea bargained.
Leqal Reform

tn 1983, the existing rape laws in

Canada were replaced

L.

assault legislation.- The changes to the Criminal
and

far-reaching. Although it is difficult to

Code

by sexual

âre substântíal

assess the

effect of the

legislation at this early stage, there are several major features that
wi I

I

be highl ighted.
The

and nìost obvious change

is that of the desìgnation of

the

of rape has been abolished and replaced by the
of sexual assault. The designation of assault is crucial since

offence.
offence

first

The offence

l!
-Martins

Annual Criminal Code, 1983' section 246.
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it shifts the emphasis from sexual to assaultive. As a resultt the
necessity of penetrâtion has been replaced by.the violence of the.entire
act. Sexual assault contains a three-tiered structure of degrees of
assault that is delineated by factors such as injuryr use of a weaPon,
the number of offenders and the endangerment of life. There are also
varying sentences ranging from ten years to life imprisonment, depending
on the severity
Under

of the offence.

the sexual assault legisiation, either a male or a female

be classified as a victim

or

an

offender.5 In addition, the

ìnnnunity clause has been removed and al lows

for

can

spousal

charges against a victimrs

spouse.

For the most partr the changes outl ined are considered to be bene-

ficial.

of the rrfemale raPe victimrr has been renpved
by an equitable definition that encompasses either of the

The stígmatization

and replaced

genders. The focus on the assaultive, violent nature of the offence
renþves the former concentration on the sexual aspect of the offence in

law.

Correspondingly, the length

of

sentence has been structured to

reflect the severity of the sexual assault.
There are a number of cautionary âspectsr however, that are associat'ed
with the legìslation. There is an absence of a clear definition of sexual
assault that separat€s

it

from

assault.

The same necessary elements are

applíed to both assault and sexuaì assault. Consequently, the interpre-

tation of sexual assault will be left to the members of the criminal
however, applies only to the former
have now been recharges (rapã, attemptéd rape, indecent assault) that
rrsexuâl
intercourse
as
such
placéd by tire'assauli legislatíon. Charges
female
of
seduction
and
with a fåmale between l4-16 years of agerr
passengers on vesselsrr still remain.
5The d.gend.rizing

of offences,
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justice

system and may

legislation.

result in

uneven

The continued absence

of the victimts sexual

or varying applications of

the

of provisions for the qtrestioni'ng

background, aìthough

further limitedt contìnue to

in court' Finally, the defense of reasonable
reasonable
doubt has been expanded to include the absence or presence of
doubt. In effectr an unreasonable, yet honest mistake wilì be included

place the onus on the victim

as an accePtable defense and

will

provide a further outlet

for

the

defendant by way of inferrìng consent from the victim'
in
The importance of legal reform is considered to be substantial

the rernoval of the sexual stereotypes of sexual assault and in the
in the criminal justice system'
i mprovement of the treatment of the victim
The sexual assault

legislation is ân imPortant steP in attaining

those

goals.

Future Research

Thereareanumberofissuesthatevolvedduringthecourseofthe
To begin witht
research that require further examination and research'
the âctuâl incidence of rape in
assaults (Clark &
Canada, involving both rePorted and unreported sexual
is a need for more
Lewis, 1977). AÍìong reported sexual assaultst there
cases in the
research dealing with the processing of sexual assault
there is a lack of

knowl edge concerning

jurisdictions
criminal justice system' Research from numerous
the
will enable greater ìnsight into the differences and similarities in
scale'
processing of sexual assaults throughout Canada on a national
Canadian

Little is

known about unrePorted

offences, although

some work has been
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A
doneo. Hore knowledge can be gained concerning the incidence of sexual
assault by utilizing the information avail.able at the victim advocate'

centres and any other agencies that might counseì

tive

response

to dealing with the problem of sexual assault

through a greater knowledge
assau

I

of the incidence and legal

ts in Canada.
There is also a need for

justice personnel
cases.

victims.

who

The research

more research

A more effeccan be attained

processing

of

the

that focuses on the criminal

are involved with the processing of sexual assauìt

to date

has emphasized the

role of the policer yet

there js a corresponding need to examine the role of other key crim'inal

justice members: namely, the
dependence

of the various

defense, prosecution and

members can

judges'

The

only be understood by nore

inter-

comprehen-

sive criminal justice research. Connidis (1979s397'398) advocates more
research that includes the examination of the entire criminal justice
sys tem.

police files were an invaluable source for providing information
on the rape reports made duríng the study years of 1976 and 1977' However,
The

the problem of incomplete information concerning the offence characteristics
resulted from non-standa rd i zed recording of the information by the police.

ete information for the Purposes of research, for both the
police and outside agencies, could be achieved by the consistent and
More

comp

I

ly problematic were the
personal data for the v'ictim and the offender in terms of míssìng
standardized recording

ì

of information.

Especial

nformat i on.

6See

Victimization Surveyrrr Ministry of the Solìcitor
"Canadian UrbanrrFactors
Pertaining to the Reporting of Sexual
General , 1983i Gunn, R.r
Assaulttr, Unpublished M.A. Thesìs, University of Manitoba, llB4.
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Finally, research that addresses the effect of the sexuaì assault
legislation in Canada wouìd be most beneficial ' Comparative studies
between

the previous rape laws and the current sexual assault legisìa-

tion would serve to ìndicate the changes, if any, that have resulted
wìth thè introductìon of the re-structured legislation'
Conc I us i ons

Filterìng of the rape rePorts in the criminal justice system
resulted in the termination of /l.l percent of the charges' Whjle
criminal justice personnel were responsibìe for most of the filtering
out of chargesr the victim was the initiator for nearly one-third of
the terminated charges. The filtering of charges in effect for the
study period was consjderable with the police level containing the
majority of the terminated rePorts. The legal system

emerges as being

less than adequate in prosecuting rape offenders and ensuring that

justice is done.

The figures also indicate

that the victim is discouraged

with the legal proceedings and withdraws from the process' A conviction
rate of 28.! percent is minimal, considering that only J'8 percent of the
defendantswereactuallyâcqujttedofthechargesandformaìlyproclaìmed
i

nnocent.

of

several recoímendâtions stem from the examination of the processing
rape cases in the legal system. First and forerþst is the need for

difficulties in
successfully convicting rape offenders. The preoccupation with victinr

criminal justice personnel

who

are sensitized to the

related factors both before and durìng the offence have effectively
functioned to make the convjction rate for rape cases very low. Legal
reform, as the

initiator of

change

in the criminal justice

systemt is
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the major imPetus for improving the plight

of the rape victim in the

legal proceedings and ensuring that rþre of' the offenders are conyìcted'
The

role of criminal justjce personnel in the

i

mprovement

of

rape

prosecutions, however, cannot be overìooked. The Prosecutorrs involvement

in the legal proceedings is substantial.

for the charges

The Crown

is

from the time they leave the police level

responsible

to the final

disposition. Prosecutors, in their role as the rePresentative of the
Crown and ultimately the victimr must ensure that rape proceedings do
not continue to Place the onus on the victim. Prosecutorial guideì ines
and courtroom Practices which clearly articulate that requirement are

needed.Itisonlywhenvictimscânseethatrapeproceedingsarenot
concentrâting on their credibility, that the problem with sexual assâult
can be adequately addressed and remedied.
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APPENDIX A

LEGAL DEFINITIONS FOR THE

RESEARCH

lecnl oErl¡¡tlrons roR tnE ReseencHl
A review

Appea I

Bai

l/Out on

Bai I

A

sum

of

of the trial
money

or

by a higher court.

bond

or valuable property

(surety) which is left with the court to ensure
that an accused person wi I I return to court for

A person is rrout on bai|'r
been released by posting baiì.

trial.

if

he,/she has

Charge

A formal accusation that a person has cormitted
particular offence agaìnst the law.

Complainant

The person who
comrni t ted.

Consent

This is a complex legal concept . . . Briefly, it
concerns whether or not the complainant permìtted
the assault or other action to take place, or

states that an offence has

whether she made any

a

been

effort to prevent it.

Conviction

A decision by the court that the accused person is
gui I ty of the charge.

Corroborati ng

Supporting. Corroborating evidence is evidence that
supports or strengthens the information given
earlier, but does not necessarily add anything new.

C

redi bi

I

ity

Crown Attorney

Defence Attorney/
Defence Counsel
Evi dence

Believabílity. The extent to which a piece of
evidence can be trusted or believed. The extent
to which a witness is giving a clear and believable
picture of what happened.
The lawyer who is acting for the Crown (the
government) and who is presenting evidence of what
is al leged to have happened and trying to see that
the case is properly dealt with.
The lawyer who ìs assisting the person who is
charged with the offence.

or objects that are used in trial to
prove
to
something relevant to the charge.

Statements

try

l,,Glo."".y of Definitions,r, Helping the Victims of Sexual Assault,
Ontario Provincial Secretariat for Justice, 1979t pp. 70-77.
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In

a hearing meets rrín camera , everyone not
directly necessary to the conduct of the trial is
kept out of the room. Witnes.ses are only alìowed
in the room while they are actually testifying.

When

Carnera

Informat ì on/Lay

an Informat

i on

or provide information to the
authorities
on which a formal charge is
legal

Give â statement
based.

Ju

ry

Lesser Incl uded
0ffence

A group of people from the conmunity who listen to
thè evídence given at a triâl and they decide if
the accused person is guilty or not guilty.

that is not as serious as the offence
originally charged, but is included in ìt; for

A crime

a rape includes an indecent assault.
Somëtimes at a trial an accused person will be
allowed to plead guilty or will be found guilty
example,

offence. This does not
that
the offence originalìy charged
necessarily mean
only
that the lesser offence has
but
did not occur,

of a lesser

ìncluded

been proven and

Penetratï on

the greater one has not.

of the penis into the vagina.
Legalìy this is said to have occurred even íf the
penis enters only to the sl ightest degree, and
even if sexual intercourse is not completed to

The insertion

orgasm.
Plea

The position taken by the accused Pleading at the
beginning of a trialr after the charge has been
read to him/her. The usual plea is either
rgui I tyrr orrrnot guiltyrr.

Plea Bargai n i ng

A negotiating process between the crown attorney
and the defence lawyer concerning a Plea to a
charge or reconmendation on sentence.

Prel iminary Hear i ng

A legal proceeding in which a judge decides whether
thêre is enough evidence to warrant bringing an
accused person

Prosecution

to tri al.

The lawyer who ìs acting for the Crown (the state)
and who is presenting evidence of what is al leged
to have happened and trying to see that the case is
properl y dealt with.

t97

Sexual intercourse between a man and a woman who
is not his wife, which is against her will and
wì thout her consent.

Rape

Rape

Crisis

Centre

Suspect/Accused,/
Defendant

Test i rnony

Voi

r

sexual assau I t.

that âssists victims of

rape and

is believed to have cormìtted a crime.
If'he,/she is charged he/she becomes rrthe accusedrr.
When ihe matter goes to court or to a hearing he/
she becomes "the defendantrr.
A Þerson who

Statements made

in court by ê Person who has sworn

or affirmed that he/she will tell the truth.

A legal proceeding in which a judge or judge and
jury hears evidence and decides on the basjs of
ihat evidence whether an accused person is gujlty
or not gui I ty.

lrral

Verdi

An organization

of a judge or jury makes at the end of
a trial as to whether the defendant is guilty or not
guilty of the specific charge.

ct

The decision

0i re

A procedure during the trial process when certajn
legal questíons are decided. The jury and all

witnesses not testífying in court during the voir
dire are excluded from the court.
Wârrant

A legal paper which gives the power to arrest
someone who is charged with an offence.

tnêss

A person who is subpoenaed to appear in court
because he has some knowledge of the case.
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POLICE

LEVEL:

B

PHAST

ONE

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
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Schedule

Number

of Sociol ogy
Unì versi ty of Manitoba
Department

Winnipeg,

Man i

Rape

in

Mani

toba

CASE IDENTIFICATION SHEET

Case Number from Pol

Oate when

ice

records

the rape occurred

Research Assi stantr

s

toba

A descriptive and analytical
study

name

RAPE

IN

DATA COLLTCTION

Instructions!

WINNIPTG

LE

S

-

The fol lowing instrument

PHASE

is to be used for

ããGTiñ-Lne records of the Winnipeg Police.
schedule must be

I.

comp I

ONE

eted

DESCRIPTION OF THE OFFENSE
C

lassi

fication of the offense¡

a) Rape
b) Attempted Rape
c) Indecent Assau I t
d) other
e) No information
2.

ì
2
3

4
9

Temporal Informat i on:
a) day of the week
b) npnth of the year

c)
d)
3.

(ci

time
year

of the day
of the offense

of Initiâl Contact:
I
victimrs residence
offenderrs residence 2
other res i dence
3
4
vehicle
public street or lane 5
6
public building
publ ic park
7

I'leeting place

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
S)
h) other place
i)

(please speci fY)
no information

I
9

obtaining

Each item on

rcle

one)

this

201

4.

What was

5.

Place

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i

6.

)

the address at which the offense took place?

of 0ffense: (cìrcle

one)

ctimrs res i dence
offenderrs r es i dence
other resi dence
vi

vehicle

public street or

lane

ic bui lding
publ ic park
publ

7

other place

I

(please speci fy)
no i nformat i on

9

Did the crime scene change (ie. Did inìtial contactr raper and
finâl contact all take place in the sarne locatìon)

yes
no2

I

no information

7.

How

did it

I

Spec

ify

faci

Ii

9

change?

any characteristics

tated the rape

of the location thât might have

202

9.

Offender-Victim

Rel at

ionshi P:

a) stranger
b) stranger, but
general knowledge
c) acquai ntance
d) neighbour
e) close friend
f) boyfriend
g) ex-boyfriend
h) fami ly friend
i) rel ati ve (specify)
j) busi ness associate
k) ex-husband
I ) other ( speci fy)
m) no information
10.

Offense Reported By:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
S)
h)
i)

victim

I

spouse

2

fr

3

i end

boyfr i end

4

father

5

rnother

6

nei ghbour

7

other

( spec i

fY)

no i nformation

.

Number

of

12.

Number

of offenders

II

vi ctims

I
9

II
12
|3

14
15
16
17

l8
l9
20

2l
22

99
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13.

Use

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

of Alcohol:
Present in victim and. offender
Present in victim but not in offender
Present in offender but not in victim
not present in ejther offender or in victim

4

no i nformat i on

9

How

15.

What were the offenderts initial
(ie. was he a robberr etc.

16.

Verbal

r8

Use

2

did the offender initially contact the victim?

14.

17.

2

threats:

intentions

uPon contact?

yes
no

2

no i nformat i on

o

of Physical force:

Describe the nature

of

yes

I

no

2

no i nformat ion

9

any force

or intimidation

used:

204

19.

Use

of weapon:

yes
no

no

20. t¡

2l

.

ttyesrr

2

information

9

to #19, please describe:

Resistance by

Victim:

Yes

no

no

22,

Describe the
apparent:

23.

Type

information

victimrs reactjon

when

sexual contact3
genital i ntercourse

g)

no i nformati

on

2
?

4
6

9

Conversâtion between offender and victim:

yes
noz
no i nformation

I

9

9

thè threat of rape

of

a)
b) fel latio
c) cunnilingus
d) anal i ntercourse
e) combination of arbrc
f) other (speci fY)

24.

2

became

205
25

If

rf

yesr

I to #24¡ p lease indicate

and provide

some I ndication

when

the conversation occurred

of i tlsubstance.

26, 0id the offender attemPt to normal ize or explain the

rape

to

the

victim?

yes
noz
no information
27.

I

9

t¡ rryesrr to #26, discuss his attempts in as much detâi I as Possiblet
ie., Oid he apologize, ask to meet her again, say he was doing her

a favour, etc.

28.

Did the offender explain his actions to pol ice?
yes
2

no

not

appl i cabl e

(ie. offender not picked uP)

no i nformation

29.

What was

9

the nature of this explanation?

206
30

,1,,=.5!

.

Concomi

tant offen ses :

Did another offense occur as wel.l- as the. rape or
attempted rape?

yes
no2
no i nformati

I

on

9

31. If rryesrr lo #30¡ when did the concomitant offense occur?
I
a) prior to the rape
b) concurrent with the rape 2
c) after the rape
3
9
d) no information
32.

33.

¡f ttyeSrrtO #30, please describe the concomitant offense

or offenses:

Does

the record indicate thêt the offense was planned or

spontaneous? (ci

rcle

one)

planned
partiâlly planned
spontaneous
no information

I
2
3

9

of pre-planning

34.

Describe nâture

35.

Did the particular victim âppear to have been pre-selected?

yes
maybe
no3
no informatìon

I
2

9
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36. If

37.

II.

yes or maybe, what was the basis

How

of pre-selection?

did the offender leave (depart from) the victim after the

offense?

OESCRIPTION OF THE ViCTII4

38.

Age

of the victim at the time of the offense:
âge _
no information 99

39. Marital status at the time of the offense: (circle
I
a) married
2
b) singl e
c) divorced
3
4
d) separâted
e) conn¡on I aw
5
6
f) other ( speci fy)
S) no i nformation 9
40.
4l

.

Race

of the victim:

National origin of victim:

42. Victimrs
43.

occupati on

Occupation

3

of victimrs father:

one)

208

\4.

Number

of víctimrs

chi

ldren: (circle

a)

none

I

b)

one

2

c)

two

3

d)

three

4

e)

four or npre

5

f)

no i nformat

9

i an

one)

45

Victimrs address at the time of the offense:

46

Educational level of the victim:
a) no formal schoo I i ng

b) some el ementary school
c) completed elementary schoo I
d) some high schoo I
e) completed high choo I
f) some col I ege
9) col lege degree
h) other (please spec i fy)
i ) no i nformat i on
s

(circl e

one)

I
2
?

4
5

6
7

I
9

47. In any of the questioni ng or
that the victim

48. If

evidence was there any indication
was rrof bad characterrr or promi scuous?

yes

I

no

2

no i nformat ion

9

rryesrr

to #47, what

was

the nature of this evidence?

209

49. 0id the victim have a criminal record?
ì
yes
no2
no information 9
50. t¡

ttyestt

to #49¡

what was the nature

of this

record?

51 ,

Physical description of the victim: (heightr weight' body build'
complexion, hair, clothing, and peculiarities)

52,

Specify any characteristics of the victim that suggest
vutnerãUi lityr (ie. retarded, handicapped, live alone, etc.)

III.@
53,

Discuss the description

of the offender given by the victim

210

5\

Sex

of the offender:
I
male
female 2

55

Age

of the offender at the time of the offense:
age _
no information 99

(ci

rcle

one)

56. Mârital status of the offender: (círcle
I
a) married
b) single
2
c) divorced
3
4
d) separated
e) conn¡on I aw
5
f) other ( speci fy) 6
g) no information 9
57.

Race

one)

of the offender:

58. National Origin of the Offender:
59

occupâtion

of the offender !

60

0ccupation

of the offenderrs father:

61.

Number

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

of the offenderts chi ldren¡ (circle
I
none
2
one
two
3
4
three
four or npre
I
no information 9

one)
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62.

0ffenderrs address ât the time of the offense:

63.

Educational level of the offenderr
a) no forma I schooling

(circle

b) some elementarY schoo I
c) completed elementarY school
d) some high schoo I
e) completed high schoo I
f) some col I ege
s) col lege degree
h) other (please sPeci fY)
i) no information

2

one)

I

3

4
5

6
7

I
9

64.

Physical description of the offender: (height, weight, body buildt
complexion, hair, clothing, any peculiarities)

65

Did the offender have a previous criminal record?

yes
noz
no
66

9

rryesrr to #65t what was nature of record?
speci fy charges, frequency, disposition).

¡¡
(

information

I

212

67. Is a psychiatric report available

on the offender?

yes
no

68.

Hhat

2

is the nâture of this

rePort?

69. Is â pre-sentence rePort available on the offender?
yes
no

70.

IV.

What

POLICE

2

is the nature of this

rePort?

PROCESS

71.

To whom was the

72

t/hen was

first

complaìn fol lowing the rape

made?

the first complaint fol lowing the rape made?
(ie. How long after the offense?)

73. If there was a delay in rePortingr

what were the reasons?

213

7\.

the victim able to identify a susPect? (circle

Was

yes
no2
75. If

rrnorr

I

to #74,

how was suspect

identified?

interviews did the polìce conduct in the course of the
investigation?

76.

How many

77.

How mâny

78.

With

ínterviews did the victim have with the pol ice?

whom

were

same pol

di

How

pol icemen

information

was the

(circle

polìce interviews conducted? (círcle

iceman

fferent

no

79.

initial

Pol

one)

I
2

9

complaint fol lowing the rape

one)

a) personally at the pol ice station
b) by telephone to the police
c) at the scene of the offense
d) other (please specify)
e) no i nformation
BO.

one)

I
2
3

4
9

ice reaction to the complaint: (circle
complaint founded
complaìnt unfounded

I
2

one)

made?

214

Bl.

What charge was

jÂ!ligl![ lâid? (circle

) râpe
b) attempted râpe
c) i ndecent assaul t
d) other ( speci fy)
e) no i nformat i on

one)

a

8z

Was

2
3

4
9

the investigation of this case terminated at the request

of the vi ct im?
yes

I

no

2

83. If yes, give detai ls (ie.

V

MEOICAL

84.

stâge

of termination,

reasons)

PROCESS

Oid the victim go

to a medical facility? (circle

yes
no2
no i nformation
1

one)

I

9

to #84, to what medical facility did the vìctím
(specify clinic or hosPital, etc.)

85. t¡

86

rryeStr

tJhen

did the victim go to a medical facility in

to the pol ice?
before the initiâl comPlaint
after the initial comPlaint
no i nfornrat i on

the initìal

complaint

I
2

9

rel

go

ation to

215

87.

the medical examiner? (circle one)
private physi cìan
I

Who was

a)
b) hospi ta I intern
c) other ( speci fy)
d) no ìnformation
88. 0id the nedicaì
yes
no2

9

victim about the rape?

I

no i nformation
Were any

3

examiner question the

(ci rcle one)

89.

2

9

injuries suffered by the vìctim?

yes
2

no

no i nformati

90. If

rryes'r

to

#89

on

t

9

discuss the nature

of

those injuries.
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CROWN

LEVEL:

C

PHASE

TWO

INTERVIEW SCHEOULES

RAPE IN
THE

T,,l T

NN

IPFG
CASES

ECUTION.OF.,

_Respondent
RAPE CHARGE

WAS:

RETAINED

your offÍce, specifical
shou I d be retained?

vfho

Number

in

ly,

decided that the rape charge
I

.

Yoursel

f

2. _Seni or prosecutor
deci sion annng
3. -You,

prosecutors in Your
off i ce
-GrouP (
4.
other specì fy)
3

Did you êct âs prosecutor for both the preliminary hearing and the
court triâl?

. _Yes
2.
No
I

3.

the trial a bench trial (with judge alone) or a jury trial
(with judge and jur y )?

t^las

trial

l.

tr

2.

4.

What was

the defense

ìaI

-Bench
-JurY
at trial?
for the rape charge
I

tY of

.

accused

sent
2.
( sPec i fY) :
3. -ldenti

-Con
-Other

5.

Did the complainant appear as a witness ât the
was she legally compelled to do so3
'I

trial willingly

.

2.

I I Y comPelled

-WilìinglY
-Lega

or

218

6(a).

Were

there any additionaì charges at

rape

cha rge?

(b). (If

7(a).

trial other than the
l.-fes
2.__No

yes) What were the additional charges?

there any discussìon of a charge reduction or a predetermined sentence at any stage of the proceedings?

Was

.
2.
I

(b). (If

yes)

Why

were they not accepted?

Yes
No

219

_Respondent

Number

RAPE CHARGE I.IAS:

Who,

specifically, first initiated â reductìon of

charge(s)?

. _You, yoursel f
2.
Another member in
I

(specify)¡

your

-office
3. _0ef ense counsel
4. _Accused
5.

(

speci f y)

:

-0ther
2(a).

l./ho was approached

for a reduction of

charges?

. _You, your sel f
2,
Another member in your
I

(

speci fy)3

-office
_0ef ense counse I
4. _Accused
5. _Other ( speci fy) :
3.

(b).

3(a).

Vthat was

the inìtial reaction of the pârty

approached?

the initiâl charge reduction the same as the one that
fì nal ly accepted?

Was

l. _Yes
2.
No

was

220

(b) 1. (If not)

How

did the charge reduction differ?

(b)ii. (If

no) What objection was voiced agâinst the origìnal
charge reduct i on?

4(a).

(b).

t/hat was the nrajor factor that led to a reduction

Were

there any other factors involved?

(c). (¡f yes) Could

of

charge(s)?

l. _Yes
2.
No

you elaborate on these factors?

5. At what stage of the proceedings
i ntroduced?
l.
2.
3.

was

a reduction of charges fìrst
formal charges laìd
Prel iminarY hearing
Prel iminarY hearìng

-Before
Before court trial
4. -Before
-During

221

6(a). At what stage was a reduction of charges finally accepted?
l. _Before formal charges la.id
2. _Before prel iminary hearing
3.

i

ng preliminary hearing

4. _Eefore court trial.

-Dur

(b). (If (3) or (4))

was

the prel iminary hearing itself a contributing

factor in a reduction of

charge(s)?

ì. _Yes
2.
No
(c). (lf yes) In what way?

7.

l.lâs the complainant consulted during negotiations for
of charge(s)?
I . _Yes

2,

8.

What explanation was given
charge( s) ?

a reduction

No

to the complainant for the reduction of

a.t t

_Respondent

Number

RAPE CHARGE WNS:

l.

Who, specifical

ìy, first initiated a pre-determined sentence?
yoursel f
I . _You,
2.
Another member in your
f

ice

(

speci fy) :

-of

_Oef ense counse I
4. i."rr.d
Other ( speci fy) :
5.
3.

2(a).

Who was approached

for a pre-determined

sentence?

. _You, yoursel f
2.
Another member in your
I

f i ce (speci f y) :

-of
. _Def ense counse I
4. _Accused
3

5.

(

speci

fy):

-Other
(b).

l,lhat was the

initial reactìon of the party approached?

223

3.
'

1.

Why was
i

a pre-determined sentence chosen rather than a reduction

n charqe?

.*è5

4(a).

l..la

s the

was

(b) i.

ii.

5(a).

(b).

initial

final ly

pre-determined sentence the same as the one that

âccepted?

l. _Yes
2.
No

(If no) How did the sentence differ?

objection was voiced êgâinst the
determined sentence?

What

What was

Were

original pre-

the major factor that led to a pre-determined sentence?

there any other factors involved?

(c). (If yes) Could

l. _Yes
2. _No

you elaborate on these factors?

221+

6. At what stage of the proceedings was a Pre-determined sentence
first introduced?
r.
Before formaì chârges rêid
prel iminary hear i ng
,.
3. -r"ro."
Prel iminarY hearing
4.
Before court trial
-0uring
7(a). At what stage was

pre-determined sentence finaì 1y accePted?
l. _Before formal charges ìaid
2. _Before preì imìnary hearing
3. _Dur i ng preìiminarY hearing
4.
Before court tr i a l

(b). (If (3) or (4)) l^las the preìimìnary hearing itseif a factor
in a pre-determi

ned sentence?

i

.

2.
(c). (If yes) In

B

Was

what way?

No

-Yes

the complainant consulted during negotiatiÕns for a Pre-

determi ned

sen t ence?

. _Yes
2.
No
I

9.

What explanation was given
determi ned sen tence?

to the complainant for the pre-

225

spondent

_Re

Why

2

3.

4.

did the

accused plead

guilty to rape, devoid of

Had defense counseì approached you at êny time
bargaining the charge(s) or sentence?

Wâs

Numbe

concessions?

prior to

plea

l. __Yes
2. _No

there a preiiminary heâring before the accused Pled guilty to

raPe?

Where

ì.
2-

did sentencing take

2.
3.
What was

6

Was

No

Place?

l. _Coun

5.

Yes

the length of sentence

given?

t

Y court
I

s

Eench

Boniface

-Queen
-St.
(in nont hs )

there a Period of probation given at sentencing?

. _Yes
No
2.
I

r

z¿o

_Respondent
RAPECHARGEWaS:

l.

ffi

Who in your office, specificaììy, decided
shou ld be di smi ssed?

that the rape charge

ì. _You, yoursel f
2. _Sen i or prosecutor
3. _Group decí sion annng
prosecutors in your

4. _0ther

l,/as

Number

(

office

specì f y):

the complainant alìowed any infìuence in this decision?

. _Yes
2.
No
I

3.

What explanation was given
di smi ssa ì of charges?

4(a). ì/hat

(b).

was the major

to the complêinant regarding the

factor that resulted in a dismissal of

l,lere there any other

factors invoìved?
Yes

2. _No

charges?
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(c). (If yes to 4(b))

Could you elaborate on these factors?

A PPE ND

INTERV IEWS

IX

WITH THE

TNTERV

D

PROSECUTORS

IEW SCHEDULE

RAPE

IN

WINN IPEG

THE PROSECUTION OF RAPE

CASES

I NTERV IEh/ SCHEDULE

_Responden t
l.

Sex

of

2.

How

long have you been
years)

3.

Have you ever done any

(in

Number

2.M

respondent

in your present position as a Crown attorney?
other types of legaì

work?
I

. Yes_

2. No_

(b) (íf yes) Please specify.

4.

How iong have you been
( i n years)

5.

Where

6.

l,that

invoìved with the handling of rape cases?

did you obtain your law degree?

is

your

age?

THE FIRST SECTiON WTLL EXPLORE THE PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES
PROSECUTORS IN THE FILTNG OF A RAPE CHARGE.

,.7(a).

OF

an êdditional offense such as robbery or burglary accompanies
rêpe, what is the procedure taken for chargìng these muìtipìe

When

offenses?

crimes
on ì Y

-BothPropertY
-Rape
;.Replicated from Ouncan Chappell
of the Response by Prosecutors.

et al., Forcible

crime onlY

Rape' A Natural Survey
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office generally fi le

7(b).

Under what conditions wouìd your
for the property crime only?

8(a)

In the case of additional charges that are involved directìy with
the charge of rape (eg. unìawfuì confinement' gross indecency,
possession of a dangerous weapon) what procedures are comnonly
taken?

. _Charge
2. _Charge
I

charges

for rape on ly
for raPe and

additional offenses
di rect 1y rel ated

(b).

Under what conditions are multiple charges invoìved
a rape charge consídered appropriate?

to

rape

directly with

':,9. 0f the factors lìsted, which eight (8) do you consider to be the
most 'important in the decision to IiÞ charges? The factors could
affect the decision either positively or negatively. (Mark an [X"
beside the B reìevant factors).

i. _Suspectrs previous criminal record
victim and suspect
_Relationship between
Age difference between victim and suspect
3.
4.
Race or ethnicity of victim
or ethnicity of suspect
5.
of physical force
6.
ì 0. -Race
_Use of weapon
ll. -Useoccupâtion of suspect
previous arrest history
lz.
13. _Injury
to victim
14.-victim's
Resistance offered by victim
2.

,l5.

roof of penetration

-P
''.'Replicated from Ouncan Chappel l
of the Response by Prosecutors.

et aì., Forcibìe
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Accomplices (more than one offender)
16.
ì7. _Sexual acts other thân i ntercourse
Circumstances of initiaì contact
18.
or drug involvement on the pêrt of the vìctim
t9
or drug involvement on the Part of the suspect
20
-Al.ohoì
Wi t nes ses
21
22 -Alcohol nes s of report i ng
Locât i on of offen se
?3
Extent of suspect identif ìcation
24 -Promot

0ther

(

spec i

fy

THE NEXT SECTION WILL EXAMINE THE PROSECUTION'S RELATIONSHIP VlITH
COUNSEL, JUOGES, AND THE POLICE WHEN HANDLING A RAPE CHARGE.

l0(a).

Do you general

OEFENSE

defense counsel fulI access to the
Crown witnesses or do you allow only the

ìy aìlow

statements of
minimal di scìosure required by

law?

cces s
_Fuìl
_Mìnima1 disclosure
a

0ther

(b).

ll(a)

(

soeci

fv)

al lowed by iaw

:

Under what conditions would only minimal disclosure be
consi dered approPr i ate?

In your own estimêtion, do you exert considerabìe influence on:
1. Yes 2. No- 9. N.A.of bail
The judge in a bench
ì. Yes- 2. No- 9. N.A.or jury trial
Ca I enda r dates for the
case at any particular
stage of the proceedings l. Yes- 2. No- 9. N.A'Amount
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ìl(b).

Estimête the influence of defense counsel in terms of havìng a
greater anìount, the same anìount, or a lesser ârnount of
infìuence as the prosecution 'i n these areas.
Anrount

of

bai

I

The judge in a
bench or jury

trìaì

Caiendar dates
for the case at
any particuiar
stâge of the
proceed i ngs

'';i2(a).

ì

.

Greater

2.

Same

3.

Less

l. Greâter 2. Same 3. Less

l.

Greater

2.

Same

3.

9.

N.A.

9.

N.A.

Less

of the following statements best describes your opinion of
the plea bargaining system in your jurisdiction?

Which

Itrs fine the wêy it is.

l^/hy?

It should be retained but changed. How?

It

should be eliminated

altogether.

'l-Replicated from Duncan Chappelì
of the Response by Prosecutors.

Why?

et al., Forcibìe
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r2(b).

in order of

importance the fol lowing factors that are
the use of plea bargaining by prosecutors.
influence
to
using
the numbers ì through 5 (number 6 is
each
factor
Rank
optionaì) with number rrì indicating greatest influence through
to number r'5rr (or ,16") indicating least influence.
Rank

thought

. _Case
2.
I

.'

4

pressure (back I o9

of

cases )

of a conviction in a trial ("no case
100 percent sure one wêy or the otherrr)
-Uncertêinty probìems (strength of evidence and
-is
_Evidentiary
credibi ìity of wí tnesses)
Pressures from other members of the criminal
system to plea bargain (eg. police,
defense counsel and judges)
-¡ustice
_Notorìety of a p articular case (possibi li ty
of a vocal pubìi c reåct i on )

6

13.

(

speci f y):

Estimate the adherence of judges to prosecutoriaì recommendations
concernìng a pre-determined sentence or charge where the defendant
pleads gui lty in a rape case.
I

''.14(a)

0ther

. _Usual ly 2.

3.

4.

-Rarelybetween -Never
your agency
the degree of cooperation
would you rête-sometimes
and the locaì law enforcement agency in deaìíng with rape cases?
How

l. _Exceìlent
2. _Acceptab I e
3. _Needs i mprovement

xRepìicated from Duncan Chappell et al., Forcibìe Rape, A Natural Survey
of the Response by Prosecutors.
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rnÕst important r9?:9n. for
which you hêve indicêted in #14(a)?

i l4(b). What is the

(.).

the ìevel of cooperation

couìd cooperation best be improved? (Mark choice(s) with
an rrxrr - multipìe answers accepted) '

How

of a liaison Person
guideiines for f i ling cases
a special rape unit in your agency
3. -Vlritten
4, -Establish a special raPe unit in the law enforcement
agency

l.
2.

Use

5. -Estabìish understandi ng of rape i ssues i n your agency
Increase understanding of rape issues in the law
6. -Increase
orc.tent agency
9

10.

-enf Not app l icab ie
Other

( spec i f

y)

:

THENEXTSET0FqUESTI0Ns\,JILLINVoLVETHEINTERACTI0NBETWEENTHE
PROSECUTION ANO THE COMPLAINANT IN A RAPE CASE.

-:r15.

does the nìost intensive ìnterviewing take place wìth the
complainant?

When

to fiìing accusatory pleading
1.
the time of f i ling accusatory pleading
2.
to the prel im'inary hearing
3. -Prìor
to the court triâl
4. -At
-Plior
,.Repìicated
from Duncan chappell et al., Forcible Rape, A Natural Survey
-Prior
of the Response bY Prosecutors.
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''r16.

l^/ho

4
5

':,17.

is usualìy present at the interview other than the prosecutor

and the compìainant?

_No one el se i s present
_Another prosecutor or i nvest i gator
fami ly member or f ríend of the victim
_A
advocate
_Victìm
(speci f y) :
_0ther

How mêny

times ís the complainant usually interviewed prior to trial?

0nce

2. _Twi
3.

ce

¡4ore thên twì ce

',rì8. Estimête the frequency of complainant withdrawêl of a rape
after a suspect has been charged. (in a percentage value)

:r'¡9.

complaint

to be the major reasons for compìainant
a
wì thdrawal o f
rape compìaint after a suspect has been charged?
l,,lhat do you perceive

)

4

Survey
'.Repìicated from Duncan Chappell et êì., Forcibìe Rape' A Natural
of the Response by Prosecutors.
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20(a).

Do you feel counseìing
ví ct i ms?

services shouìd be provided for rape

.
2.
I

_Yes
No

:'r (b). (if trtesr') How do you feel counseling services shouìd be provided
for rape victims? (Mark the one best choice with anrrXrr).
1

.

enf orcement agenc i es shou

I

d provi de

them

2. _There should be a hospitaì-based program
-Law
3. _Professionâls (psychologists, sociaì workers, etc.)
agency staf fed by specially trained volunteers

4.

5. -An
-0ther

(specify):

THE NEXT SECTION WILL OEAL WITH THE RELEVANT LEGAL ELEMENTS IN
CASE AFTER CHARGES HAVE BEEN LAÏD.

A

RAPE

presence of which eight (8) factors would you
consider to be the most important in obtaining a conviction for
forcible rape? ( Indicate the B nost important factors by pìacing
an rrxrr in the corresponding space provided. The factors couid
affect the decision ejther positively or negativeìy. Hark 8).

The absence

or

previ ous criminal record
between victim and suspect
tionship
_Rela
2
Age difference between victim and susPect
4.
Race or ethn í ci ty of victim
sp ectrs

t. _Su

2.
c

6.
10.

Race or ethni ci ty

of
se of

phys i ca
weapon

ì

of

sus

pect

fo rce

-use ccupat i on of suspect
-u
t2.
ictimrs prevìous arrest
ì1.

13.

r4.
15.

tô.
17.
rB.

In iurv to victim
Resi stênce offered bY

roof of penetration
I i ces

hi storY

vìctim

(more than one of f ender

-P
åcts other than intercourse
--Àccomp
i

rcumstances

-Sexuaì
-c

of initial

t.Repìicated from ouncan Chappelì
of the Response by Prosecutors.
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to
20.
21 ,

t)

a2

24.

_Alcohol or
_nìcohol or

drug involvement on the pêrt of the victim
drug involvement on the Pârt of the suspect

Wi t nes ses

romp t n.s s of reporti ng
Locat i on of offen
-P xtent ol suspecE i dent i
_t
_Other ( speci f y) :

fi

cat i on

The influence of the unique legal elements of consent, corroboration, and the charâcter of the râpe victim are thought to be
substantial in a rape charge. Consíder a hypothetical situat'ion
where a rape charge contained problems with aìl three of these
ìegal elements. How would each element rênk in order of
importance? 0r would a combination exist? (Rank from "1" nìost jmportant through to r'3rr - least important).

chãracter of the rape victim

consent

corroboratíon

23. In terms of the legal elements of consent, which wouìd you consi der
to be the major determinant of proof of nonconsent on t he part of
the rape victim?

3

-*24

_Impl ied threats through use of a weapon by the of fender
_Verba I threats
Extent of injuries sustaíned by the victim

the two (2) major difficulties you find in getting juries
to convict for forcible rape? (Mark 2 with an I'Xr').

What are

2
3

4
5

6

_Penaltjes are too severe
_There is not enough range of penaltìes
Corroborat ion requi rements are too stri ct
The credibi lity of the victim
The presentation of the case is limited

_0ther

(

specì f y)

:

ìrReplicated from Duncan Chappel I et al., Forcible Raper A Naturaì Survey
of the Response by Prosecutors.
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|r25.

What is the average sentence actuaìly imposed
in Manitobê in your estimation?

;,26(a)

Do you

(b).

Why

or

feeì that the êverage

for forcible

senÈence imposed

rape

is appropriate?
ì . _Yes
2.
No

why not?

What do you consider to be the
improvements needed in deaìíng
(Mark 3 choi ces wi th an IXrr) .

three (3) Irìost important
with the probìem of forcible

rape?

ì. _Victim
services
2. _Lega ì refo rm
3.
ínvestigatíve
4. _Police
-Sentencing
policies
5.

6. _Treatment and rehabi
-Prosecutìon
education
10. _Pubìic

techniques

Ií

têtion of

of f enders

training
ì1. _Police
12.
The teâching of prevention techniques or

measures to

potentíal victíms
0ther (soecifv)

:

'l' Replicated from Duncan Chappeìl et aì., Forcible Rape' A Natural Survey
of the Response by Prosecutors.
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are the most important changes ìn rape laws that you would
ìike to see? (Incìude rules of evidence, sentencing' reìease,

What

etc.

).

ìicated from
ôf the Response

t.Rep

Duncan Chappel ì
bY Prosecutor s.

et aì., Forcible Rape, A Naturê1

Survey

